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Abstract 
A method for the calculation of Berry phases for periodic, but not necessarily 
adiabatic, Hamiltonians is reported. This method is based on a novel factorisation 
of the evolution operator and is in the spirit of the theory of systems of linear 
differential equations with periodic coefficients. 
The use of this approach in practical situations is greatly facilitated by ex-
ploiting the Fourier decomposition of the Hamiltonian. This converts the problem 
into an equivalent time-independent form. The solution to the problem is then 
expressible in terms of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a certain self-adjoint 
operator called the Floquet Hamiltonian. This operator can be calculated from 
the Fourier decomposition of the original Hamiltonian. 
Our formalism has several calculational advantages over the other methods 
used in the literature. These advantages are best seen by considering standard 
quantum optical systems such as the semi-classical model of a two-level atom 
strongly irradiated by a near resonant laser beam. The utility of our formalism is 
not confined to systems of this type however. For example it can be used to great 
advantage in the study of systems with time-odd electron-phonon coupling. 
Apart from its calculational utility, our formalism also has important theoret-
ical applications. Here it is used to clarify the relationship between Berry phases 
and the time dependence of the Hamiltonian. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
In quantum mechanics, a state is described by a ket in some Hilbert space. For 
example, the state of a single non-relativistic particle is a complex-valued function 
of the spatial variables. However this mathematical description contains a redun-
dancy. Two wavefunctions <PI and (h that differ by only a multiplicative phase 
(that is </; 2 exp{W}</;1 ) represent the same isolated state. This is the origin of 
the statement that quantum mechanics contains an arbitrary phase. 
This might lead one to think that the phase of a wavefunction is irrelevant. 
However this is not true for the following reason. The above states </;1 and </; 2 
are only the same in isolation. vVhen they are made to interact with some other 
. state, it is possible to gain some information on their phase difference. Informally, 
considered in isolation, the two states which will be made to interfere each have an 
arbitrary phase. However when they are actually interacting, the joint system has 
only a single arbitrary phase and so their phase difference must be measurable. 
As a very simple example of this, imagine that the initial and final states of 
an evolving system were equal up to a multiplicative phase: <P(t) = exp{ix}</J(O). 
In future I will call such an initial state a cyclic initial state. Now imagine that 
we prepared two copies of the intial state </;( 0) and kept one of them constant 
throughout the evolution of the other. Then at time l the phase difference x is 
measurable by direct interference. 
As we now know that the evolving phase of a quantum system is measurable, 
it is important to try to understand its physical significance. That is we want to 
be able to calculate it and understand its origin. It turns out that this overall 
phase X is most naturally desribed as the sum of two parts. The first, called the 
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dynamical phase, is a measure of the length of time for which the system has been 
evolving. The remainder, called the Berry phase, is a measure of where the system 
has been. 
Hence the dynamical phase comes from the dynamical aspect of the evolution 
whereas the Berry phase is geometric in origin. This last fact has lead many 
authors, incl,_;_ding Berry himself, to name the Berry phase the geometrical phase. 
One of the most intuitive examples of the Berry phase arises in the adiabatic 
theorem [Berry 1984]. The adiabatic theorem states that a slowly driven system 
will respond by following the eigenspaces of the time-dependent Hamiltonian. Now 
if we drive the parameters upon which the Hamiltonian depends around a closed 
path, the initial and final eigenspaces are the same. Hence if the system is non-
degenerate, the initial eigenstates are cyclic initial states. 
It turns out that in this example the dynamical phase has a particularly 
simple form, being just the time integral of the instantaneous energy around the 
circuit. Hence the dynamical phase can be thought of as a naive generalisation 
of the evolving phase in the time-independent case. This interpretation has a 
natural extension to the non-adiabatic case, with the instantaneous energy being 
replaced by the instantaneous expectation value of the Hamiltonian. Thus we see 
that the dynamical phase depends on the "energy" of the system and the time 
taken for its evolution. This contrats with the Berry phase, which only depends 
on the geometry of the evolution [Simon 1983]. 
An important ramification of the existence of the adiabatic Berry phase is in 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Here Berry phases lead to the presence 
of an extra vector potential in the effective Hamiltonian for the slow degrees of 
freedom [Mead 1987, Kuratsuji and Iida 1985]. This potential has proven to be 
important in, among other things, the study of slow atomic collisions [Zygelman 
1987] and field theoretic anomalies [Nelson and Alvarez-Guame 1985, Semenoff 
1986]. 
It is important to note that several aspects of the Berry phase were known 
before Berry's seminal paper. For example, Berry [1984] notes that the effect of 
adiabatic phases in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation had been anticipated by 
Mead [Mead and Truhlar 1979], the latter authors describing it as the "molecular 
Aharonov-Bohm effect". Berry [1987] also notes that a generalised form of the 
Berry phase was discussed in the context of the interference of light beams as early 
as 1956 [Pancharatnam 1956]. Further examples of the prehistory of Berry phase 
are given by Berry [1990b] 
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Since the discovery of the Berry phase, there have been many experimental 
verifications of its existence. For instance, Berry phases may be directly measured 
by passing a linearly polarised laser down a helically wound optical fibre [Chiao 
and Wu 1986, Tomita and Chiao 1986]. Here the Berry phase is manifested as the 
rotation of the plane of polarisation of the laser as it travels down the fibre. The 
Berry phases that arise when a circularly polarised laser is used (as in the example 
on page two) are also easily measured [Chiao and Wu 1986]. Here two counter-
rotating fibres are used. This is because the dynamical phases for the two fibres 
are the same, while the Berry phases differ by a sign. Hence the interference of 
the two output beams gives the Berry phase. Other experiments include neutron 
interferometry [vVagh and Rakhecha 1990] and electron diffraction from a screw 
dislocation [Bird and Preston 1988]. 
The Berry phase has also been used to explain previously know:n phenome-
na. For example, it can be used to interpret the Mallow triplet splitting [Moore 
1990b] and the sequence of states in theE® € Jahn-Teller problem [Ham 1987). 
Other cases include the Sagnac effect [Hendricks and Nienhuis 1990] and quantum 
interference in general rotating systems [Xu and Tsai 1990]. 
Finally there have been many reviews and books on the Berry phase. Some 
of the most important of these are Shapere and Wilczek [1989], Jackiw [1988], 
Zwanziger et al. (1990] and Morkovski and Vinitsky [1989]. 
My contribution to the study of Berry phases has involved the creation of an 
operator decomposition scheme for the c~lculation of non-adiabatic Berry phases 
for periodic Hamiltonians. Here the evolution operator U is written as the product 
U(t) = Z(t)eiMt. (1.1) 
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Z(t) is constrained to be periodic and unitary, while M is constant and self-adjoint. 
This leads to the identification of the cyclic initial states 4>Q(O) as the eigenvectors 
of M, with the corresponding Berry phases being given by 
'" = j ],\<P.(O) I Z*(t)Z(t) I ,P.(O)) dt. (1.2) 
This approach is useful from a purely calculational standpoint as it allows one 
to exploit the Fourier decomposition of the (periodic) Hamiltonian. This leads to 
the identification of the cyclic initial states as the eigenvectors of the Floquet 
Hamiltonian 
I<= H(t)- i%t· (1.3) 
The operator decomposition formalism also has many practical applications. 
For example, it allows one to interpret the Rabi oscillations and Mallow triplet 
splitting of quantum optics . Further, it leads to a modified adiabatic ansatz for 
systems with both adiabatic and non-adiabatic time dependence. 
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 I discuss the origin 
of time dependence in quantum Hamiltonians. This is important as the Berry 
phases for time-dependent systems arise for very different reasons than those for 
time-independent ones. This fact is discussed in section 5.2. As chapter 2 is 
designed to provide some technical background, it can safely be ignored on the 
first reading. 
In chapter 3 I define Berry phases and show how to calculate them in terms 
of single-valued vectors. These are vectors '!jJ(t) which follow the evolving vector 
4>(t) up to a phase and have the property that '1/J(t) = '1/J(O). As such, they are the 
non-adiabatic analogues of the instantaneous eigenvectors ((R(t)) defined earlier. 
This calculational approach provides the basis for the methods developed in later 
chapters. The measurement of Berry phases is also discussed. 
·while my work has involved the non-adiabatic Berry phase, for completeness 
a brief discussion of the adiabatic case is given in chapter 4. Note that the im-
portance of the adiabatic Berry phase is not merely historical. In fact, one of the 
most important applications of Berry phase is in the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation. This involves the adiabatic decoupling of fast degrees of freedom from a 
slowly varying background. 
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The body of my theoretical work is contained in chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 
5 the operator decomposition of equation (1.3) is discussed. This leads to the 
notion of quasi-degeneracy, which helps to explain the relationship between the 
Berry phase and the time dependence of the Hamiltonian. By utilising the Fouri-
er decomposition of the Hamiltonian, the results of the operator decomposition 
formalism can be recast into time-independent form. This is discussed in chapter 
6. 
There are two other main methods for the calculation of Berry phases, involv-
ing the geometric and algebraic properties of the quantum evolution respectively 
[Aharonov and Anandan 19871 Page 1987, Brihaye et al. 1990]. ·while I have not 
been directly involved in the development of either of these, for completeness they 
are discussed in chapter 7 from the perspective of my work. 
Most papers on Berry phase tacitly assume that cyclic initial states exist. 
However as I show in chapter 8, this is not necessarily the case. While there is no 
general characterisation of which systems do have a complete set of such states, 
there are many useful partial results. I discuss the most important of these. 
In chapters 9 and 10, I discuss the application of the operator decomposition 
scheme to quantum optical problems. This leads to the interpretation of the Rabi 
oscillations in terms of Berry phases and a method for the treatment of systems 
with both adiabatic and non-adiabatic time dependence. 
Finally, in chapter 11 I summarise the extensions to the definition of Berry 
phase that have been reported in the literature so far. These include the treatment 
of non-cyclic evolution and mixed initial states. 
For convenience, some of the technical results needed in this work are collected 
in appendices. Appendix A contains some mathematical preliminaries, including 
some simple functional analysis and a brief discussion of fibre bundles. These 
results are used to derive the evolution operator decomposition of section 5.1 and 
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are needed in section 7.1 for the discussion of the geometric interpretation of the 
Berry phase. 
Further, in appendix B I summarise some of the properties of coherent states. 
These are used in section 2.1, where I derive the Hamiltonian of the semi-classical 
J aynes-Cummings model, and section 8.2, where I derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of cyclic initial states for the forced harmonic oscillator. 
Appendix C contains a brief discussion of the effects of time-reversal odd 
coupling in ligand field theory. This study helps to explain, among other things, 
the effect of time reversal symmetry on the Berry phase. Finally, appendix D 
contains a glossary of the important technical terms used in this thesis. 
Chapter Two 
Time-dependent Hamiltonians 
The existence of Berry phases is intimately linked to Hamiltonian time depen-
dence. As I will show in section 5.2, Berry phases arise in time-independent sys-
tems for very different reasons than in time-dependent ones. However, it is well 
known that the Hamiltonian of an isolated system must be time-independent. 
Hence any time dependence must come from the interaction of the system with its 
surroundings. I will discuss this issue in some detail in this chapter. As this chap-
ter is designed to provide a technical background for the work of later chapters it 
may be safely omitted on first reading. 
In section 2.1 I discuss isolated systems. Here the existence of the evolution 
operator is guaranteed by Stone's theorem. This result also leads to the notion of 
stationary states. These are initial vectors that remain in the same physical state 
throughout their evolution, only picking up a time-dependent phase. In section 
3.1, this idea will be generalised to periodic Hamiltonians, leading to the definition 
of Berry phase. 
Having analysed the time-independent case, in section 2.2 I discuss interacting 
systems. Here the existence of the evolution operator is harder to prove, requiring 
additional constraints on the Hamiltonian [Avron et al. 1987, Yajima 1987]. While 
these constraints are highly technical and always met in practice, I include them for 
completeness. After discussing these, I explicitly show how the time-dependence 
of the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model arises. This uses the reduced density 
operator [Haake 1973] and follows the argument in Moore and Stedman (1990c]. 
This example is given for two reasons. First, it provides a system where the 
physical origins of time dependence are particularly clear. Hence we can verify that 
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the reduced density operator formalism does indeed give us the intuitive results 
that we expect. Second, I will often use the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model 
as an example. This is because its mathematical simplicity allows us to highlight 
the important features of our calculational scheme. This is discussed in chapters 
5 and 6. Further, as I will show in section 9.1, it allows us to interpret the Berry 
phase in a physically meaningful way. 
2.1 Isolated systems 
As an isolated system has no non-conservative forces, its Hamiltonian H must be 
time-independent. Hence the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
iU(t) = HU(t) (2.1) 
has for its solution 
U(t) = exp{ -iHt}. (2.2) 
Note that U(O) = 1 and U(s)U(t) = U(t + s) for all t and s. Thus U(t) is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group [Conway 1985, p336]. The fact 
that all such groups arise as the exponentials of anti-self-adjoint time-independent 
operators is known as Stone's theorem [Weidmann 1980, p222]. This is discussed 
in more detail in section A.l. 
I now use the exponential representation of the evolution operator to establish 
the existence of stationary states. Let ( be an eigenvector of H with energy E. 
Then using equation (2.2), we can write down the evolution of the initial state 
¢Y(O) = (, giving 
(2.3) 
vVe call 8 = -Et the dynamical phase. 
Now vectors differing only by a phase are physically equivalent. Hence anini-
tial eigenstate of a time-independent Hamiltonian stays in the same physical state 
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throughout its evolution. Such a vector is called a stationary state [Merzbach-
er 1970, p45). In section 3.1, I show that the analogy of this behaviour in the 
time-dependent case leads to the definition of the Berry phase. 
2.2 Interacting systems 
To obtain Hamiltonian time dependence, we have to allow the system under study 
to interact with its surroundings. For example, consider ·an atom in an external 
magnetic field. By changing the direction of the magnetic field, we induce time 
dependence into the atomic Hamiltonian. 
This can be compared to the breaking of time-reversal invariance. An iso-
lated system must be time-reversal even. This restriction has many observable 
consequences. For example, in section 4.2, I show that it forces the Berry phases 
of an adiabatic system to be integral multiples of 1r. However, as I will discuss 
in appendix C, the interaction of the system with its surroundings can breal< this 
symmetry. The atomic system discussed in the last paragraph provides a good 
example, as a magnetic field is time-odd. 
Mathematically, it is much harder to find the time evolution of time-dependent 
systems than it is for constant ones. To guarantee the existence of the evolution 
operator, we must constrain the Hamiltonian. There are many sets of sufficient 
conditions for the existence of dynamics. For example, it is sufficient that H 
have a time-independent closed domain, be bounded from below and be a twice 
continuously differentiable function of time [Avron et al. 1987). 
If we take the Hilbert space to be L2 (Rn, dnx) then we can write the Hamil-
tonian in the form 
(2.4) 
for some function V(x, t). The existence of the evolution operator then depends 
on the properties of V [Yajima 1 987). 
The way that interactions induce Hamiltonian time dependence is best seen 
by example. For the reasons listed in the introduction to this chapter, in the rest of 
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this thesis I will often use the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model. Physically, 
this model describes the interaction of a two-level atom with a semi-classical laser. 
For convenience I will assume that the laser is resonant with the atomic frequency. 
For this system, the time-dependence of the Hamiltonian derives from the semi-
classical treatment of the laser. 
The easiest way to see this is to use the reduced density operator formalism 
[Haake 1973]. We start with the quantum Jaynes-Cummings model, which con-
tains both the electronic and photon degrees of freedom. As the quantum model 
describes an isolated system, the Hamiltonian is time-independent. Using equation 
(2.2) then gives the evolving density operator. However, we are only interested in 
the atomic degrees of freedom. To get rid of the photon states we merely trace 
over them. This gives a purely electronic density operator, called the reduced 
density operator. Finally, this is used to generate the semi-classical Hamiltonian. 
vVe find that it is indeed time-dependent.! follow Moore and Stedman [1990c]. 
Explicitly, the quantum J aynes-Cummings model has the Hamiltonian [Jaynes 
and Cummings 1963] 
(2.5) 
Here the a-'s are electronic operators, b* creates a photon in the cavity mode of 
interest and ..\ is a coupling constant. The j subscript indicates that this is the 
Hamiltonian of the joint electron-photon system. 
Since Hj is time-independent, we can find the evolution of an arbitrary initial 
state by expressing it as a linear combination of the Hamiltonian's eigenstates and 
using equation (2.2). First we must decide on the initial state we wish to use. We 
want to extract the semi-classical electronic evolution, so it is natural to start in 
the product of an arbitrary electronic state 4>(0) and a photon state w(O). Now 
the semi-classicallaser is best described by a photon coherent state (see section 
B.2) 
co n I z) = L e-lzl2/2_z_ In). 
n=O v'nT 
(2.6) 
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Hence we take 
<1>(0) = </>(0) I z). (2.7) 
We also assume that the laser is intense so that lzl is large. Hence the Poisson 
distribution of number states in I z) is strongly peaked about lzl2 • The fact that 
the amplitude zn(n !)-112 is negligible for all n except those near lzl 2 has two 
effects. First, we may ignore then= 0 term in the expansion (2.6). This is useful 
as the ground state has a different form to the rest of the eigenvectors of Hj and 
so ignoring it greatly simplifies the algebra. Second, it means that we can replace 
y'n, by its mean value lzl. Thus we can replace terms of the form z/vn by ei8 , 
where e is the phase of z. 
To solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, we must express <I>(O) as 
a linear combination of the eigenstates I E±n) of Hj. By direct substitution, one 
can easily verify that these are given by 
I E±n) = if I +, n) ±if I -, n + 1). (2.8) 
The labels ± and n refer to the atomic state and photon number respectively. The 
corresponding eigenvalues are 
E±n = (n t)w AVn + 1. (2.9) 
We ignore the ground state I ~:.9 ) with energy -w /2. This is possible as we assume 
that lzl is large. 
Let the initial electronic state have the form 
</>(0) =a+ I+) +a- 1-). (2.10) 
Then, substituting equations (2.10), (2.8) and (2.6) i.nto equation (2.7), we find 
that the joint electron-photon initial state is given by 
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oo n 
= ~ e-lzl 2 / 2 ~ (a+( It I E+,n) +It I E-,n)) 
+a_ ~(jt I E+,n)- [f I E-,n))) 
(2.11) 
Now as lzl is large, the eigenvalues of Hj can be written as 
E±n = (n + t )w ± k, (2.12) 
where the electronic coupling constant is given by k = >.lzl. Hence by applying 
equation (2.3), we find that the evolved state is given by 
oo n 
<I>(t) = ~e-lzl2 /2 ~(jt(a+ +eiBa_)e-i(n+l/2)wte-ikt I E+,n) 
+ jt( a+ _ eiB a_ )e-i(n+1/2)wteikt I c,n)) 
oo n 
= L e-lzl 2 12 _z_e-i(n+l/2)wt ((a+ cos kt- ieiB a_ sin kt) I +, n) 
n=O vlnl 
+ ( eiB a_ cos kt- ia+ sin kt) I -, n + 1)) 
oo n 
= I.::e-lzl 2 / 2 _z_e-i(n+l/2)wt((a+coskt-ieiBa_sinkt) I +,n) 
n=O vlnl 
+(ei8 a_coskt-ia+sinkt)eiwt 1-,n)). (2.13) 
This gives the joint density operator 
Pi(t) =I <I>(t))(<I>(t) I . (2.14) 
This operator contains all of the information about both the electronic and photon 
evolutions. However we are only interested in the electronic degrees of freedom. 
To get rid of the redundant photon information, we trace out the photon degrees 
of freedom to give the electronic reduced density operator p(t). 
Now in general, we cannot expect a reduced density operator to describe a 
pure state. That is, we cannot expect that p(t) =I ((t))(((t) I· This is because 
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the ignored degrees of freedom induce irreversibility into the system [Haake 1973]. 
However, for the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model we find that the reduced 
density operator is pure; the evolving state (2.13) can be written in the product 
form 
<P(t) = <f>(t) I ze-iwt), (2.15) 
where 
_ [ (a+ cos kt iei8 a_ sin kt)e-iwt/2] 
¢( t) - ( eie a_ cos kt - ia+ sin kt )eiwt 12 · (2.16) 
Hence the reduced density operator has the form 
p(t) I ¢(t))(¢(t) I. (2.17) 
Note that p(t) does not determine ¢(t) uniquely, as we are free to rephase ¢; 
arbitrarily. This point will be returned to later. 
Now that we have the evolving electronic state, we want to find the electronic 
Hamiltonian that generates it. By direct substitution one can easily verify that 
the electronic dynamics is generated by the semi-classical Hamiltonian 
ke-iwt l 
!:::!. • 
2 
(2.18) 
Note that H is time-dependent. Further, one can generate it from the time-
dependent joint Hamiltonian Hj by naively replacing the boson creation operator 
b by the function exp{iwt}. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, the reduced density operator does not 
determine the phase of the evolving electronic state. Thus instead of ¢( t ), we 
could have tal\.en 
for any phase a:. Then 
i((t) 6:e-io:¢(t) + ie-io:~ 
= (H +a)(. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
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Hence, taking ((t) instead of <ft(t) merely leads to a time-dependent energy renor-
malisation. 
Further, as I will show in section 3.1, this renormalisation does not affect 
the Berry phases. Hence we are free to take any normalisation we wish. The 
Hamiltonian form (2.18) is the most convenient for our purposes as it is traceless. 
The semi-classical limit of the joint Hamiltonian (2.5) has also been found 
using other methods. For instance, !\Jenner et al. [1986] analyse the problem 
in Bargmann space. The problem is also treated rigorously by Raggio and Zivi 
[1985]. They use an asymptotic limit, taking ,\ --+ 0 and lzl --+ oo while holding 
k = -\lzl constant. As these methods are mathematically complex and do not give 
any further physical insight into the origins of Hamiltonian time dependence, I 
will not discuss them any further. 
Chapter Three 
The Berry phase 
In section 2.1 we saw that time-independent systems have stationary states. These 
are vectors that correspond to the same physical state throughout their evolution. 
In other words, at all times the evolving vectors return to their initial values up to 
a (dynamical) phase. In this chapter I will extend this result to the time-dependent 
case. 
The natural extension of a time-independent Hamiltonian is a £-periodic one. 
That is, we take the Hamiltonian H(t) to satisfy 
H(t + t) H(t) (3.1) 
for some t. In chapters 5 and 6, we will see that this property greatly facilitates 
the analysis of the problem. The non-periodic case is discussed in section 11.1. 
Now a time-independent Hamiltonian is periodic with arbitrary period. Fur-
ther, its eigenvectors return to themselves up to a phase at all times. This leads 
to the following definition in the t-periodic case. An initial state ~(0) is called a 
cyclic initial state of the £-periodic Hamiltonian H if 
(3.2) 
That is, the initial state need only return to itself up to a phase at time i. X is 
called the overall phase. vVe will see that X is not" a simple generalisation of the 
dynamical phase of equation (2.3). This leads in the next section to the definition 
of Berry phase. Note that, in comparison to the adiabatic case, the cyclic initial 
states are not necessarily eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian. 
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A given Hamiltonian might not have any cyclic initial states. This prob-
lem also occurs for time-independent systems. There, the existence of stationary 
states depends on the existence of Hamiltonian eigenvectors, and these are not 
guaranteed to exist for systems with infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. This is 
discussed in chapter 8. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.1 I discuss the 
nature of the overall phase X· We find that it splits into the sum of two parts. The 
first is the time integral of the instantaneous expectation value of the Hamiltonian. 
As such, it is the natural generalisation of the dynamical phase present for time-
independent systems. The remainder is called the Berry phase [Berry 1984]. In 
section 7.1, I will show that this phase is a geometric property of the evolution 
of the system in projective Hilbert space [Aharonov and Anandan 1987]. Finally, 
the Berry phase is then calculated using single-valued vectors. 
Now two states which only differ by a phase are physically equivalent and so 
there is an arbitrary phase in quantum mechanics. This raises the question of the 
measurement of overall (and so Berry) phases. In section 3.2 I show that both of 
these phases can be measured by interference. There are two methods of doing 
this. In the first, two systems are prepared in identical initial states. They are 
then subjected to the action of different Hamiltonians. Their phase difference at 
some time t can then be found by direct interference. 
The second method of measuring phase differences is to start in a non-cyclic 
initial state. Then the phase differences of the cyclic components of the initial 
state can be measured by internal interference. This method is used in section 
9.1, where I interpret the Rabi oscillations of quantum optics in terms of Berry 
phases [Moore 1990b, Tewari 1989]. Both of these approaches can be readily 
visualised by considering photon experiments [Chiao and Wu 1986]. Such systems 
are discussed at the end of section 3.2. 
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3.1 Definition 
In the introduction to this chapter, I defined the cyclic initial states ¢(0) of a 
f-periodic Hamiltonian H(t). These are the initial states for which 
(3.3) 
In this section I investigate the nature of the overall phase X· 
At first sight, one might think that x should be the natural generalisation of 
the dynamical phase: 
[; = -l (<P(t) I H(t) I <P(t)) dt. (3.4) 
However this is not the case. There is an extra part 1 called the Berry pbase: 
I= X- S. (3.5) 
This was first discussed by Berry [1984] in the adiabatic context, with the gen-
eralisation to non-adiabatic evolution being provided by Aharonov and Anandan 
[1987]. 
To calculate the Berry phase, we use the notion of a single-valued vector 
[Moore and Stedman 1990c]. This is a vector 'lj;(t) that follows the evolution of 
¢(t) up to a phase, and is single-valued in the sense that '1/J(f) '1/J(O). That is, a 
single-valued vector has the form 
'1/J(t) = e-ie(t)¢(t), (3.6) 
where B(O) = 0 and B(f) =X· 
Note that there are an infinity of single-valued vectors for each evolving state. 
This is because we may choose the B of equation (3.6) arbitrarily at all intermediate 
times. Further, one does not need to know ¢( t) itself to find a single-valued vector. 
As we are choosing the phase of '1/J(t), we only need to know the path followed by 
the system in projective Hilbert space. Hence the fact that the Berry phases can 
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be calculated from the single-valued vectors (as shown by the following analysis) 
points to the geometric nature of the Berry phase. This is discussed in more detail 
in section 7 .1. 
I now turn to the calculation of Berry phases in terms of the single-valued 
vectors. As we are given the overall phase, all we need is the dynamical phase. 
By direct substitution into equation (3.4), we find that 
6 = -[(<t>(t) I HI ¢(t)) dt 
= -i [c<t>Ct) I ~(t)) cit 
= x-; [c.;,ctl l.j,Ctl) dt. 
Hence, substituting into equation (3.5), we have that 
1=x-8 
= i l(.p(t) l.j,(t)). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Note that equation (3.8) has the same form as the adiabatic result of Berry. 
This connection is further explained in section 4.2. Equation (3.8) provides the 
starting point for the rest of the formalism in this thesis. In fact, I will show that 
the various methods used in the literature for calculating Berry phases merely 
provide a way of finding the single-valued vectors of the system. Hence single-
valued vectors are an important unifying tool in the study of Berry phases. 
For instance, Moore and Stedman [199Gb] decompose the evolution operator 
into the product form 
U(t) = Z(t)eiMt, (3.9) 
where Z is [-periodic. They find that the cyclic initial states </>a(~) ~re the eigen-
vectors of M and that the corresponding single-valued vectors can be taken to 
be 
1/Ja(t) = Z(t)</>a(O). (3.10) 
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This is discussed in more detail in section 5.1. Another example is provided by 
the Lie algebraic approach of section 7.2. There the single-valued vectors can be 
taken to be generalised coherent states. 
Many simple results can be proved by the use of single-valued vectors. As 
already noted, the single-valued vectors only depend on the image of the evolution 
in projective Hilbert space. This points to the geometric nature of the Berry 
phase. Another example is the independence of the Berry phase on the energy 
normalisation. This was commented on in section 2.2 with reference to the semi-
classical two-level atom. 
Imagine that we know the evolution for some Hamiltonian H(t). This gives 
the evolving cyclic initial state <f>(t) and a corresponding single-valued vector 'lj;(t). 
Renormalising the energy is achieved by replacing H ( t) by 
H 1(t) = E(t) + H(t) (3.11) 
for some scalar E(t). Then it is easy to show that the energy renormalisation 
merely rephases the evolving state: 
</>1(t) = exp{ -i 1t E(t1) dt'}¢>(t). (3.12) 
Now the single-valued vectors follow the evolving state up to a phase. Hence 
we can use the same single-valued vectors for both Hamiltonians. This means 
that both Hamiltonians generate the same Berry phases. vVe note that, while the 
two states ¢([) and ¢>'([) have the same Berry phases, they have different overall 
phases. In fact, 
x' =X l E(t)dt. (3.13) 
The difference manifests itself in the dynamical phase of the system. This fact 
is consistent with our identification of 8 :with the dynamical (energy dependent) 
part of the overall phase. 
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3.2 Measurement 
In quantum mechanics, the physical states are the elements of the projective 
Hilbert space P, not the vectors in the Hilbert space 7-f. In other words, the 
physical state corresponding to the vector ¢; is the density operator 
P =I ¢;)(¢; I. (3.14) 
But the density operator is independent of the overall phase of the state ¢;. At 
first sight, this seems to imply that the overall phase (and so the Berry phase) is 
not measurable. 
There are two related ways to avoid this problem. For the first, let H1 
and Hz be two distinct Hamiltonians such that ¢;(0) is a cyclic initial state for 
both. Let ¢;(0) evolve into <P1(t) under the action of H1 and <Pz(t) under the 
action of Hz. Then, as ¢;(0) is a cyclic initial state, ¢;1 (t) = exp{ixr}¢;(0) and 
¢z(t) = exp{ixz}¢;(0). The difference between their two overall phases can then 
be measured by interference. 
A good example of this possibility is the intuitive explanation of the Aharonov-
Bohm effect [Aharonov and Bohm 1959]. Here we imagine an electron beam d-
iffracting both ways around a solenoid core. To a first approximation, this can be 
modelled by imagining that the initial electronic wavefunction evolves under each 
of two Hamiltonians (one for each side of the solenoid), the two resulting states 
being compared by interference at some later time. 
The second method only involves one Hamiltonian H. Here we choose the 
initial state not to be cyclic. For example, we could take 
(3.15) 
where the </>±(0) are cyclic initial states. Then 
(3.16) 
Assuming that X+ i= X-, this is not equal to the initial ~tate up to a phase. Hence 
the initial and final states are experimentally distinguishable. A similar analysis 
is undertaken by Datta [1989] in the context of quantum measurement theory. 
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Both of these methods measure the difference in overall phase of two cyclic 
initial states. This is because there is only one arbitrary phase in quantum me-
chanics. Hence, while exp{ix}<h and </>I are physically equivalent, exp{ix}<h + ¢2 
and ¢1 + ¢2 are not. In other words, we cannot independently rephase the compo-
nents of the system's wavefunction. This means that the phase difference between 
the components of a wavefunction is measurable. 
To make these measurement schemes more concrete, I will now discuss the 
Berry phases for photons. I follow Chiao and Wu [1986]. Consider a photon 
propagating down a helically wound optical fibre. The system has Hamiltonian 
H = H 0 + x;s · k, (3.17) 
where k is the direction of propagation and s is the spin operator. x; is a coupling 
constant and H 0 describes the background evolution. Note that the propagation 
direction follows the optical fibre. 
The Han1iltonian H has eigenvectors I k, a-), where a-
helicity. We have that 
Ho I k, a-) =Eo I k, a-), 
s . k 1 k, a-) = a- I k, a-). 
± 1 is the photon 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
The coiling of the fibre is taken into account by varying k; we can put k = 
k(£), where£ is the optical path length. Further, assuming that the fibre does not 
have any sharp bends and we can ignore linear birefringence, the system maintains 
its helicity state. That is, the system is adiabatic. Hence if the initial state is given 
by 
I ¢(0)) I k(O), a-),. (3.20) 
then the evolving state is given by 
l ¢(£)) = eifJ,.(£) I k(£), a-). (3.21) 
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Now as the optical fibre is twisted into a helix, we have k( r) = k(O) for some 
length r. Hence from equation (3.21), the spin states are cyclic initial states with 
overall phases Bu( r ). Further, we can take the vector I k(.e), cr) as our single-valued 
vector. From equation (3.8), this gives the Berry phase 
lu = i lr(k(.e), CT I 1£ I k(.e), cr) d.e. (3.22) 
Chiao and Wu [1986) show that this can be written in the form 1 = -crn, 
where n is the solid angle subtended by k(.e) at the origin. Note that if the helix 
is uniform, then k( .e) follows a circle and so 
n = 21r N(1 -cos B). (3.23) 
Here N is the winding number of the helix and 8 is its pitch. 
We are now in a position to illustrate the first measurement scheme discussed 
above. Imagine that we send identical beams down two counter-rotating fibres. 
Then it is a simple matter to prove that the two beams pick up opposite Berry 
phases and identical dynamical phases. Hence the interference intensity at the 
end of the fibres is directly related to the difference in Berry phases of the two 
beams. 
To discuss the second approach, we need to start in a non-cyclic initial state. 
For example, we could start in a linearly polarised state: 
<P(O) =If I k(O), +)+If I k(O), -). (3.24) 
Then as 1- = -1+, the initial state <P(O) evolves into 
Hence I(<P(O) I <P( r )) 12 = cos2 (K;r -I+). This means that, by Malus'' theorem, the 
plane of polarisation of the light beam has rotated by ·the angle K;T- I+ [Chiao 
and Wu 1986). Hence the Berry phases of the cyclic components of the initial 
state are directly measurable. 
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This result was experimentally verified by Tomita and Chiao [1986]. In fact, 
it was the first experiment designed specifically to test for the existence of Berry 
phases. Note that this result can also be explained classically. It can be interpreted 
in terms of the intrinsic topological structure of Maxwell's theory [Cai et al. 1990]. 
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Chapter Four 
The adiabatic case 
In general, one must solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation before one 
can find the Berry phases. However there are exceptions. For example, consider 
a Hamiltonian of the form H(t) = exp{ -iAt}H(O)exp{iAt}, with A constant. As 
I will show in section 5.3, the single-valued vectors for this system can be written 
down directly from the Hamiltonian. Hence the corresponding Berry phases may 
be evaluated without having to first calculate the evolution operator. 
In this chapter I will discuss another important set of simply solvable Hamil-
tonians. These are systems whose time dependence comes from the slow variation 
of some external parameters, such as the direction of an applied magnetic field. 
In this situation, one may use the adiabatic theorem to show that an eigenstate of 
the initial Hamiltonian H(t) stays in a corresponding eigenstate of H(t) [Avron et 
al. 1987). The single-valued vectors are then just suitably rephased eigenvectors. 
This was the case considered by Berry [1984]. 
One of the most important applications of the adiabatic theorem is the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation [Born and Oppenheimer 1927). This is used to de-
couple the nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom of molecules. We find that 
a proper consideration of the effect of Berry phases leads to the presence of an 
effective vector potential [Moody et al. 1986]. In fact, this term was discussed by 
Mead and Truhlar [1979] before Berry phases were defined. Finally, a path inte-
gral treatment of the problem [Kuratsuji and Iida 1985] leads to the interpretation 
of field theoretic anomalies in terms of Berry phases [Semenoff 1986]. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 4.1 I state the adia-
batic theorem. This is used to calculate the adiabatic Berry phases in section 4.2. 
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Finally, the application of Berry phases to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
is discussed in section 4.3. 
4.1 The adiabatic theorem 
The adiabatic theorem has long been a folk theorem in quantum mechanics. It 
states that if the surroundings of a system change slowly enough, then the evo-
lution follows the eigenspaces of the time-dependent Hamiltonian. This result is 
very important as it provides the framework for, among other things, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. In this section I give a proof of the adiabatic theo-
rem first reported by A vron et al. [1987]. 
The following approach is used. We start with a time-dependent Hamiltonian 
H(t), fixing our attention on a single spectral projection P(t). This allows us to 
define a new Hamiltonian, 
HA(t,P) = H(t) +i[P,P]. ( 4.1) 
This Hamiltonian will be referred to as the adiabatic equivalent of H. We find 
that an initial state in P(O) evolves into a state in P(t) under the action of HA. 
The adiabatic theorem follows by noting that, in the adiabatic limit, the evolution 
operators corresponding to the two Hamiltonians coincide. 
Before beginning the formal proof of the adiabatic theorem, I will explicitly 
construct the adiabatic equivalent of a simple Hamiltonian. Let H(t) be the two-
level Hamiltonian 
H(t) = [ ke~wt ke-iwt l 0 . ( 4.2) 
By direct substitution, one can easily show that this has eigenvectors 
( 4.3) 
with eigenvales E± = ±k. Now, assume that HA(t,P+))s known. Then 
HA(t, P _) = H(s) + i (fft(1- P +(t))(1 - P+(s )) - (1 - P+( s )) fft (1 - P+(s ))) 
= H(t) + i(P+(s)P+(s)- P+(s)P+(s)) = HA(t, P+)· ( 4.4) 
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Thus the adiabatic equivalent Hamiltonians for the two eigenspaces are the same. 
We have 
P+ e+)(e+ 1 
= t [ eLt e-~wt] · (4.5) 
Hence 
(4.6) 
Substituting into equation (4.1), the adiabatic equivalent Hamiltonian is then 
given by 
ke-iwt l 
_!:!!. ' 
2 
(4.7) 
where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to time. This is just the 
Hamiltonian for the J aynes-Cummings model with zero detuning. 
I now turn back to the formal development. The proof of the adiabatic 
theorem is greatly facilitated by the introduction of the scaled time s tjT = 
wt. Taking T -+ oo corresponds to the adiabatic limit. vVe require that the 
Hamiltonian satisfies the following technical assumptions: 
(i) His self-adjoint, bounded from below and has a closed s-independent domain. 
(ii) H( s) is a k-times continuously differentiable function of s, where k will be 
specified later. 
(iii) H( s) has gaps in its spectrum and P( s) is the spectral projection onto a finite 
band bordered by gaps. 
These conditions are necessary to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the 
evolution operators that will be introduc~d later. 
AsH is taken to be a function of s, so must the adiabatic equivalent of H: 
HA(s,P) = H(s) +iw[P'(s),P], (4.8) 
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where the prime stands for differentiation with respect to s. 
We now introduce the evolution operators U( s) and U A( s, P) corresponding 
to H(s) and HA(s, P) respectively. These are the solutions of the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equations 
i88 U(s) = TH(s)U(s), 
i8sUA(s,P) = THA(s,P)UA(s,P) 
( 4.9) 
(4.10) 
that are equal to unity at s = 0. It turns out that for U to exist we require the 
constant k of condition (ii) to be at least two, while for U A it must be at least three 
[Avron et al. 1987]. This is because the definition of HA involves a derivative of P. 
Thus HA has one order of differentiability less than H. Note that both evolution 
operators are unitary and strongly continuous ins. 
We are now in a position to prove that the evolution under HA(s, P) follows 
the eigenspace P(s) of H(s). To do this, we must prove that UA(s,P)P(O) = 
P(s)UA(s,P). In other words, we must show that UA(s,P) is an intertwining 
operator for P(O) and P(s) [Anderson and Camporesi 1990]. To do this we show 
that both sides satisfy the same initial value problem. This proof is taken from 
Avron et al. [1987] and is based on an idea of Kato [1950]. 
For UA(s, P)P(O) we have 
08 (UA(s,P)P(O)) = -iTHA(s,P)(UA(s,P)), 
(U A(s, P)P(O)) ls=o = P(O). 
( 4.11) 
( 4.12) 
The operator P(s )U A(s, P) obviously satisfies the same initial condition. Thus we 
merely need to check that it satisfies ( 4.6). The following lemma is required. 
Lmnma 4.1 P'(s) = P(s)P'(s) + P'(s)P(s) and P(s)P'(s)P(s) = 0. 
Proof: Both results follow from the fact the P is idempotent: P 2 = P. Differen-
tiating with respect to s then gives the first result. But then 
P(s)P'(s) = P'(s)- P'(s)P(s) 
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P(s)P'(s)P(s) P'(s)P(s)- Pi(s)P2 (s) 
= P'(s)P(s)- P'(s)P(s) 0, 
proving the second result. 
Thus, using the fact that H(s) and P(s) commute, 
88 (P(s)UA(s,P)) = -iTP(s)HA(s,P)UA(s,P) P'(s)UA(s,P) 
= -iTP(s) ( H(s) + ~[P'(s),P(s)]) UA(s,P) 
+ (P(s)P'(s) P'(s)P(s)) UA(s,P) 
= -iTH(s)P(s)UA(s,P) + P'(s)P(s)UA(s,P) 
-iT (H(s) + ~[P'(s),P(s)]) P(s)UA(s,P) 
(4.13) 
II 
= -iTHA(s,P)(P(s)UA(s,P)). (4.14) 
We have seen that UA(s,P)P(O) and P(s)UA(s,P) satisfy the same inital value 
problem. Hence, as the solution of such an equation is unique, the two operators 
must be equal: 
UA(s, P)P(O) = P(s)UA(s, P). ( 4.15) 
To recapitulate, we started with a given Hamiltonian H(s). We then con-
structed another Hamiltonian HA(s, P) whose evolution follows a given eigenspace 
P(s) of H(s). Now HA(s,P) is formally a 1/T approximant to H(t). Thus in the 
adiabatic limit (T -4 oo) the two Hamiltonians agree. Hence, we expect that the 
two evolution operators should also agree in the adiabatic limit. This gives us the 
adiabatic theorem. 
To compare the two evolution operators U(s) and UA(s, P), we need the wave 
operator 
fl(s) = U'A(s,P)U(s). ( 4.16) 
The adiabatic theorem then follows by proving that fl( s) -4 1 as T -4 oo. This is 
done with the use of an iterative expansion. 
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Define the kernel 
K(s,P) = V;4(s,P)[P'(s),P(s)]UA(s,P), 
and the operators 
Do(s) = 1, 
Dj(s) = -18 K(s',P)Dj-l(s')ds'. 
Then Avron et al.[1987] prove that 
N 
D(s)- LDi(s) = O(T-N). 
j=O 
Hence Dis just the sum of the Dj. Further, they show that 
(j ?: 2). 
( 4.17) 
( 4.18) 
( 4.19) 
( 4.20) 
( 4.21) 
Thus the terms Dj fall off as an inverse power of the adiabatic time scale T. A 
similar result has been reported by Nenciu and Rasche [1989]. 
These two results show that the wave operator tends to unity in the adiabatic 
limit. Thus the adiabatic limit of the evolution under H(s) indeed follows the 
eigenspaces of H( s ). This proves the adiabatic theorem. 
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4.2 Berry phases 
For most Hamiltonians, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation must be solved 
before the single-valued vectors, and so the Berry phases, can be found. However 
there are exceptions, perhaps the most important one being adiabatic Hamiltoni-
ans. As we will now see, for these systems the adiabatic theorem derived in the 
previous section allows us to write the single-valued vectors down directly from the 
Hamiltonian. In fact Berry phases were initially defined only for adiabatic Hamil-
tonians [Berry 1984, Holstein 1989]. The generalisation to arbitrary Hamiltonians 
was provided by Aharonov and Anandan [1987]. 
Let H(R(t)) be a Hamiltonian whose only time dependence comes from the 
adiabatic variation of some parameters. For example, the system could be a spin 
in a slowly rotating magnetic field. Further, let H(R(t)) have a one-dimensional 
eigenspace A1(t) that does not cross any other levels. The case where M(t) is 
multi-dimensional is treated in section 11.1. Now take the parameter R around 
a closed curve with period t, so that the Hamiltonian is f-periodic. Then by the 
adiabatic theorem, an initial state ¢(0) in M(O) evolves in such a way that the 
state at timet is in M(t). Now M(t) = M(O) as H(i) = H(O). Thus an initial 
state in M(O) returns to M(O). But as M(O) is one-dimensional, this means 
that the initial state ¢(0) returns to itself up to a phase. In other words, the 
eigenvectors of the initial Hamiltonian H(O) are cyclic initial states. Note that 
this does not hold for non-adiabatic Hamiltonians in general. 
The adiabatic theorem does not tell us into which state in M(t) the initial 
state ¢(0) evolves. However for calculating the Berry phases, all we need is a 
single-valued vector that follows the evolving state up to a phase. Hence, as the 
elements of A1(t) are all equal up to a phase, we need merely choose a single-valued 
element of ;vt(t). In other words, we need a single:-valued eigenvector ?j>(R(t)) of 
H(R(t)). Substituting into equation (3.8.) then gives 
'Y = i [ (,P(R(t)) I ~(R(t))) dt. ( 4.22) 
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Further, as the time dependence of '1/J is solely due to the variation of the param-
eters, we have ~(R(t)) = V'R'I/J(R) · R(t). Thus we obtain Berry's result [Berry 
1984] 
'Y =if A· dR, ( 4.23) 
where the one-form A is given by 
A= (¢(R) I V'R'I/J(R)). ( 4.24) 
This can also be written as a surface integral by the use of Stokes theorem; 
1=-J J F · dS. ( 4.25) 
Note that the one-form A and the two-form F can be interpreted as a gauge 
potential and field respectively. 
This formalism can be extended to take account of the finite velocity with 
which the parameters move in any real system. In this case we find that the am-
plitude of a transition from one energy level to another also contains a geometrical 
part [Berry 1990a]. This has been verified by experiment [Zwanziger, Rucker and 
Chingas 1990]. Note that the geometric nature of the transition probabilities per-
sists in the non-adiabatic regime [Anandan and Aharonov 1990]. This is discussed 
in more detail in section 11.1. 
It is instructive to discuss the differences between the adiabatic and non-
adiabatic definitions as given by Berry [1984] and Aharonov and Anandan [1987]. 
Berry only needs the adiabatic theorem because of his choice of initial states. 
Taking these to be the instantaneous eigenvectors of H(O) means that the adiabatic 
approximation is necessary to ensure that the initial states are indeed cyclic. This 
is discussed by Moore and Stedman [1990b]. 
A good example of the adiabatic formalism is a ,spin in a slowly rotating 
magnetic field 
H = pn ·u. ( 4.26) 
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The parameters are the direction of the magnetic field, 
n = (sin B cos</>, sin B sin¢, cos 0). ( 4.27) 
There is a subtlety here. For n = (0, 0, ±1), the angle ¢ is not well defined. It 
can be shown that the sphere S 2 does not have a globally well-defined smooth 
coordinate system. That is, as a differentiable manifold its atlas must contain at 
least two charts [Schutz 1988, p26]. This fact is of crucial importance in allowing 
the system to have non-trivial Berry phases [Liang 1989]. 
To calculate the Berry phases we need the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian. 
By direct substitution, one may easily verify that the eigenvector of the eigenvalue 
11 can be written in either of the two forms [Stone 1986] 
( 4.28) 
( 4.29) 
vVe need the two forms because 4> is not defined at n = (0,0, 1). At 0 = 0, the 
vector (~1 ) is well-defined, whereas (r) is well-defined at B = 1r. 
Now neither of these eigenvectors is single-valued; as sin( B + 1r) = -sin 0 
and cos( 0 + 1r) cos 0, they both come back to their negatives. Thus the 
corresponding single-valued vectors '</;~) and '<P?:) are found by multiplying by 
some phase a with a(O) 0 and a(i) = 1r. The one-forms A~) and A~) and 
two-form F can then be shown to be the gauge potential and field of a magnetic 
monopole of strength -1/2 [Berry 1984]. Further, the Berry phase is just half of 
the solid angle that n(t) subtends at the origin. This result can easily be extended 
to any spin. 
The adiabatic theorem is not only useful calculationally, it also allows us to 
derive many important general results. Here I will discuss the effect that time-
reversal invariance has on the adiabatic Berry phase. The arguments given here 
are taken from Kivelson and Rokhsar [1988]. These results are based on the fact 
that the eigenvectors of a time-reversal invariant Hamiltonian can be chosen to be 
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real [Messiah 1964, p675]. However, this does not necessarily mean that we can 
choose the single-valued vectors ~(R) to be real, as this particular phase choice 
might not be single-valued. Of course, the single-valued vectors can be written as 
~(R(t)) = e-iB(t) ((R(t)), ( 4.30) 
where ((R) is real. 
We take ~(R(O)) = ((R(O)). Now ((R(i)) must equal ((R(O)) up to a phase 
as M(i) = M(O). However, both vectors are real. Thus ((R(t)) = ±((R(O)). As 
~(R(t)) = ~(R(O)) by hypothesis, this means that 
B(t) = mr ( 4.31) 
for some integer n. Hence to calculate the Berry phases, all we need is the inner 
product (((R(t)) I ((R(t))). But as ((R(t)) is normalised and real, we have 
1 = j (2 (R(t)) dx 
0 = tt j (2 (R(t)) dx 
= J ((R(t))((R(t)) dx 
= (((R(t)) I ((R(t))). 
Thus the Berry phases are given by 
I= i l (,P(R( t)) I .,b(R( t) )) dt 
= i j(-ie) dt 
= nJr. 
( 4.32) 
( 4.33) 
To recapitulate, time-reversal invariance forces the Berry phases to be mul-
tiples of 1r. That is it forces them to be real in the sense that· exp{i1r} = ±1. 
Time-reversal invariant Fermi systems have been discussed by Avron et al. [1988]. 
I now give an example of a non-time-reversal invariant system, showing how it can 
lead to a complex Berry phase (Moore and Stedman 1990a]. 
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Consider a five atom molecule with the following symmetry. Four identical 
ions are placed at the corners of a square with a single J ahn-Teller active ion at 
the square's centre [Stedman 1983]. Then the molecule has D4 symmetry. When 
the ligand ions are held at these positions, the Px and Pv orbitals of the central ion 
are degenerate. However, by the Jahn-Teller theorem [Sturge 1967], the molecule 
must have at least one vibrational mode that breaks this degeneracy. Our example 
has two, the B1 and B2 modes. Another mode of interest is the A2 mode. This is 
just a joint rotation of the ligands about the central ion. 
For convenience, we require that the couplings of the central ion to the two 
Jahn-Teller modes be equal. This gives the Jahn-Teller problem an extra S0(2) 
symmetry. Including coupling to the A2 mode, the second quantised Hamiltonian 
is then [Moore and Stedman 1990a) 
H = E(fi h + J; h)+ wa(a*a + t) + wo(brbl + b~b2 1) 
+ vb ((fi h J; h)(bl + br) + Ui h + ~; h)(b2 + bD) 
+ Va(fi fz- J; h)(a- a*). ( 4.34) 
Here a* creates a phonon in the Az mode, bj', b~ create phonons in the two B 
modes and ft, f2 create electrons in the Px and Pv states. 
Note that the coupling of the two B modes to the ion involves the "position'' 
operators Qi = bi + bi and is therefore time-even. However, the A2 coupling 
involves the "momentum'' operator Pa = a - a* and so is time-odd. We will see 
that it is this term that permits the Berry phases to be complex. 
To do this, we rewrite the Hamiltonian (4.34) in terms of the spin operators 
of the fermion doublet. This allows us to cast the problem into the form ( 4.26). 
It turns out to be convenient to work in the basis transformed by the operator 
( 4.35) 
Then it is easily shown that [Moore and Stedman 1990a] 
H = E1 + B ·u, ( 4.36) 
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where B = (VbQl, VbQz,- VaPa) is an effective operator magnetic field. We ignore 
the E1 term as it only generates an extra dynamical phase. Thus the Hamiltonian 
is manifestly of the form ( 4.26). 
First let us consider the time-even case. This corresponds to restricting B to 
the xy plane. Then the cone drawn by the spin during an adiabatic evolution is a 
plane, thereby subtending the solid angle 27!". Hence the time-reversal even Berry 
phase is 7!". However once the time-odd coupling is introduced, the cone subtends 
a smaller angle. Thus the Berry phase can be complex in general. Other effects 
of time-odd coupling in physics are discussed in appendix C. 
Adiabatic Berry phases in the J ahn-Teller problem have also been discussed 
for other systems. For example, Chancey and O'Brien [1988] discuss the octahe-
dral T1 0 ( e9 EEl Tzg) case. Further, Ham [1987] shows that the level ordering of the 
lowest lying vibronic states in the E 0 € J ahn-Teller system is a good test for the 
existence of Berry phases. If Berry phases exist then the lowest state must have 
E symmetry, while if Berry phases do not exist then the symmetry must be A1 . 
As E symmetry is observed, the existence of Berry phases is verified. Observable 
consequences of the Berry phase for this system are also discussed by Zwanziger 
and Grant [1987]. 
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4.3 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
A major application of the adiabatic Berry phase is the Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation. We find that the usual result is incomplete due to the neglect of 
Berry phase terms. This was first noted by Mead and Truhlar [1979). This result 
is not only important in quantum mechanics as it can also be used to explain field 
theoretic anomalies [Semenoff 1986]. 
This discussion will be structured as follows. First the effect of the Berry 
phase on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is analysed following Moody et 
al. [1986]. To derive the corresponding field theoretic result, the quantum me-
chanical case is recast in the path integral approach [Kuratsuji and Iida 1985). 
The generalisation to field theory is then straightforward [Semenoff 1986]. 
We start with the quantum mechanical Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
[Born and Oppenheimer 1927]. Imagine a molecular Hamiltonian 
H(R,r) 1 2 ) --2-VR + h(R,r, ffiN ( 4.37) 
where R represents the nuclear degrees of freedom and r the electronic ones. The 
operator h(R, r) contains the electronic potential and kinetic energies and the 
coupling between the nuclear and electronic variables. 
Our task is to find the vibronic eigenstates. To do this we assume that the 
nuclear motion is far slower than the electronic motion, allowing us to treat the 
electronic part of the problem quasi-statically. Thus we introduce the electronic 
eigenstates I n( R)): 
h(R, r) I n(R)) = €n(R) I n(R)). ( 4.38) 
Note that h( R, r) can be treated as an electronic Hamiltonian parameterised by 
the nuclear coordinates R. Thus we can calculate ~he. adiabatic Berry phase that 
arises when we take R through a closed ;path. These Berry phases are just the 
line integrals of the one-forms 
An = i(n(R) I \1 R I n(R)). ( 4.39) 
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We will see that these effective vector potentials also appear in the effective Born-
Oppenheimer Hamiltonian for the nuclear degrees of freedom. 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation essentially assumes that we can ignore 
the transition terms (m(R) I \1 R I n(R)) for n =f. m, although more refined 
formulations are available [Witkowski 1990]. This means that the Hamiltonian 
( 4.37) has eigenvectors 
Wn = <l?n(R) I n(R)). ( 4.40) 
To find <l?n(R) we must diagonalise the effective nuclear Hamiltonian Hn(R) = 
(n(R) I H(R, r) I n(R, r)). Let Band B' be arbitrary nuclear functions. Then 
V~(B In))= (V~B) In)+ 2(\lRB) · (\1 R In)) 
+ B(\1~ In)) 
(nB' I \1~ IBn)= (B' I \1~ I B)- 2i(B' I 'VR I B)· An 
- (B' I B)A;, 
where An is defined by equation ( 4.39). 
Hence the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian has the form 
Hn = --
2 
1 (\1 R- iAn) 2 + En(R). 
ffiN 
( 4.41) 
( 4.42) 
Thus the electronic degrees offreedom have two effects on the nuclear motion. The 
first is the well-known modification of the potential energy term En(R). The second 
is the presence of an effective vector potential An. Most treatments assume that 
the electronic eigenvectors I n(R)) can be chosen to be real so that -An vanishes 
[Merzbacher 1970, p77]. However Mead and Truhlar [1979] showed that, in general, 
this could not be achieved with a differentiable choice of phase: 
The above analysis has shown that the effective Born-Oppenheimer Hamilto-
nian for the nuclear degrees of freedom contains a vector potential term. Further, 
this vector potential is just the generator of the electronic adiabatic Berry phases 
[Mead 1987]. These terms also appear in slow atomic collisions [Zygelman 1987]. 
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It is instructive to recast this result in the path integral approach [Kuratsuji 
and Iida 1985]. We are interested in the diagonal matrix elements 
(n(Ro)Ro I exp{ -iHT} I n(Ro)Ro) ( 4.43) 
for some timeT. After some formal manipulation, we find that 
(n(Ro)Ro I exp{ -iHT} I n(Ro)Ro) = f 'DRVPexp{i(Sn +In( C))}, (4.44) 
where we integrate over all closed paths starting at Ro and taking time T. The 
adiabatic action is given by Sn =So J{ €n(t) dt, where €n(t) is the instantaneous 
energy. 
We can see the effective nuclear action contains a term due to the Berry phase. 
Hence Berry phases have a manifest effect on the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-
tion in both the Hamiltonian (equation 4.42) and path integral (equation 4.44) 
approaches. A similar result is obtained by Diisedau [1988] for a spin-k system in 
an external magnetic field. 
This result leads to the connection between Berry phases and anomalies (Se-
menoff 1986]. Consider a system of interacting fermions and gauge fields. To a 
good approximation, we can treat the gauge fields as merely providing an effective 
potential in which the fermions move. In other words, we can treat the problem 
in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the fermions being the fast system and 
the gauge fields the slow system. Thus, by the argument presented above, the 
effective gauge field action will contain a vector potential term due to the smeared 
fermionic motion. 
Now for some systems, such as the chiral Schwinger model, this extra vector 
potential destroys the gauge invariance of the action. Further, this gauge variance 
cannot be cancelled by the addition of counterterms. In other words, the theory is 
anomalous. The presence of anomalies in gauge field actions is highly undesirable, 
since they lead to such problems as a loss·~of unitarity or renormalisability [Collins 
1989, pp331-353]. This problem has also been treated in the Hamiltonian context 
by Nelson and Alvarez-Guame [1985}. 
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The Born-Oppenheimer theory presented above has also been applied to quan-
tum gravity [Brout and Venturi 1989]. Here matter is taken to follow gravity adi-
abatically, as the particle masses involved are much smaller than the Planck mass 
[Balbinot et al. 1990]. 
Chapter Five 
Operator formalisms 
Having discussed adiabatic Hamiltonians, I now return to the general case. As 
discussed in section 3.1, given the cyclic initial states <Pa(O), the Berry phases can 
be calculated using the corresponding single-valued vectors. To use this algorithm 
one must first solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for an arbitrary 
initial state. Then one can find the cyclic initial states and, by rephasing the 
evolving state <Pa(t), the single-valued vectors. However, this is a somewhat ad 
hoc approach. 
In this chapter I formalise the process by decomposing the evolution operator 
U into the product form 
U(t) = V(t)R(t) (5.1) 
in such a way that the operator R gives the cyclic initial states and the operator 
U generates the corresponding single-valued vectors. As mentioned in section 
3.1, to each evolution there correspond many single-valued vectors. The operator 
decomposition schemes discussed below merely pick a convenient one of these for 
each cyclic initial state. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In section 5.1 the decom-
position scheme of Moore and Stedman [1990bl is discussed. As well as being 
computationally convenient for many problems, this 'formalism is very useful as 
the starting point for further investigations. For example, it allows a partial iden-
tification of those systems which have a complete set of cyclic initial states. This 
will be analysed in chapter 8. Further, it gives the basis for the Fourier theory of 
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the next chapter. This allows the cyclic initial states and Berry phases to be cal-
culated directly from the Fourier components of the Hamiltonian, without having 
to evaluate the evolution operator first. 
In section 5.2 the concept of quasi-degeneracy is discussed. Two cyclic initial 
states are said to be quasi-degenerate if they have the same overall phase. This 
property can be used to clarify the relationship between Berry phases and the 
time dependence of the Hamiltonian, as discussed in Moore [1990b]. 
In section 5.3 the decomposition of Salzman [1974] is given. This decomposi-
tion holds for a special class of Hamiltonians, including the cranked Hamiltonians 
of Wang [1990a, 1990b]. For these systems we can find the operators U and R 
without having to first calculate the evolution operator U. Finally, in section 5.4, 
we discuss a modification of the scheme of Cheng and Fung [1989]. This scheme is 
very general, including both of the earlier ones. However its very generality makes 
it hard to apply, as the cyclic initial states must be calculated from the evolution 
operator before U and R can be evaluated. 
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5.1 Moore and Stedman's decomposition 
In this section I will describe the operator decomposition scheme of Moore and 
Stedman [1990b]. This scheme uses a decomposition that is a simple generalisation 
to all Hilbert spaces of the work done by Floquet [1883] on systems of linear 
differential equations with periodic coefficients. For a good summary of Floquet's 
results see Cronin [1980, pp95-106]. 
As mentioned earlier, the operator decomposition schemes are all ways of 
picking a convenient single-valued vector 7/; from the relevant equivalence class [7/;). 
Moore and Stedman's decomposition is chosen to pick the simplest representative 
from each class. Let the cyclic initial state ¢(0) evolve into ¢(t) under the action 
of at-periodic Hamiltonian H(t). Further let ¢(0) have overall phase X so that 
(5.2) 
Then all of the single-valued vectors corresponding to ¢>(t) have the form 
(5.3) 
for some phase B(t) with B(t) -x. The simplest such phase is just 
B(t) -xt(i. (5.4) 
To find the evolution operator decomposition corresponding to this phase we 
need the following definition: a time-dependent operator F is a unitary fundamen-
tal operator of the Hamiltonian H iff F is unitary and iF= H F. An obvious exam-
ple is the evolution operator U. Now let H bet-periodic and X(t) = F*(t)F(t+t). 
As F is a unitary fundamental operator of H, iF= HF. In particular we can 
substitute t + t fort, so that 
iF(t + l) = H(t t)F(t l) 
= H(t)F(t t). (5.5) 
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Further, as F(t + i) = F(t)X(t), we can use the chain rule to give 
iF(t + i) = iF(t)X(t) + iF(t)X(t) 
= H(t)F(t)X(t) + iF(t)X(t) 
= H(t)F(t + i) + iF(t)X(t). (5.6) 
Comparing these two results we can see that iF(t)X(t) = 0. However, F is 
invertible so that X = 0 and X is constant. To summarise, for every unitary 
fundamental operator of a i-periodic Hamiltonian, there exists a constant operator 
X such that F(t + i) = F(t)X. For the evolution operator U, the operator 
X is simply the monodromy operator U(i). The monodromy operator derives 
its name from the fact that it generates the long term evolution of the system: 
U(ni + t) = U(i)nU(t) [Pressley and Segall986, p.124]. 
This result can be used to derive an evolution operator decomposition as 
follows. Let F be a unitary fundamental operator for the i-periodic Hamiltonian 
H such that F(t+i) = F(t)X. Note that X is unitary. In section A.l I show that 
for every unitary operator X there exists a unique self-adjoint operator Y, with 
spectrum in the half-open interval [0, 21r), such that X = exp{iY}. Let Q = Yji 
and P = Fexp{ -iQt}. Then F = PeiQt. Further 
P(t + i) = F(t + i)e-iQ(t+t) 
= F(t)eiQte-iQ(t+t) 
= F(t)e-iQt = P(t). 
Thus we have proved the following result: 
(5.7) 
Theorem 5.1 Let F be a fundamental operator of the i-periodic Hamiltonian 
H. Then there exist unique operators P and Q with F = Pexp{iQt}, such that 
P is unitary and i-periodic and Qi is self-adjoint and constant with spectrum in 
[0,27r). 
The condition on the spectrum of Qi will be relaxed in the next section when I 
discuss quasi-degeneracy. 
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Decompositions of this type have attracted much interest in the study of pe-
riodic systems [Barone et al.1977, Maricq 1986, Salzman 1974]. When applied to 
the evolution operator, theorem 5.1 is the decomposition of Moore and Stedman, 
where the operators U and R of equation (5.1) are given by P and exp{iQt} re-
spectively. To distinguish this case from the others, I will write the decomposition 
as 
U = zeiMt. (5.8) 
As U(O) = 1 we can see that Z(O) is also unity. Z and M are simply related. 
Upon substituting equation (5.8) into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
iU = HU, we find that HZ= iZ- ZM. Substituting t = 0 then gives 
Nf = -H(O) + iZ(O). (5.9) 
I will now show how the cyclic initial states and Berry phases can be recovered 
from the decomposition (5.8). Consider an arbitrary initial state ¢(0) that evolves 
into ¢(t) U(t)¢(0). Then ¢(0) is a cyclic initial state with overall phase x iff 
U(t)¢(0) = exp{ix}¢(0). Thus the cyclic initial states are precisely the eigenvec-
tors of the monodromy operator U(t). However, as Z(O) = 1 and Z is £-periodic, 
we have that Z(f) = 1 and so U(f) = exp{i.i\1£}. Thus, as the eigenvectors of U(t) 
and Nf coincide, the cyclic initial states are precisely the eigenvectors of 1W. Fur-
ther, the overall phases are just the corresponding eigenvalues of Mt. Hence the 
cyclic initial states can be found from M. Note that there can only be a complete 
set of cyclic initial states if Nf is diagonalisable, that is if Nf has a complete set 
of eigenvectors. 
Now that we have the cyclic initial states <Pa(O) and their overall phases Xa, 
we need to calculate the corresponding Berry phases. To do this we must find 
a single-valued vector for each cyclic initial state. yYe try 'l/Jo:(t) = Z(t)¢o:(O). 
Obviously 'l/Ja(t) is single-valued, so that .we need merely show that it follows the 
evolving state ¢o:(t) up to a phase. vVe have that 
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= eixat/i Z(t)</>a(O) 
= eix"t(i'l/Ja(t). (5.10) 
Hence we can evaluate the relevant single-valued vectors from the operator Z and 
the cyclic initial states. Note that this choice of single-valued vector does indeed 
have the simplest phase (5.4). To find the Berry phase of the cyclic initial state 
<Pa(O) we need merely apply equation (3.8) to give 
? = i [ (.Pa(t) I ~a(t)) dt 
= i [(<t>a(O) I z•(t)Z(t) I <l>a(O)) dt, (5.11) 
the result given by Moore and Stedman [1990b]. 
Given any other single-valued vector '1/J~ corresponding to the cyclic initial 
state </>a(O), the vector '1/Ja can be recovered from equation (5.3). We have just 
shown that <l>a(t) = exp{ixat/i}'l/Ja(t). To connect '1/J~ with '1/Ja we must find the 
equivalent relation for '1/J~. Writing '1/J~(t) = exp{ -iB(t)}<Pa(t), where B(O) = 0, we 
have 
iJa = H</>a 
9 i~~- iJ'ljJ~ = H'l/J~ 
iJ = i('I/J~ I ~~) - ('1/J~ I H I '1/J~) 
e = i fot('I/J~ 1 ~~)dt -fot('l/J~ 1 H 1 '1/J~)dt. (5.12) 
Thus '1/Ja and '1/J~ are connected by 
(5.13) 
As an example of the calculational utility of this decomposition, consider the 
semi-classical Jaynes-Cummings model with zero detuning. From· equation (2.18), 
the Hamiltonian is given by 
ke-iwt l 
w ' 
-z-
(5.14) 
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where w = 21rjl. We try 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
As Z is [-periodic and unitary and M is constant and self-adjoint, we need merely 
show that U Zexp{iMt} satisfies the Schrodinger equation. By direct compu-
tation we have 
iU = (iz Z!vi) eiMt 
[ ~e~iwt ke;iwt] 
HZeiMt 
' 
(5.17) 
completing the proof. Note that for convenience we ignore the fact that the 
spectrum of lvft may not be in [0, 27r ). This step will be justified in the next 
section. 
By direct substitution one can verify that lvf has eigenvectors 
¢±(0) = if [ ~1] (5.18) 
with eigenvalues ~ =f k. Further, 
iZ*Z = [ ~ ~] (5.19) 
so that 
; [ z• Z dt 21r [ ~ ~ ]. (5.20) 
Hence the cyclic initial states ¢±(0) have Berry phases 
'Y± = i l (q\±(0) I Z'(t)Z(t) I q\±(0)) dt 
= 7r, (5.21) 
in agreement with the result obtained by the direct method of section 3.1. This 
simple example shows the compactness of Moore and Stedman's formalism as 
compared to the direct calculation of section 3.1. 
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5.2 Quasi-degeneracy 
In the previous section I restricted Mt to have spectrum in [0, 21r ). At first sight, 
the only function of this restriction may seem to be to guarantee the uniqueness 
of the operators Z and Min the decomposition U = Zexp{iMt}. In this section I 
will show that it has a deeper significance. We will see that requiring the spectrum 
of Mt to be in the half-open interval [0, 21r) ensures that we find all of the cyclic 
initial states. Relaxing the restriction leads to the existence of an .infinite set of 
pairs Z, M, with Z £-periodic and unitary and M constant and self-adjoint, such 
that U = Zexp{iMt}. For most systems this redundancy is not important as all 
choices reproduce the same set of cyclic initial states. However if any two cyclic 
initial states are quasi-degenerate, that is if any two cyclic initial states have the 
same overall phase, then there will be choices of Z and M which do not give all of 
\ 
the cyclic initial states. This result can be used to explain how time-independent 
systems can have non-zero Berry phases [Moore 1990b]. 
Imagine that we have dropped the restriction on M. To see how quasi-
degeneracy affects the formalism we must explicitly construct the set of pairs Z, M 
satisfying the other conditions. For notational clarity, I will reserve the symbols 
Z and lvf for the operators in the standard decomposition with a(Mt) ~ [0, 21r). 
We can write the other choices that arise when the spectral condition is dropped 
as Z' = ZK and M' = M + L for some unitary K and self-adjoint L. As Z' is 
£-periodic and M' is constant,]{ must be £-periodic (with K(O) = 1) and L must 
be constant. Further, U = Zexp{iMt} = Z'exp{iM't}. Hence 
(5.22) 
Substituting t = t, and using the fact that Z(t) = K(t) = 1 gives 
(5.23) 
For convenience, let there be a complete set of cyclic initial states, that is let lvf 
be diagonalisable. Put lvft = l:a xaPa, where Pa projects onto the cyclic initial 
state </>a(O). 
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Now it would be tempting to say that the ¢~(0) must also be eigenvectors 
of M + L and so of L itself, however this is not necessarily true. In fact it is 
this failure that makes the spectral condition a(Mt) s; [0, 211") important. The 
<f>o:(O) are cyclic initial states because they are the eigenvectors of the monodromy 
operator U(t). If one of these eigenvectors is non-quasi-degenerate, that is it does 
not share its overall phase with any other linearly independent cyclic initial state, 
then it must be an eigenvector of Mt and so of lVI. Further, it must also be an 
eigenvector of L. However, not all cyclic initial states are necessarily non-quasi-
degenerate. We will see in section 8.2 that there are systems for which all of the 
cyclic initial states are quasi-degenerate. 
For simplicity, imagine that just two vectors ¢1(0) and ¢2 (0) are quasl-
degenerate, with overall phase X· Then, due to the linearity of the evolution 
operator, any linear combination of them is also a cyclic initial state with overall 
phase X· The problem is that condition (5.23) is satisfied if we choose L to be 
such that L¢1 (0) = 0 and L<fo2(0) = 211" /l¢2(0). Then, while <jl1 (0) and <jl2(0) are 
still eigenvectors of M' !VI+ L, it is no longer true that an arbitrary linear 
combination of them must also be one. In other words, due to the fact that the 
overall phase is only defined modulo 211", not all cyclic initial states need to be 
eigenvectors of lVI'. However, as we have restricted the eigenvalues of Mt to be in 
the range [0, 211") this problem cannot occur for M. To summarise, the condition 
on the spectrum of Jvit is necessary in order to find all of the cyclic initial states 
in systems which are quasi-degenerate. 
Even though the cyclic initial states are not all eigenvectors of L, we can still 
find a complete set { <f>o:(O)} of them that are by careful choice within each quasi-
degenerate eigenspace of U(t). To be consistent with equation (5.23), the corre-
sponding eigenvalues of Lt must be integral multiples of 211". We write L = 21rNjl 
with N L:o: no:Po:, where the no: are integers and Po: projects onto <f>o:(D). Fi-
nally, this can be consistent with equation (5.22) iff we take I<= exp{ -21riNtjt}. 
In other words, if we drop the restriction on the spectrum of Mt, we are left with 
an infinite set of [-periodic unitary Z' and constant self-adjoint Jvf' satisfying 
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U = Z'exp{iM't}. These operators are related to the standard pair Z, M by 
M' = M + 21rNji, 
where N commutes with M and has integral eigenvalues. 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
As we have seen, the pairs Z', M' cannot be used for quasi-degenerate cyclic 
initial states. Nevertheless, I will now show that they can be used for non-quasi-
degenerate systems. This justifies the dropping of the spectral condition in the 
example of the last section. Let </>(0) be a non-quasi-degenerate cyclic initial state 
with overall phase x and M' = M + 27r N / i be such that N </>( 0) = n</>( 0) for some 
integer n. Then </>(0) is indeed an eigenvector of M'. Further, the overall phase is 
the corresponding eigenvalue of M'i (modulo 27r). Thus we need merely show that 
equation (5.11) applied to Z' gives the correct Berry phase. By direct substitution 
we have 
Z'* z' = e21riNt/t ( Z* z _ 27riN/i) e-21riNt!t. (5.26) 
7' =; [c<~>col 1 z" z· 1 <t>Co)) dt 
= i [ (</>(0) I z• Z- 2>rin/il </>(0)) dt 
= "'+ 2n7r. (5.27) 
Thus we recover the Berry phase (modulo 27r) as required. 
This result can be used to calculate the Berry phases for time-independent 
systems. These are important as all isolated systems have constant Hamiltonians. 
Let H be a constant Hamiltonian. Then we can regard H as being periodic with 
arbitrary period i. As we shall see, it is only for special values of i that non-
zero Berry phases are possible. For these systems the evolution operator is given 
by U = exp{ -iHt}. Thus we can take Z' = 1 and lvi' = -H. Ignoring quasi-
degeneracy for the moment, this means that the eigenvectors of H are cyclic initial 
states for any period i. As mentioned in section 2.1, it is this behaviour that leads 
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to them being called stationary states. However, as Z' is constant, Z'* Z1 = 0 so 
that the Berry phases are· all zero. This is to be expected, as the definition of 
the dynamical phase is motivated by the phase evolution in the time-independent 
case. 
However, given any two eigenvectors <fo1(0) and <fo2(0) of H, with energies E1 
and E2 repectively, we can choose the period tin such a way that <fo1(0) and <fo2(0) 
become quasi-degenerate. For example, assuming that E 2 > E1 , take 
(5.28) 
Then 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
Hence ¢1 (0) and ¢2(0) are quasi-degenerate, having the common overall phase 
X -2n-E1(E2- E 1)-1. This means that any linear combination 
(5.31) 
is also a cyclic initial state with overall phase X· However, in general ¢(0) will 
not be an eigenvector of H and so will not be barred from having a non-trivial 
Berry phase. To calculate this phase we need the standard Z and lvi. We try the 
transformations (5.24) and (5.25) with n1 = 0 and n2 = . Then 
21rE1 
lvft¢1(0) - E
2 
_ E
1 
¢1(0), (5.32) 
Mt¢2(0) = l\!Pt¢2(0) + 21r¢2(0) 
_ 21rE1 ¢;(O), 
E2- E1 . 
(5.33) 
confirming our choice. To find the Berry -phases we need Z* Z. As Z' = 1 we have 
that Z = exp{27riNtj[}. Thus Z* Z 2?riNjl, giving i Jd Z* Z dt = -27rN. Sub-
stituting into equation (5.11) and using the fact that N¢1(0) = 0 and N¢2(0) 
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-(/Yz(O) we find that 
7 = -27r(<P(O) I N I <P(O)) 
(5.34) 
in agreement with Moore and Stedman [1990b]. 
We may use this general result to rederive the Berry phases for the Hamilto-
man 
H = -pBO'z 
discussed by Aharonov and Anandan [1987]. This has eigenvectors 
cP1(0) = [~], 
cP2 ( 0) = [ ~ l ' 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
with energies E1 = -pB and E2 = pB respectively. Thus to get non-zero Berry 
phases we must choose l = 1rjpB. Applying equation (5.34), the arbitrary cyclic 
initial state 
<P(O)= [:~:f] (5.38) 
has Berry phase 
7 = 1r(l- cos B), (5.39) 
in agreement with the previous authors. 
Thus we have seen that Berry phases for time-independent systems arise for 
a different reason than those for time-dependent systems. For time-dependent 
systems a period is forced onto us by the periodicity of the Hamiltonian, and the 
Berry phases arise due to the time dependence behind that periodicity. In contrast, 
for time-independent systems we can choose any period; and it is only for certain 
judicious choices (those which make two stationary states quasi-degenerate) that 
non-zero Berry phases are possible. 
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As a further example, consider time-dependent Hamiltonians that commute 
with themselves, that is Hamiltonians for which [H(t'),H(t")] = 0 for all t1,t". 
This condition means that H(t) commutes with the integral J; H(t1) dt' for all 
times. Hence 
fftexp{ -i it H(f) dt'} = -iH(t)exp{ -i it H(t') dt'}. (5.40) 
But this is precisely the time-dependent Schrodinger equation the equation that 
the evolution operator must satisfy. Hence 
U(t) = exp{ -i it H(t1) dt'}. 
It is easy to verify that we can then ta_ke 
But then 
Z' = exp{ -i H(t') dt'}expe~ H(t') dt'}, i t 'tit 0 t 0 
M' = _; {t H(t')dt'. 
t lo 
Z'* Z' = -iH(t) ~ rt H(t') dt', 
t lo 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
which in turn implies that J0f Z'* Z' dt = 0. Hence non-zero Berry phases can only 
be obtained for quasi-degenerate systems. 
Note that the time-dependent case is an example of this type. A simple 
example of a self-commuting Hamiltonian is a spin-j particle in a magnetic field 
of constant direction but changing magnitude [Sakurai 1985, p73]. This system has 
Hamiltonian H(t) n(t)b · j so that the evolution operator is given by U(t) = 
exp{- Jot n(t1) dt'b · j}. There is less scope for using quasi-degeneracy in these 
systems than for the time-independent ones discussed earlier. This is because 
. ' 
the period t is constrained by the perio4 of the Hamiltonian, and so cannot be 
.. 
chosen to give a quasi-degeneracy. Hence any quasi-degeneracy must be naturally 
occurrmg. 
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5.3 Salzman's decomposition 
For most systems, one must calculate the evolution operator before using Moore 
and Stedman's formalism. However, for some special cases this is not necessary, 
greatly simplifying the results of our treatment. In this section I discuss one class 
of such systems. This class includes the semi-classical Jaynes-Cummings model 
as well as the cranked Hamiltonians analysed by Wang [1990a, 199Gb] and so 
is of some practical import. For these systems the single-valued vectors can be 
found by inspection once the Hamiltonian has been cast into a suitable form. 
Thus a suitable evolution operator decomposition can be found directly from the 
Hamiltonian, without having to display the evolution operator explicitly first. 
This decomposition was first discussed by Salzman [1974] and was used in the 
study of Berry phases by Moore [1990c]. 
Consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian that can be written in the form 
(5.45) 
with A and fi constant. Obviously a necessary but not sufficient condition is that 
H must have time-independent eigenvalues. Now define the operator U by 
(5.46) 
where B = fi- A is a time-independent self-adjoint operator. Then 
iU = e-iAt(A + B)e-iBt 
= e-iAt(A + B)eiAte-iAte-iBt 
=HU. (5.47) 
Thus U is indeed the evolution operator corresponding to the Hamiltonian H. 
This is the operator decomposition we require. 
Now imagine that His £-periodic: H(t) = H(O). T,hen as 
H(t) =A+ e-iAt Be-iAt (5.48) 
and 
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H(O) =A B, (5.49) 
we can see that His {-periodic iff exp{ -iAl} commutes with B. Thus exp{ -iAl} 
and B have a complete set of simultaneous eigenvectors cf>a(O) (assuming for sim-
plicity that there is a complete set of cyclic initial states). Later we will verify 
that the cf>a(O) are indeed cyclic initial states. Let 
Bcf>a(O) Ba¢a(O), 
e -iAt cf>a(O) e-ie"' ¢a(O). 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
We note that, while exp{ -iAt} and B commute, A and B do not necessarily 
commute. In fact if they do, the Hamiltonian (5.45) will be time-independent. 
Now the monodromy operator U(i) is given by U(i) = exp{ -iAt}exp{ -iBf} so 
that 
(5.52) 
Thus the vectors cf>a(O) are indeed cyclic initial states with overall phases Xa = 
-(8a +Bat). 
To calculate the corresponding Berry phases we calculate the dynamical phase 
Oa directly. For this class of systems, this turns out to be easier than finding a 
single-valued vector. We have 
8. =- J.\~.(0) I U'(t)H(t)U(t) I ¢.(0)) dt 
l(</>.(0) I eiBt(A B)e-iBt I ¢.(0)) dt 
= -Bat (¢a(O) I A I </Ja(O))f. 
Thus the cyclic initial states ¢a(O) have Berry phases 
(5.53) 
(5.54) 
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Note that if the Hamiltonian is time-independent then, barring any problems due 
to quasi-degeneracy, cPcx(O) is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue Ocxfl· Hence 
equation (5.54) gives the Berry phases as zero in agreement with the discussion in 
section 5.2 above. 
This formalism can easily be connected to that of Moore and Stedman. 
If exp{ -iAl} was unity then, again barring any complications due to quasi-
degeneracy, we could take Z exp{ -iAt} and M = -B. The situation is not 
much more complicated in general. Let 0 be the operator with eigenvectors ¢cx(O) 
(the eigenvectors of B) and eigenvalues Bo:. Then by comparing the forms of the 
evolution operator U = Zexp{i.l\!It} and U = exp{ -iAt}exp{ -iBt} and noting 
that 0 and B commute (as they have the same eigenvectors), one can easily show 
that 
1\!I = -B- 0/t. 
(5.55) 
(5.56) 
Hence the decomposition of Moore and Stedman can be recovered from that of 
Salzman. 
This formalism can be used to calculate the Berry phases for spherically 
symmetric atoms in semi-classical circularly polarised radiation fields. Further, 
we can take the two-level limit and verify that we reproduce the results obtained 
earlier by different methods. With k = w / c, let the field have vector potential 
[Salzman 1974] 
Eoc A= (cos(kz wt),sin(kz-wt),O). 
w 
(5.57) 
Thus, as Px and Py commute with functions of z and t, the Ha;miltonian is given 
by 
e e2 
H(t) = Ho- -p·A ·p+ --A2 2mc 2mc 2mc2 
H0 - eEo (Px cos(kz- wt) + Py sin(kz 
mw 
(5.58) 
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where Ho is the spherically symmetric unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian. 
We need to simplify the expressionpx cos(kz-wt)+Py sin(kz-wt) in equation 
(5.58). Define the operator X(B) = Px cosB + Py sinB. Then, using the fact that 
[px, Lz] = -ipy and [py, Lz] = ipx, we have 
d~X = -Px sinB + Py cosB 
= i[py,Lz]sinB i[px,Lz]cosB 
i[X, Lz]. (5.59) 
Now consider the operator Y(B) = exp{ -iBLz}Pxexp{iBLz}. We have 
= i[Y, Lz]. (5.60) 
Further, X(O) = Y(O) = Px so that X andY solve the same initial value problem. 
But the solution of a linear initial value problem is unique and so X and Y are 
equal. In other words, 
(5.61) 
This is the simplification we need. Now, as H0 is assumed to be spherically 
symmetric, it commutes with Lz. This means that, substituting B kz- wt into 
equation (5.61), we can write the Hamiltonian (5.58) in the form 
H(t) = e-i(kz-wt)Lz (Ho _ eEo + e2 E'6) ei(kz-wt)Lz. (5.62) 
mw 2mw2 
In the electric dipole approximation we ignore the kz factors giving finally 
H(t) = eiwtLz ( Ho eEo 
--px 
mw 
e
2 E~) -iwtL 
-2 2 e ". 
mw 
(5.63) 
This is of the form (5.45) and the Hamiltonian is t = 2n /w-periodic. Thus 
we c~n find the atomic cyclic initial states and Berry phases using the formalism 
developed above. By inspection we have 
B Ho +wLz eEo --px 
mw 
(5.64) 
(5.65) 
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To evaluate exp{-iAl} we work in the basis {llm)} of joint eigenvectors of L 2 
and Lz. Then, using the fact that wt = 27l", we have that 
e-iAi llm) = e21riLz llm) 
= e2im1r llm) 
=llm). (5.66) 
Thus, as exp{ -iAi} = 1, the Ba are all zero and, from equation (5.54), the Berry 
phases for the cyclic initial states <Pa(O) (the eigenvectors of B) are simply given 
by 
/a = -27r(¢'a(O) I Lz I <Pa(O)). (5.67) 
This result can be used to examine the two-level atomic limit. In this ap-
proximation the cyclic initial states <Pa(O) are taken to be linear combinations of 
the two relevant atomic states, say I n±l±m±)· That is, 
(5.68) 
Now the selection rules [Woodgate 1986, p46] require m+ = m_ + 1 so that 
/± = -27r(¢'±(0) I Lz I <P±(O)) 
= 27rlx± 12' 
in agreement with the previous calculations. 
(5.69) 
Another instructive example is a spin-j particle in a rotating magnetic field 
b(t). The field is written in lower case to distinguish it from the operator B in 
the decomposition (5.46). The system has Hamiltonian 
H(t) = b(t) · j, (5. 70) 
where [jx,jy] = jz. Now consider the magnetic field [Wang 1990a] 
b(t) = n(sinBcoswt,sinBsinwt,cosB). (5.71) 
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Then His t-periodic with t 21rjw. We must cast H into the form (5.45). Note 
that throughout this example I will be using identities of the form 
(5.72) 
These can be proved in the same way as was equation (5.61). We try the operator 
H(t) = exp{-ijzwt}H(O)exp{ijzwt}. Expanding, we have 
= il sin() ( coswtjx + sinwtjy) + n cos Bjz 
= b(t). j, 
verifying our choice. Thus the Hamiltonian is of the form (5.45), with 
B = H(O)- wjz. 
(5.73) 
(5.74) 
(5.75) 
To get the Berry phases we first need the cyclic initial states, that is the 
eigenvectors of B. We try 
where 
sinB 
sine = ---..,-------:---::---:-
cos()+ w2 
case 
cos()- wjn 
By direct substitution we have 
Br/Jm(O) = ne-(Bjui8i!! Ux sin 8 + iz( cos 8- w/il)) e-iBjy I jm) 
= ne-i8iu (Ux (sinBcose- sinB(_cos.e wjil)) 
+ i z (sin 8 sine -t:-: cos e( cos e - w 1 n)) ) 1 i m) 
= ne-iBjy iz I jm) 
= mil<fom(O). 
(5.76) 
(5.77) 
(5.78) 
(5.79) 
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Hence </>m(O) is indeed an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue BOI = mn. Now 
exp{-iAi} is unity so that the 001 in equation (5.54) are all zero. Thus the Berry 
phases are 
'Ym = 21r(jm I eiOjy jze-iOjy I jm) 
= 21r(jm I -jx sine+ jz cos e I jm) 
= 2m1rcosO, (5.80) 
in agreement with Wang [1990a]. 
5.4 Cheng and Fung's decomposition 
I will discuss one more decomposition formalism. It is a modification of the work 
of Cheng and Fung [1989]. This approach is interesting as it is very general, 
encompassing both of the methods already discussed in this chapter. However its 
very generality makes it calculationally inefficient as the cyclic initial states must 
be found by some other method before the decomposition can be found. Further, 
Cheng and Fung's method is only valid if there is a complete set of cyclic initial 
states. As we shall see in section 8.1, this is not a problem for finite dimensional 
Hilbert spaces, but is by no means guaranteed in general. 
Let the t-periodic Hamiltonian H have a complete set of cyclic initial s-
tates </> 01 (0). We .decompose the evolution operator as in equation (5.1) into 
the form U(t) = V(t)R(t). We merely require that U and R be unitary with 
U(O) = R(O) = 1, and that R(t) be diagonal in the basis { </> 01 (0)} at all times. 
Put R(t)</>a(O) = exp{i001 }</> 01 (0). Then 001 is real as R is unitary; and we may 
take 001 (0) as R(O) = 1. The decomposition of Moore and Stedman is of this type 
(with U = Z and R = exp{il\!It}) as is that of Salzman (with U = exp{ -iAt} 
and R = exp{ -iBt} ). However note that neither of these decompositions require 
the existence of a complete set of cyclic initial states. Now, let the system start 
in the state </> 01 (0). This evolves into 
</>OI(t) = U(t)R(t)</>01(0) 
= eiO"(t)U(t)</>01(0). (5.81) 
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In particular, at t = l, l/Jcx(l) = exp{i8cx(l)} U(l)¢;~(0). However l/Jcx(O) is a cyclic 
initial state so that l/Jcx(l) = exp{ixa}l/Ja(O). Hence ¢cx(O) must be an eigenvector 
of U(t). Putting U(t)l/Ja(O) exp{i.Aa}¢a(O), we have Xa = Aa Ba(i). Note 
that if we put U = Z and R exp{iMt} then the Aa are all zero and the overall 
phases are just Xcx = Ba(l). 
To find the Berry phases we must investigate the nature of Bcx(l) more closely. 
We have 
iJ>a(t) = H(t)l/Ja(t) 
=? itt (ei8"U¢a(O)) Hei8"'U¢a(O) 
=? HUl/Ja(O) = -BaUl/Ja(O) + ill¢a(O) 
=} Ba = i(l/Jcx(O) I U*U- U* HU I l/Ja(O)) 
(5.82) 
where 8a J:('I/Ja(O) I U* HU I l/Ja(O)) dt is the usual dynamical phase and 
ra = ifot(l/Ja(O) I U*U I ¢a(O))dt is a topological phase. Note that we can 
replace U in the expression for the dynamical phase with U because the states 
4>a(O) are eigenvectors of R. Thus we can put a factor of R* at the start of the 
operator inside the inner product and a factor of R at the end without altering 
the value of the inner product, the two introduced phases cancelling. Hence, as 
the overall phase is given by X ex Ba + Acx, the Berry phase is given by 
(5.83) 
Thus the Berry phase is partitioned into the sum of two parts, as was the case 
with Salzman's decomposition. Note that if we put U = Z and R exp{i1VIt} 
we recover the expression (5.11) for the Berry phase. 
Hence the decomposition of Moore and Stedman is a special case of the one of 
Cheng and Fung with the following useful-features: the extra term Aa in the Berry 
phase is zero, displaying the Berry phase more clearly, and the decomposition 
can be achieved without first finding the cyclic initial states from the evolution 
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operator. This program of streamlining the calculational algorithm is carried 
further in the next chapter. There I show how to calculate the Berry phases 
directly from the Fourier decomposition of the Hamiltonian, without having to 
find the evolution operator first. Finally the formalism of Moore and Stedman 
does not require the existence of a complete set of cyclic initial states. 
Chapter Six 
Fourier theory 
The formalism preseuted in the last chapter is very useful for simple examples, 
such as the two-level atom, and for providing a framework in which new results 
can be obtained. For example, in section 8.3 I use it to investigate the existence of 
cyclic initial states. However, in most cases one must still calculate the evolution 
operator before finding the operators Z and M, an obvious exception being the 
Hamiltonians discussed in section 5.3. In this chapter I show how to evaluate the 
cyclic initial states and Berry phases without having to expend this computational 
effort. This is achieved by transforming the time-dependent problem into an 
equivalent time-independent one. To do this we must work in a new Hilbert 
space, which is infinite-dimensional even if the original one is not. This approach 
was first used in the investigation of periodic systems by Shirley [1965] and applied 
to the calculation of Berry phases by Moore [1990a]. 
The extra difficulty caused by this expansion of the Hilbert space 1s more 
than compensated for by the effective time-independence of the restated problem. 
Instead of having to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation explicitly, we 
need merely find the eigenvectors of a certain operator, the Floquet Hamiltonian, 
that is defined on the new Hilbert space. Further advantages over the direct 
method accrue when the system is not exactly solvable, for then we may use the 
powerful techniques of time-independent perturbation theory. 
By rewriting the Floquet Hamiltonian as a matrix in a given basis, the method 
used by Shirley, strong links can be forged between this formalism and that of 
Moore and Stedman (which was discussed in section 5.1). This reformulation 
utilises the Fourier decomposition of the Hamiltonian, effectively solving the evo-
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lution equation Fourier component by Fourier component. In section 9.1 I will 
show how the Fourier method allows us to relate the Berry phases for the Jaynes-
Cummings model to the (measurable) Rabi oscillations. 
6.1 The Floquet Hamiltonian 
We need a few preliminary results. Let the quantum system of interest have 
Hilbert space 1-l. For example, a single non-relativistic particle has Hilbert space 
L2 (R,d3x). We take 1{ to have inner product (· I ·) and basis {~a}· We also 
introduce the Hilbert space Toft-periodic functions f : R --* C with inner product 
(! I g) = (1/t) f0tf(t)g(t) dt and basis {exp{iwt}}, where w = 21rjl. In simple 
terms, T is the set of Fourier components. As we shall see, this identification is 
the cornerstone of the Fourier method. 
Of interest here is the product Hilbert space 1C = T 01-l first used by Sambe 
[1973]. This has basis {exp{iwt}~a} and inner product((- I·))= (1/t) J:(· I·) dt. 
For convenience I will often write the basis elements of 1-l, T and 1C as I a), I n) 
and I an)) respectively. This space is important due to its close relation to the 
vector spaceS of single-valued vectors 'ljJ : R --* 1{: 'lj;(t) = '!j;(O). In fact, 1C and S 
are isomorphic as vector spaces under the mapping 
i : 1C--* S: L aan I an))~---* L L aanexp{inwt} I a). (6.1) 
an n 
Hence the single-valued vectors, which are the quantities needed to calculate the 
Berry phases, can be regarded as vectors in the direct product Hilbert space /C. 
This means that the vectors in T serve to provide the t-periodic time dependence 
of the single-valued vectors. It is in this sense that T can be regarded as the 
set of Fourier components. In the following we use this identification to display 
the single-valued vectors as the eigenvectors of a certain operator,· the Floquet 
Hamiltonian defined on !C. This reduces the problem from solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation in 1{ to solving an eigenvector equation in /C. In 
other words we have transformed the time-dependent problem into an equivalent 
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time-independent one where, as noted by Casati and Molinari [1989], the Floquet 
Hamiltonian plays the part of the system's Hamiltonian. 
To find the form of the Floquet Hamiltonian, we use the special single-valued 
vectors '!j; 01 (t) = Z(t)¢a(O) of Moore and Stedman's formalism. As mentioned in 
the section 5.1, these are the vectors with the simplest phase relationship to the 
evolving state cPa(t). We have 
(6.2) 
where the cyclic initial state cPa(O) has overall phase X01 • Substituting into the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation gives 
i~OI = H cPa 
( H - i gt) '1/J a = - X:: '1/J a. 
t 
(6.3) 
If we now regard '1/Ja(t) as a vector in K, we can identify equation (6.3) as an 
eigenvector equation, 
(6.4) 
where 
K = H(t)- i%t (6.5) 
is the Floquet Hamiltonian and e = -xafl· Hence this formalism is closely relat-
ed to that of Moore and Stedman. In the physical literature e01 is often called a 
quasi-energy and 1/Ja a quasi-energy state. [Zel'dovich 1967]. Hence the problem 
is reduced to finding the eigenvectors of ]{. In the next section the problem will 
be further simplified by using a matrix formulation. This exploits the Fourier de-
composition of the Hamiltonian and leads to the results of Shirley [1965]. Further, 
the matrix formulation strengthens the relationship between this formalism and 
that of Moore and Stedman. 
For the moment however, we continue with the formal development. First we 
investigate the properties of the eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian I<. We 
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will see that the eigenvectors can all be simply generated from the 'lj;0 ,. To achieve 
this we employ the shift operator T m on JC defined by 
Tm I an)) =I a, n + m)). 
Now, using the fact that Tm commutes with H, we have 
KTm I an))= ( -i%t +H) ei(n+m)wtea 
(6.6) 
= (n+m)w I a,n+m))+H I a,n+m)) (6.7) 
and 
TmK I an))= Tm ( -i%t +H) einwtea 
= nw I a, n + m )) + H I a, n + m )) , 
giving KTm = TmK + mwTm. 
(6.8) 
This allows us to find the eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian K. We 
try the vectors 'l/Jam = Tm'l/Ja. Using equation (6.4), we find that 
KTm'l/Ja = TmK'l/Ja + mwTm'l/Ja 
= (ca + mw)Tm'l/Ja· (6.9) 
This means that each standard single-valued vector 'l/Ja(t) = Z(t)<Pa(O) is asso-
ciated with a countably infinite stack of eigenvectors 'l/Jan = Tn'l/Ja whose eigen-
values Ean differ from Ea by an integral multiple of w. As vectors in 1{, we have 
'l/Jan = exp{inwt}¢a· We write 'l/Jao and Eao for 'l/Ja and Ea for notational consis-
tency. Note that, for a given a, the vectors 'l/Jan(t) in 1{ are linearly dependent at 
each timet, whereas the 'l/Jan are linearly independent as vectors in JC. 
vVe still have to show that this procedure exhausts the set of eigenvectors. 
To see why this is so, let 'ljJ be an arbitrary eigenvector of I< with eigenvalue E. 
Further, put <jJ(t) = exp{-ict}'lj;(t). Then 
i~ = ce-ict¢ + ie-ict~ 
= e -iEt ( J{ + i gt) '¢ 
= e-ictH¢ 
= H</J. (6.10) 
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Hence ¢ is a solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. However, as 
'!j; must be a single-valued vector (as it is an element of the Hilbert space JC), 
'!f;(t) = exp{iEf}¢(0) and so '!f;(O) is a cyclic initial state with overall phase x = Ei. 
Now let '1/Ja be the corresponding standard single-valued vector Z ¢(0). Thus, as the 
final state must be the same whether we use '1/J or '1/Ja, we must have X= Xa- 2mr 
for some integral n. Hence € Ea - nw. Finally, 
¢(t) = eiE"'t'l/Ja(t) 
= eiet'ljJ(t) 
¢(t) = ei(<a-f)t'l/Jo; 
- einwt.J, 
- 'f/Oi. (6.11) 
But this is just cPo:n = TmcPa· Hence all of the eigenvectors of J( are accessible 
from the standard set ¢> 01 by the use of Tm. 
The quasi-energy states have several other useful properties. For example, 
they can be shown to satisfy such relations as the variational principle and the 
Hellmann-Feynman theorem [Chu 1989]. The only other result we need concerns 
the normalisation of the '!/Jan· In general, if the vector 'ljJ is normalised inK then 
there is no guarantee that the corresponding vector 'lj;(t) must be normalised in 1{ 
at all times t. However we need the normalisation of the single-valued vector in the 
proof that the Berry phase is given by equation (3.8). vVe find that the problem 
is removed by the condition that T m 'ljJ must be an eigenvector of I< whenever 'ljJ 
is. Let 'ljJ l:an aan I an)) be an arbitrary normalised eigenvector of K. Then 
1 = (('1/J I¢)) 
= I: Ia an 12 • (6.12) 
atn 
Further, let '1/J' T-m'!/J for some non-zero integer 1?'-· :Then 'l/J' is also an eigenvec-
tor of K, but with different eigenvalue. ~ence 'ljJ and '1/J' must be orthogonal inK, 
giving 
o ((¢' I ¢)) 
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L 7ia'n'aan((o/n'- m I an)) 
an;a1n1 
= L 7ianaa,n+m· 
an 
(6.13) 
Combining these two results, we have that L:an 7ianaa,n+m = 8mo· Now, as a 
vector in H, we have 'if;(t) = l:a(l:n aanexp{inwt}) I a). Using equations (6.12) 
and (6.13), we can now check that 'if;(t) is in fact normalised in H. We have 
a n 
_""'""'-a a ei(k-n)wt 
- L...t L...t an ak 
a nk 
= ""' ""'-a a eimwt L...t L...t an a,n+m 
am n 
am 
=1. 
Hence, 'if;(t) is normalised as a vector in Has required. 
(6.14) 
We are now in a position to be able to calculate the Berry phases. The 
procedure is as follows. First we find the eigenvectors 'l/Jan of K. The label n is 
chosen so that '1/;ao has eigenvalue Eao in the half-open interval [0, w ). These are 
the standard vectors 'ifJa· We then need merely apply equation (3.8). Note that 
in most cases we could use any of the '1/;an, the exception being in cases of quasi-
degeneracy. In these cases, using the 'ifJao means that any quasi-degenerate cyclic 
initial states will have single-valued vectors that are degenerate as eigenvectors of 
K. Thus, as in section 5.2, using the '1/Jao means that we must catch all of the 
cyclic initial states. 
We can calculate the Berry phases explicitly if we expand 'ifJao in the basis 
{I an))}: 'if;ao = L:a'n aa'n I a'n)). Then, as '1/Jao is a single-valued vector, direct 
substitution into equation (3.8) gives 
-r. = i l(.P.I ~.)dt 
= if(('if;a I ;pa)). (6.15) 
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Now, 
a'n 
011 n 
L nwaa'n I c/n)). (6.16) 
a'n 
Thus, as l = 21r jw, 
/a= -tw L n7if3maa'n((f3m I c/n)) 
a1n;f3m 
-27!" L njaa'nl2 • (6.17) 
011n 
In summary, the quasi-energy states give the single-valued vectors Z(t)<f(O) and 
so the Berry phases. Further, the evolution operator need not be evaluated, as 
all we need are the quasi-energy states. These are merely the eigenvectors of the 
Floquet Hamiltonian K, an operator acting on the direct product Hilbert space 
K- = T ® H. In the next section I will reformulate the results in matrix language. 
This greatly facilitates that calculation of the quasi-energy states and allows the 
Fourier decomposition of the Hamiltonian to be efficiently utilised. 
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6.2 Matrix formulation 
The theory of the last section enables one to find the cyclic initial states and 
Berry phases from the eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian K. However, the 
Floquet Hamiltonian in the form (6.5) is somewhat intangible. To rectify this we 
write]{ as a matrix in the basis {I an))}. This involves the Fourier decomposition 
of the Hamiltonian H and reproduces the results of Shirley [1965]. 
We have 
= (mw +H) I (3m)) 
((an I K I {3m)) = mw8af38nm +((an I H I (3m)). 
Now the Hamiltonian H has Fourier decomposition 
where 
n 
H[n] = .; (i H(t)e-inwt dt. 
t Jo 
This means that 
((an I HI (3m))= (a I .; rt H(t)e-i(n-m)wt dt I (3) 
t Jo 
_ H[n-m] 
- af3 ' 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
where the H~rp-ml are the matrix elements of the (n- m)th Fourier component of 
H. Substituting this into equation (6.18) we find that K has the matrix elements 
(6.22) 
This is the same representation as is used in Shirley [1965]. It is instruc-
tive to discuss his derivation, as it further cements the relationship between the 
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Fourier theory of this chapter and the operator decomposition approach of section 
5.1. Shirley solved the time-dependent Schrodinger equation Fourier component 
by Fourier component. The most obvious way to do this would be to use the 
operator Z in the decomposition U = Zexp{iMt}. As Z is {-periodic, it should 
be possible to evaluate its Fourier components directly from those of the Hamil-
tonian. However, this is not the best approach. This is because the operator M 
is not diagonal in the basis ea in which we are working, greatly complicating the 
algebra. The solution is to use a different fundamental operator. 
We proceed as follows. Given the evolution operator U, any other funda-
mental operator F is of the form F = U X, where X is a constant unitary op-
erator. This is easily proved by analogy with the proof of equation (5.6). Now 
U = Zexp{iMt}. Therefore 
F = zeiMtx 
= PeiQt' (6.23) 
where 
P=ZX, (6.24) 
Q X*MX. (6.25) 
Now we want Q to be diagonal in our chosen basis ea, which requires Q to be 
diagonalisable. Note that this limitation on Shirley's analysis is not present in the 
analysis of the previous section. We assume for the moment that a complete set 
of cyclic initial states does exist, so that M is diagonalisable. As Q is diagonal we 
write Q I a) = -ea I a). 
We are now in a position to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
iF = H F Fourier component by Fourier component. Substituting F = Pexp{iQt} 
and using the fact that P l:n p[nlexp{inwt}, as· Pis {-periodic, gives 
iP = HP +PQ 
n nm n 
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-nwP[n] = L H[n-m]p[m] + p[n]Q 
m 
P [n] ~ (H[n-m] + c c ) p[m] 
€f3 ccf3 = 6 CCI nwoa,Onm i/3 . (6.26) 
/ffi 
But this is just the condition that €cc be an eigenvalue of the Floquet Hamiltonian 
H. Hence the Fourier formalism of the previous section is intimately linked to the 
operator decomposition formalism of section 5.1. 
This formalism provides an easy way of solving the semi-classical Jaynes-
Cummings model [Moore 1990a]. For a more general survey of its application to 
two-level problems with sinusoidal Hamiltonians, see Dion and Hirschfelder [1976]. 
The Hamiltonian is 
ke-iwt l 
w . 
-z-
(6.27) 
We denote the basis in which H is written as {e±}· By inspection, the Fourier 
components of H are given by 
[ ~ ~ l ' 
[
!:!!.. 0 ] 0 -~ ' 
H[-1] = [ ~ ~ l ' 
with all other components vanishing. Now, as ((om I J{ I (3m)) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
H[n-m] + 
ccf3 
nw8af3bnm, we can see that n and m can differ by at most unity. Thus J{ must be 
block tri-diagonal in the ordered basis{ ... , I +1)), I -1)), I +0)), ... }: 
0 
K= (6.31) 
0 
where the blocks are all 2 x 2 matrices. Now [Zn]cc,B = (\em I K I ~n + 1)) = H~(31] 
so that 
(6.32) 
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Also [Yn]a,B = ((o:n I]{ I f3n- 1)) = H~J. Hence 
Yn = [ ~ ~]. (6.33) 
Finally [Xn]a,B = ((an I ]{ I fJn)) = H~J nw8a.s giving 
(6.34) 
Substituting into (6.31), we find that 
1+ 1- 0+ 0-
0 
1+ k 0 
1- 0 !:£ k K= 2 (6.35) 
0+ k !:£ 0 2 
0- 0 !:£ k 2 
0 
Thus the Floquet Hamiltonian is block diagonal with typical block 
]{n = [(n +k!)w k ] (n + !)w (6.36) 
in the basis {I -, n + 1)), I n)) }. 
Hence, to find the eigenvectors of J( (the quasi-energy states) we need merely 
find the eigenvectors of the typical block. In fact, if we ignore quasi-degeneracy, 
any block would do, but not much extra labour is needed for the general case. By 
direct substitution it is easy to show that Hn has eigenvectors 
(6.37) 
with eigenvalues 
€an = ( n ! )w k. (6.38) 
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Now, noting that the vector 'lj;±n is written in the basis {I -, n + 1)), I +, n)) }, we 
have that 
'lj;cm =±if 1-,n + 1)) +if I +,n)) 
= ±ifei(n+l)wt~- + ifeinwt~+· (6.39) 
Thus, interpreting 'lj;±,n(t) as a single-valued vector, the cyclic initial states are 
given by 
(6.40) 
with Berry phases, from equation (6.17), 
±'n 
= -27r (t(n + 1) + tn) 
=7r (mod 21r), (6.41) 
in agreement with equation (5.21). 
For more difficult Hamiltonians, an exact solution may not be possible. How-
ever, even for these systems the Fourier method has an advantage over the more 
direct algorithms. This is because here we can use the powerful methods of 
time-independent perturbation theory, instead of having to use the weaker time-
dependent theory. 
Chapter Seven 
Other formalisms 
In the previous two chapters I have used two methods to calculate Berry phases. 
The first involves decomposing the evolution operator into the product form U = 
Zexp{iMt}. Here Z is l-periodic and unitary, while M is constant and self-adjoint 
with spectrum in [0, 2n-jl). The second method converts the. problem into an 
equivalent time-independent one using the Floquet Hamiltonian. In this chapter 
I describe two other methods. vVhile I have not been directly involved with either 
of them, I summarise them here to place my work in context within the rest of 
the field. 
In section 7.1, I analyse the first of these approaches. This uses the geomet-
rical structure of the Hilbert space to display the Berry phase in terms of the 
holonomy of a suitable fibre bundle (see section A.2). In this way the geometric 
nature of the Berry phase is made plain. Further, we find that the Berry phase 
depends only on the path followed by the system in projective Hilbert space, not 
on the details of the Hamiltonian. This point can also be made using our original 
single-valued vector approach. As the determination of the single-valued vectors 
only requires the relevant paths in projective Hilbert space, the Berry phases do 
not depend on the other details of the Hamiltonian. The geometric method was 
first discussed by Simon [1983} in the adiabatic context, and was generalised to 
the non-adiabatic case by Aharonov and Anandan [1987]. 
In section 7.2, the Lie algebraic approach is discussed. This method can be 
applied to systems whose Hamiltonians ·are members of some Lie algebra. The 
evolving states can then be described in terms of the generalised coherent states 
(see section B.3). This method was first used by Brihaye et al. [1990], following the 
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work of Giavarini and Onofri [1989]. Similar ideas are used in section 8.2, where 
I discuss the existence of cyclic initial states for the forced harmonic oscillator. 
7.1 Geometric approaches 
Up until now, the Berry phases have been calculated using single-valued vectors. 
To get a single-valued vector '1/J(t) from the evolving state tjJ(t) we merely rephase tjJ 
in such a (time-dependent) way that '1/J(i) = '1/J(O). However, we can also calculate 
the Berry phases using a different rephasing approach. Let ((t) = exp{ie(t)}tjJ(t) 
t . 
where B(t) i fo (tjJ I t/J) dt'. Then 
(C I () = iB + (t/J I ¢) = o. (7.1) 
In fact, assuming that ((0) t/J(O), ( is the only vector following tjJ with this 
property [Anandan and Stodolsky 1987]. 
Now assume that ¢(0) is a cyclic initial state with overall phase X· Then, 
using the fact that H tjJ = i¢, the corresponding Berry phase is given by 
But 
i=x-5 
X i l ( q, I ~) dt 
=X B(f). 
((f) = eiB(t) ¢(f) 
ei(x+O(t))'ifJ(O). 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
Hence the Berry phase is just the phase picked up by the vector ( as it follows the 
evolving state t/J. This is the basis of the geometric method. 
To proceed we need some differential geometry. Mo:re detail is given in section 
A.2. Imagine that the Hilbert space of interest is finite dimensional. That is, 
1-C = cn+1 • Then the normalised states are members of the sphere S 2n+1 . If 
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the Hilbert space is taken to be infinite dimensional, then the relevant space is 
the injective limit of odd spheres [Boya and Sudarshan 1990]. Now, as there is 
an arbitrary phase in quantum mechanics, the physical states are the equivalence 
classes of elements of S2n+l that are equal up to a phase. This is the projective 
Hilbert space P. 
These geometric structures are related by the notion of a fibre bundle. Each 
point in the set szn+l projects onto a point in P, the equivalence class to which 
it belongs. Further, if two points in S2n+l project onto the same point of P they 
must be equal up to a phase. Thus the set of points of szn+l which project onto a 
single given point of Pis isomorphic to the group of phases U(1 ). In mathematical 
language, the set of normalised states is a fibre bundle over the projective Hilbert 
space with structure group U(l). 
Now as I mentioned earlier this chapter, the Berry phase is completely deter-
mined by the path C followed by the system in projective Hilbert space. Of course 
this path does not determine the path followed by the system in szn+I, as there 
is a time-dependent phase ambiguity. To do a calculation in H we need to choose 
one of the infinity of paths in S2 n+l that projects onto C. Such a choice is called 
a connection. 
We have at our disposal three possible choices of connection; the state vector 
<P(t) itself, the corresponding single-valued vector 'lj;(t) or the vector ((t) satisfying 
(7.1). The state vector is not a good choice, as it obviously depends on the 
Hamiltonian, not just the path followed by the system in projective Hilbert space. 
Further, the single-valued vector is not unique. This is because if 7/J( t) is a single-
valued vector, then so is exp{ia(t)}'lj;(t) for any a with a(t) = a(O) = 0. While we 
could take the single-valued vector Z(t)¢(0) used in section 5.1, this choice is not 
intuitively better than any other. In contrast, the vector ((t) is unique, making it 
a logical choice of connection. 
That this is indeed the best choice foriows from the following two observations. 
The condition ( ( I () = 0 is precisely the requirement for the natural connection 
induced by the inner product of the Hilbert space [Bohm et al. 1990]. Further, 
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the Berry phase is just the phase change suffered by ( as it follows the closed path 
in P. This is called the holonomy of the connection. 
In other words, the Berry phase is just the holonomy of the natural connec-
tion. This was first noted by Simon [1983] for the adiabatic case, his work being 
extended to non-adiabatic evolution by Aharonov and Anandan [1987]. This mo-
tivates the description of the Berry phase as a geometrical phase. It is determined 
by the geometry of the path C followed by the system in projective Hilbert space. 
Up until now, the Berry phase has been calculated using the elements of H, 
the state vectors. But, as the Berry phase only depends on the path C, we should 
be able to express it in terms of a coordinatisation of the projective Hilbert space 
P. Now, as the Hilbert space is taken to be cn+l, a state in H can be written in 
terms of n + 1 complex amplitudes: 
(7.4) 
For simplicity, we assume that X 0 (t) is non-zero throughout the evolution. This 
means that we can give the projective Hilbert space the complex coordinates 
. Xi I __ 
w- xo' (7.5) 
where i = 1, ... , n. Page [1987] then shows that the Berry phase is given by 
[=fA, (7.6) 
where the one-form A is 
(7.7) 
Hence the Berry phase can be written in terms of a coordinatisation of the pro-
jective Hilbert space. For instance, consider the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings 
model with zero detuning: 
[ 
w ke_-~iwt l H(t) = kJ.wt (7.8) 
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By direct substitution, one can verify that the general initial state 
(7.9) 
evolves into 
-ikt e 1 ikt -e 
[ 
-iwt/2 ] jf [ -iwt/2 ] 
</>(t) = a+e eiwt/2 + 2a_e eiwt/2 · (7.10) 
Hence the cyclic initial states are found by taking either a+ = 1 or a_ = 1, with 
the other coefficient being zero. 
In terms of Page's coordinatisation, we have 
X+ = ±jfe-iwtf2e=Fikt, 
x_ jfeiwtf2e=Fikt. 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
As the Hilbert space is two-dimensional, the projective Hilbert space 1s one-
dimensional. Its single coordinate >.. is given by 
). = X+ ±e-iwt. 
x_ 
Hence the one form A is given by 
A = i_ X d>.. - >.. d'X 
2 1 + ).). 
= ~dt. 2 
Substituting into equation (7.6), the Berry phase is then given by 
12tr/w I o ~ dt = 7r, 
in agreement with the other approaches. 
. (7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
The Berry phase can also be expressed using Fermi-Walker parallel transport. 
We specialise to the adiabatic case for simplicity. Consider an adiabatic Hamil-
tonian H = R · u, where the vector R follows the space curve I· We describe 1 
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in terms of the lengths, curvature k and torsion r. The tangent vector, princi-
pal normal and binormal are then given by the Frenet-Serret formulae [Dandoloff 
1989] 
t.- kn 
- ) n = -kt +rb and h= -rn (7.16) 
respectively. Now, as H is assumed to be adiabatic, the relevant vectors are 
suitably phased eigenvectors. Further, the requirement (7.1) means that a frame 
parallel transported with t has angular momentum n = t Xi= kb. This frame 
is just the Fermi-Walker transported one. 
In contrast, the triad t, b, n has angular momentum n' = n X n. One can 
show that the Berry phase is just the integral of the difference between these two 
angular momenta [Dandoloff 1989]: 
1 = J (0'- 0) · t ds. (7.17) 
Hence the Berry phase is related to the twisting of the Fermi-Walker transported 
frame around the triad t, b, n, again pointing to its geometric nature. This ap-
proach has been applied to the classical continuous antiferromagnetic Heisenberg 
spin chain [Balakrishnan et al. 1990]. 
Finally, we note that the dynamical phase also has a geometric nature. This 
can be seen by treating the Schrodinger formulation of quantum mechanics as a 
classical field theory [Ralston 1989]. 
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7.2 Lie algebraic approaches 
Having discussed geometric methods for the calculation of non-adiabatic Berry 
phases, I now turn to the Lie algebraic approach. If the Hamiltonian of interest 
is a member of some Lie algebra, then the evolution operator must be an element 
of the corresponding Lie group. This means that the evolving state is just a 
generalised coherent state (see section B.3). The Berry phases can then be found 
in terms of the Cartan forms of the algebra. The development given here is based 
on the work of Brihaye et al. [1990]. The special case of Hamiltonians of the form 
H(t) = V(t)H(O)V*(t), with V unitary, was first considered by Giavarini and 
Onofri (1989]. 
Consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) that can be written as a linear 
combination of the basis elements Xj of some Lie algebra: 
n 
H(t) I: ai(t)Xj. (7.18) 
Further, let the corresponding Lie group G have unitary representation T(g) on 
the Hilbert space 1i. Now the evolution operator U(t) can be written as the 
time-ordered integral 
U(t) T exp{ -i 1t H(t') dt'}, (7.19) 
and so is a member of the representation T. That is, there exists an element g(t) 
of G such that 
U(t) = T(g(t)). (7.20) 
This fact is the basis of the Lie algebraic method. 
We can display explicitly the evolution operator as an element ofT in many 
different ways. The simplest such characterisations involve exponential decom-
positions. For example, vVei and Norman [1963] show that U(t) can locally be 
written in the form 
n 
U(t) =IT exp{aj(t)Xj}· (7.21) 
j=l 
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As this is a product of elements of G, so is the evolution operator. Note that this 
description is global if G is solvable, but is not so in general. Further, Wilcox 
[1967} shows that the evolution operator can also be locally expressed as 
n 
U(t) = exp{I:,Bj(t)Xj}. (7.22) 
j=l 
Then, as 
element. 
f3J(t)Xj is in the Lie algebra of G, U(t) is manifestly a group 
As an example of the forms (7.21) and (7.22), consider the Hamiltonian 
H(t) = t (a(t)p2 b(t)q2 ). 
Then we may take 
X 1 2 1 = z.q' and 
Now, for u = p, q, solve the coupled c-number equations 
and 
with the initial conditions 
and 
X -1 2 3- z.p. 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
Then Pechukas and Light [1966] show that the decomposition (7.21) is given by 
and (7.27) 
Further, Fernandez [1987] shows that the decomposition (7.22) is given by the 
solution of the system of linear equations 
SlnW 
cosw- ,82--, 
w 
P _ -,8 SlnW q- 1 ' 
w 
SlnW Qq = cosw + ,82--, 
w 
f3 SlnW 3--, 
w 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
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where w = fh(:J3 - (:J~. 
We are now in a position to express a general evolving vector as a generalised 
coherent state. Fix an initial state c/Jo. vVe need the isotropy subspace S of G 
corresponding to ¢0 • This is just the set of elements h of G for which T( h )¢0 = 
exp{ia(h)}¢0 • Then we may write any g E Gin the form 
g = (h, (7.32) 
where h E S and ( represents an equivalence class in X = GIS. Thus the initial 
state ¢0 evolves into 
¢(t) U(t)¢o 
= eiet(h(t))T(((t))c/Jo. (7.33) 
But T(((t))¢0 is just a generalised coherent state (see section B.3). Hence the 
Hamiltonian (7.18) preserves generalised coherence. 
Several authors have demonstrated this coherence preservation explicitly for 
model Hamiltonians. For instance, the Hamiltonian 
H(t) = w(t)b*b + f(t)b* + f(t)b (:J(t), (7.34) 
which is in the extended Heisenberg-Weyl algebra, was shown by Glauber [1966] 
to preserve standard coherent states. This Hamiltonian is treated in more detail 
in section 8.2. There I show that it provides a system where either a complete 
set of cyclic initial states exist or none do. The SU(l, 1) case is treated by Gerry 
[1985]. Systems of this type include the degenerate parametric oscillator. 
Equation (7.33) can be used to provide the Berry phases. Requiring that 
((t) ((0) guarantees that the initial state c/Jo be cyclic. Further, the vector 
T(((t))¢0 can then be used as a single-valued vector. Substituting into equation 
(3.8) then gives the Berry phase. vVe can also pro~ee~ algebraically. Let T;... and 
Ti be the generators corresponding to s.~ and X G Is respectively. Then the 
Hamiltonian may be written 
(7.35) 
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for some parameter e(t). Note that the summation convention has been used. We 
introduce the Cart an forms wl'( () and r,f ( () by 
(7.36) 
These forms can be used to find the element ( in X once e is known [Brihaye et 
al. 1990]. We have 
(7.37) 
where D( . .. ) is the adjoint representation of G. 
Substituting into equation (3.8), the Berry phase can then be expressed in 
the form 
(7.38) 
where T>..c/Jo = T>...</Jo. Note that this expression only depends on the Cartan forms 
on the factor space X= Gj S. The existence of cyclic initial states is guaranteed 
by the existence of cyclic solutions to equation (7.37). This fact is used in section 
8.2, where I discuss the existence of cyclic initial states for the forced harmonic 
oscillator. 
As an example of this formalism, consider a classical spin in a magnetic field. 
The Hamiltonian H(t) = -(p,fj)J · B can be expressed in terms of the SU(2) 
generators in the form [Layton et al. 1990] 
H(t) = i(aJ+- 0,]_- iblo), (7.39) 
where a = i(p,j2j)(Bx- iBy) and b = -(p,fj)B z· The isotropy subgroup for this 
problem is just U(1), so that the coherent states are given by 
(7.40) 
As (j, m I J± I j, m) = 0 we only need the Cartan form related to S = U(1). This 
is given by [Brihaye et al. 1990] 
= iCe dZ- z dO (1- cos 2lel). 
w 21e1z 
(7.41) 
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Thus equation (7.38) gives 
(7.42) 
This can be related to the expression gained by Berry for the same problem [Berry 
1984]. If the magnetic field has direction 
n = (sin a cos¢, sin a sin¢, cos B), · (7.43) 
then e = -aexp{ -i¢} /2. Substituting into equation (7.42) then gives Berry's 
result. Note that the quantum group analogue of the SU(2) problem has been 
discussed by Soni [1990]. 
We can also consider SU(l, 1) Hamiltonians such as the harmonic oscillator 
with time-dependent frequency [Brihaye et al. 1990]: 
(7.44) 
If we take ¢0 to be an eigenvector of the initial Hamiltonian H(O) = 2w(O)K3 with 
eigenvalue E(O), then the isotropy subgroupS is just U(l). Hence 
G/S= {njn~ -ni -n~ = 1,n3 > 0}. (7.45) 
The relevant coherent states are given by 
(7.46) 
where e = -rexp{ -i¢} /2 and 11 = (sinh T cos¢, sinh r sin¢, cosh T ). The Cartan 
form corresponding to S is then 
(7.47) 
Hence the Berry phase is given by 
(7.48) 
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The Lie algebraic approach given here can also be used to disentangle general 
exponential operators. That is, it can be used to convert the form exp{l:j=1 ajXj} 
into the form llj=1 exp{cjXJ}· For example, consider the Lie group SU(2) with 
generators J+, J_ and Jo. The first exponential form is 
Now let the functions Cj(.A) satisfy the coupled set of differential equations 
(7.49) 
(7.50) 
(7.51) 
(7.52) 
with c1 (0) = c2 (0) = c3 (0) = 0. Then the second exponential form is given by 
[Cheng and Fung 1988] 
(7.53) 
Cheng and Fung also treat the SU(2) El1 h( 4) case [Cheng and Fung 1990]. 
Finally, the Lie algebraic approach is also useful in the adiabatic limit. For ex-
ample, Hong-Yi and Zaidi [1988] analyse the SU(1, 1) adiabatic limit and Cervera 
and Lejarreta [1989] discuss the 80(2, 1) case. 
Chapter Eight 
The existence of cyclic states 
In the previous three chapters I have discussed methods for the calculation of Berry 
phases. However, while these methods are very efficient for calculating the Berry 
phases for specific problems, they are not well suited to providing general results 
on the existence of cyclic initial states. In general we must find the eigenvectors 
of either the monodromy operator U(t) or the Floquet Hamiltonian!{ before we 
can tell if any cyclic initial states exist. As well as being computationally time 
consuming, these methods are specific to the problem under study. Note that we 
do have two general results. In section 4.1 I showed that for adiabatically varying 
Hamiltonians, the instantaneous eigenvectors of the initial Hamiltonian H(O) are 
the cyclic initial ~tates. Further, in section 5.3 I showed that, for Hamiltonians 
of the form H(t) = exp{ -iAt}H(O)exp{iAt}, the cyclic initial states are precisely 
the eigenvectors of the time-independent operator B = H(O) A. Hence we know 
the cyclic initial states for these two examples once the Hamiltonian is known. 
In this chapter I will investigate the existence of cyclic initial states in some 
detail. For systems with finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, we find that the ex-
istence of a complete set of cyclic initial states can be proved by a little simple 
linear algebra. In section 8.1 this analysis is carried further by considering systems 
for which the Hamiltonian H(t) commutes with some time-independent operator 
X at all times t. For these systems, an initial state in one of the eigenspaces 
of X stays in that eigenspace. Thus, assuming that the eigenspaces of X are at 
most finitely degenerate, the problem is teduced to a countable set of effectively 
finite-dimensional problems. A good example is a single electron in an octahedral 
environment that is rotating with constant velocity about the z axis [Moore and 
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Stedman 1990b]. the Hamiltonian commutes with L 2 and exp{i1l"Lz/2}. 
In section 8.2 I discuss the periodically forced harmonic oscillator. This sys-
tem is instructive as its behaviour critically depends on the existence of a certain 
Fourier component in the forcing term. If this component is not present then all 
states are cyclic with the same overall phase. This is the ultimate example of 
quasi-degeneracy. However, if this component is present, then there do not exist 
any cyclic initial states [Moore 1990b]. The derivation of these results will be 
couched in the language of coherent states (see appendix B). This is because the 
forced harmonic oscillator can be shown to preserve coherence [Glauber 1966], al-
lowing the evolving state to be expressed in terms of the solutions to the classical 
equation of motion. 
Finally, in section 8.3 I discuss the application of functional analysis to this 
problem. This mal{es strong use of the operator decomposition (5.8). Although 
no complete characterisation of which Hamiltonians have a complete set of cyclic 
initial states is known, several interesting systems can be discussed. For example, 
the results of the previous section can be verified. This method uses the notion 
of bounded states, that is states which essentially stay in a bounded region of 
space uniformly in time [Enss and Veselic 1983]. Note that this notion is also 
important for the existence of periodic solutions to real systems of differential 
equations [Yoshizawa 1975, p164]. 
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8.1 Reducing subspaces 
Consider a system with a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Then, as the mon-
odromy operator U(f) is a finite-dimensional normal matrix, it has a complete 
set of eigenvectors. But these are just the cyclic initial states. Hence systems 
with finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces always have a complete set of cyclic initial 
states. However things are not as simple in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, 
where not all normal operators are diagonalisable. For example, consider the 
operator x defined on the Hilbert space L 2 (R, dx). This operator is of course 
the most physically fundamental self-adjoint operator for the particle on the line. 
We note that the elements of L 2 (R, dx) are not the square integrable functions 
f : R -t R, but equivalence classes of such functions, where two square integrable 
funtions are equivalent if they agree almost everywhere (see appendix A). Let 
x have eigenvector ~(x) with eigenvalue x': x~(x) = x'e(x). But by definition, 
xe(x) xe(x). For these two expressions to agree, e(x) must be zero except at 
x = x'. However, this means that it is zero almost everywhere and so is the zero 
vector of L2 (R, dx ). Then, as x 1 is only an eigenvalue of x if it has a corresponding 
non-zero eigenvector, x does not have any eigenvalues. 
One simple way of guaranteeing the existence of cyclic initial states is to 
show that the problem in question can be considered as a countable sum of finite-
dimensional problems. The motivation for this comes from the case of a time-
independent Hamiltonian H. Then, if c is an eigenvector of H with eigenvalue 
E, the initial state <fo(O) = e evolves into <fo(t) exp{ -iEt}e. In other words, a 
state initially in the space spanned by e stays in that space. But this means that 
we can ignore the rest of the eigenvectors and treat the problem as if it had a 
one-dimensional Hilbert space. 
For some time-dependent problems, such as the single particle in a rotating 
octahedral environment, a similar partitibn can be made. Let the system of in-
terest have Hamiltonian H(t). Further, let X be a time-independent operator 
that commutes with the Hamiltonian at all times. A trivial example of such an 
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operator is the identity operator. Now, let P be an eigenspace of X. Then, as 
H(t) and X commute, there must be a basis {ea(t)} of X such that each ea(t) is 
an eigenvector of H(t): H(t)ea Ea(t)ea· Note that, if the Hamiltonian does not 
commute with itself at different times, the vectors ea(t) must be time-dependent. 
Now, let 3 = L:a caea(t) be an arbitrary element of P for some given t. Then 
H(t)S = L:a caEa(t)ea(t), which is also an element of P. Thus X is invariant 
under the action of H. But this implies that if the initial state is in P, then the 
evolving state stays in P. 
Thus, ifP is finite-dimensional, the problem is reduced to an equivalent finite-
dimensional one and the existence of cyclic initial states is guaranteed. I will call 
a Hamiltonian for which this is possible reducible. If there no such operator, 
and so no such reducing space, then the time-dependent Hamiltonian is called 
irreducible. This implies that no operator commutes with the Hamiltonian at 
all times except for multiples of the identity. This is just Schur's second lemma 
[Jordan 1969, p.68]. This fact points to the relevance of group theory in the 
existence problem. 
For example, consider a single particle in an octahedral environment that 
rotates about the z axis with constant velocity w. Then the Hamiltonian is given 
by 
H(t) = T + e-iwtL, VeiwtL,, (8.1) 
where the exponentials represent the rotation, T is the kinetic energy operator 
and V is the potential energy operator, assumed to have octahedral symmetry. 
We will see that the existence of cyclic states for this problem is guaranteed by 
the invariance properties of the Hamiltonian with respect to the octahedral group. 
In terms of the angular momentum operator Lz we have, using the fact that Lz 
and T commute, 
(8.2) 
Note that His of the form (5.45). Thus we could use Salzman's decomposition, 
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giving the cyclic initial states as eigenvectors of the time-independent operator 
B = H(O)- wLz. However it is also a good example of a reducible Hamiltonian. 
As V has octahedral symmetry, the Hamiltonian H(t) commutes with L2 
at all times t. Hence we may restrict our attention to the eigenspace {I ll), I 
l, l 1) ... , ll-1)} for given fixed l. However we can also go further. An arbitrary 
rotation Rz(8) about the z axis commutes with both the kinetic energy T and the 
operators exp{±iwtLz}. Hence, if it also commutes with the potential V, it will 
commute with the Hamiltonian H(t). Now V has octahedral symmetry, so it must 
commute with the operations of the group Oh. In particular it must commute with 
a quarter rotation about the z axis, that is with exp{ -i7!'Lz/2}. For convenience 
let us consider the vectors with l = 2. Now obviously I 2m) is an eigenvector 
of exp{-i1l'Lz/2} with eigenvalue exp{-im7r/2}. In particular, the vectors I 22) 
and I 2 2) are degenerate with eigenvalue -1. Hence the Hamiltonian can be 
restricted to an equivalent 2 X 2 matrix in the basis {I 22), I 2 2) }. This is the 
case we are interested in. 
To proceed further we must express the Hamiltonian H in the basis {I 22), I 
2- 2) }. From group theoretical considerations the operator H(O), with octahedral 
symmetry, has eigenvectors [Butler 1981, p527) 
e± = fic':f 122)-12 2)), 
with eigenvalues E±. Hence H(t) has eigenvectors 
(t) = e-iwtL, 
If (':fe-2iwt I 22)- e2iwt I 2 2))' 
also with eigenvalues E±. These relations can be inverted to give 
122) = -fie2iwt (e+(t)- e-(t))' 
12 2) = -Jie-2iwt (e+(t) + e~(t)). 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
Hence, withE= (E+ + E-)/2 and A =;(E+- E-)/2, the Hamiltonian has the 
form 
H(t) (8.7) 
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which is periodic with period t = 1r /2w. Note that we are using a different 
basis to that used by Moore and Stedman [1990b]. In summary, by noting that 
the Hamiltonian H(t) commutes with both L2 and exp{-i7rLz/2} at all times, 
the problem can be reduced to the finite-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by 
{] 22), ]2- 2) }. To find the cyclic initial states and Berry phases we use Salzman's 
formalism with 
A=wLz 
-[2; -~w]' (8.8) 
B H(O)- A 
= [E t:.2w E~2w]. (8.9) 
The cyclic initial states are just the eigenvectors of B. By direct substitution, one 
can verify that these are just 
4>±(0) X± I 22) + Y± I 2- 2), (8.10) 
where t:.y± (2w ± v' t:. 2 + 4w2 )x± and xi Yi = 1, and eigenvalues 
(8.11) 
Now, as exp{ -iA[} = -1, the Oa of equation (5.51) are both equal to -1r. Hence 
the Berry phases are given by 
/± = (4>±(0) I A ] 4>a(O)) ()± 
1f 
= 2(q)a(O) ] Lz ] 4>a(O)) + 1f 
= 1f' (]x± ]2 IY±I2 + 1) 
= 21r]X± ]2 • (8.12) 
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8.2 The forced harmonic oscillator 
To get some feeling for the kind of behaviour possible in infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert spaces, it is useful to examine the periodically forced harmonic oscilla-
tor. This displays extreme behaviour that depends critically on the existence or 
otherwise of a certain Fourier component in the forcing term. The Hamiltonian is 
given by [Moore 199Gb] 
H(t) = wa*a + f(t)a + f(t)a* + {3(t), (8.13) 
where f : R ---+ C and {3 : R ---+ R are 21r /w-periodic and a* is the creation operator 
for the oscillator mode. 
This problem is solvable using coherent states, which are defined to be the 
eigenvectors of the annihilation operator: a I z) = z I z). This is because, as we 
will now show, the forced harmonic oscillator preserves coherence [Glauber 1966]. 
The general coherent state I z) can be expanded in the usual oscillator number 
basis {In)} as (equation B.8) 
co 2 z2 . I z) = L e-lzl /2_ In). 
n=O Vnf 
(8.14) 
Now imagine that z is a time-dependent parameter. In the following we will need 
the explicit form of ( d/dt) I z). We have that 
co ') 
1t I z) 1t Le-zz/2 ~In) 
n=O 
co . 2 zn co 2 nzzn-l L -t (zz + zz) e-lzi 12 -
1 
In)+ L e-lzl /2 
1 
1 n) 
n=O y'n1 n=O y'n1 
• co 2 .zzn 
= -t (zz + zz) I z) + ~ e-lzl 12vln + 1 Vnf In+ 1). (8.15) 
Now 
(8.16) 
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so that, comparing equations (8.14) and (8.15) 
:ft I z) -t (zz + zi) I z) + za* I z). (8.17) 
We are now in a position to prove that H preserves coherence. Consider the 
initial state <,6(0) =I z(O)). For the evolved state we try 
where 
<,b(t) = eiO(t) I z(t)), 
z(t) = e-iwt(z(O)- i it f(t 1)eiwt' dt1), 
B(t) -l (/3 + !(Jz + fZ)) dt. 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
Note that e is real as required. In fact, all we need are the differential equations 
satisfied by z and 8: 
z -i(wz +f), 
e - f3 - t (f z + Jz) . 
(8.21) 
(8.22) 
Note that equation (8.21) is just the classical equation of motion. Using equation 
(8.18), the time-dependent Schrodinger equation is equivalent to 
I z) = e I z) + H I z). (8.23) 
Substituting equations (8.17) and (8.22) we then have 
LHS = -t ( -i(wz + f)z + i(wz + f)z) I z) + (wz f)a* I z) 
= t (J z- fz) I z) (wz + f)a* I z), (8.24) 
RHS = ( -/3- t (fz fz)) I z) + (wz + f)a* 1.~) Cfz + f3) I z) 
= t (fz- fz) I z) (wz + f)a* I z) 
= LHS. (8.25) 
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Hence we can see that an arbitrary coherent initial state remains coherent through-
out its evolution. 
We now investigate whether or not any of the initial states I z(O)) are cyclic. 
This will then be generalised to all initial states. From equation (8.18) and with 
t = 21r jw, we have that 
¢(£) = eiO(t) I z(f)). (8.26) 
Now, from equation (B.20), the inner product of any two coherent states has 
square modulus 
(8.27) 
As this is always less than unity for z =f. z1 , no two distinct coherent states can 
be equal up to a phase. Note that as (8.27) is always greater than zero, no 
two coherent states can be orthogonal either. Thus the initial state I z(O)) is 
cyclic iff z(O) = z(t). Substituting into equation (8.19), and using the fact that 
exp{ -iwl} = 1, we require that 
z(O) = z(t) 
z(O)- i [ f(t)e;wt dt 
0 = [ J(t)e;.;,, dt. (8.28) 
Now f is £-periodic and so we can expand it in a Fourier series: 
co 
j(t) L j[n]eiwt, (8.29) 
n=O 
whereupon the condition (8.28) is equivalent to the vanishing of the Fourier com-
ponent f[-lJ. In other words, the behaviour of the system depends crucially on the 
existence or otherwise of the Fourier component f[ --1]. 'If it vanishes then all initial 
coherent states are cyclic, whereas if it is non-zero there do not exist any cyclic 
coherent states. In the next few paragraphs I will strengthen these conclusions. 
We will see that the conclusions just reached hold for arbitrary states. 
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First consider the case Jl-I] = 0. Then all coherent states are cyclic. Now we 
will see that they all have the same overall phase. But this means that any linear 
combination of them is also a cyclic initial state with the same overall phase. Then, 
as the coherent states are a complete (in fact overcomplete) set, all initial states 
are cyclic with the same overall phase. This is the ultimate example of quasi-
degeneracy. That the coherent states all have the same overall phase follows from 
the decomposition formalism of section 5.1. If we write the evolution operator as 
U = Z exp{iM t}, then the cyclic initial states are the eigenvectors of M and the 
overall phases are the corresponding eigenvalues of Mi. Now if two coherent states 
had different overall phases, they would belong to distinct eigenspaces of M and 
so would be orthogonal. However, in light of equation (8.27) this is impossible. 
Thus the coherent states must all have the same overall phase. 
It is instructive to show this directly from equation (8.20), which defines the 
phase fJ. Substituting t = l we have 
0({) = -[ (t(JZ+ ]z) + f3) dt. (8.30) 
To show that this is independent of z(O) it suffices to show that Jd fz dt is inde-
pendent of z(O). Now, substituting equation (8.19), we have 
fz = feiwt (-z(O) + i it fe-iwt' dt') 
1' fZdt = Z(O) 1' feiwt dt + i 1' (fe'"' [ fe-iwt' dt') dt. (8.31) 
However, by assumption (1/i) fd Jeiwt dt = f[-1] is zero, so that equation (8.31) 
simplifies to 
l jZ dt = i l (Je'"' [ ]e -iwt' dt') dt, (8.32) 
which is manifestly independent of z(O) as required. To find the Berry phases we 
need merely note that I z(t)) is a single-valued vector. Substituting into equation 
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(3.8) and using (8.17) gives 
1 = i l(z(t) I j, I z(t))dt 
i l(z 1-!(Zz ~z) + Za' I z) dt 
= t l (iZ-~z) dt. (8.33) 
Note that by substituting z -i(wz +f), we recover the result of Moore [199Gb]. 
This can readily be evaluated in terms of the known Fourier components of f. 
Let f = l::n f[nlexp{inwt}. Now z is f-periodic so that it too has a Fourier 
decomposition: z = l:n z(nlexp{inwt}. Substituting into equation (8.21) we have 
(8.34) 
Now the coefficient of zl-11 vanishes, as does Jl-11. Hence z[-11 is arbitrary. Note 
that this is where the assumption that Jl-lJ = 0 is necessary. This is because if 
Jl-11 does not vanish, then the equation for zl-11 is inconsistent, meaning that no 
periodic solution for z can exist. For n =/= -1, equation (8.34) gives 
z[n] = J(n] . 
(n + l)w 
To find z[-11 in terms of the known z(O) we subsitute t 
decomposition of z. This gives 
z(O) = L + z[-l] 
n:¢-l (n + l)w 
z[-l] = z(O)- L 
n:¢-1 
To evaluate equation (8.33), we need J: zz dt. Now 
n,m 
rt zz dt = 2::: 21rinlz[n] 12 • Jo n 
(8.35) 
0 into the Fourier 
(8.36) 
(8.37) 
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Hence 
(8.38) 
n 
We now turn to the case when f[-1] does not vanish. I will show that, not 
only do no coherent cyclic initial states exist, but there are in fact no cyclic initial 
states at all. Put k = [f[- 1] so that, from equation (8.19), z(l) = z(O)- ik. In the 
case where f[-1] = 0 which was discussed above, the phase e(l) did riot depend on 
the initial states I z(O)). In our case however, this is no longer true. Further, it is 
the fact that e(l) now depends on I z(O)) that forbids the initial states from being 
cyclic. To prove this assertion we need J: fz dt. Following the proof of equation 
(8.32) we find that 
l fZ dt = Z(O)k + i l (Je'wl J.' je-iwl' dt') dt. 
Hence, from equation (8.30), 
B(l)=-{(!(JZ+fz)+f!) dt 
= -~ (z(O)k + z(O)k +a), 
(8.39) 
(8.40) 
where a is independent of z(O). In section B.1, I show that the coherent states 
give the spectral resolution of unity 
1 = !; j d2 z I z) (z I (8.41) 
so that an arbitrary initial state </>(0) can be written 
<f>(O) = !; j d2 zb(z) I z), (8.42) 
where b(z) = (z I <f>(O)). Now imagine that <f>(O) is a cyclic initial state with overall 
phase x: <f>(t) = exp{ix}</>(0). I will show that this leads,to an inconsistency. From 
equations (8.30) and (8.40), '1/Jz(O) =I z) evolves into 
(8.43) 
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where a is independent of z. Thus ¢>(0) evolves into 
¢>(t) = ~ 1 d2zb(z)eiae-i(zk+zk)f2 I z- ik). (8.44) 
Now let ¢>'(0) (1/rr) J d2zb(z) I z +a) for some arbitrary complex number 
a. Then, as a does not depend on z, 
¢>'([) = ~ 1 d2zb(z)eiae-i((z+"ii")k+(z+a)k)/2 I z- ik +a) 
e-i(ak+ak) ~ 1 d2zb(z)eiae-i(zk+zk)/2 I z- ik a). (8.45) 
But, using equation (8.44) and the fact that ¢>(l) = exp{ix}¢>(0), we can see that 
¢>'({) = e-i(ak+ak)/2eiX¢>'(0). (8.46) 
Hence 4>'(0) is also a cyclic initial state, but with the overall phase x' =X (ak + 
ak)/2. Further, if we let a run over C, then x' will run over the entire half-open 
interval [0, 27r ). But each distinct overall phase corresponds to an eigenspace of 
the operator lvi, with different eigenspaces being orthogonal. This means that, as 
[0, 27r) is uncountable, there is an uncountable set of linearly independent vectors 
in the Hilbert space 1{ of the oscillator. But this is impossible as 1{ is assumed 
to be separable [Young 1988, p38]. Thus our initial assumption that ¢>(0) was a 
cyclic initial state must have been false. 
To recapitulate, the periodically forced harmonic oscillator displays extreme 
behaviour that depends critically on the existence or otherwise of a certain Fourier 
component in the forcing term. If it is present then no states are cyclic, whereas 
if it is not they all are. Thus, for example, the sinusoidally forced oscillator has 
no cyclic initial states. These results will be verified in the next section, when I 
discuss functional analytic approaches to the existence problem. Coherent states 
have also been used in the investigation of Berry phase in several other ways. For 
example, Chaturvedi et al. [1987] use them to solve the problem of the displaced 
harmonic oscillator with adiabatically varying parameter. This was discussed in 
more detail in section 4.2. Also, Brihaye ~t al. [1990] analyse Hamiltonians which 
are expressible in terms of the generators of a given Lie algebra by using coherent 
states. This example was discussed in section 7.2. 
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· 8.3 Functional analytic results 
In this section I discuss the application of functional analysis to the problem of the 
existence of cyclic initial states. This makes use of the concept of a bound state. 
These are essentially states that stay in a bounded region of space uniformly in 
time. This will be made more precise soon. We find that, under certain conditions, 
the space spanned by the cyclic initial states is precisely the set of bound states. 
Hence if all states are bound, there must be a complete set of cyclic initial states. 
This theorem can be easily applied to many systems. For example, it allows us to 
verify the results derived in the last section for the forced harmonic oscillator. 
We must first define the bound states. Let the system of interest have Hilbert 
space L2 (An, dnx) and let M be a subset of An. We define the operator F(M) as 
the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function of M. Then, if the 
system has Hamiltonian H and evolution operator U, the state <Pis called bound 
iff 
lim sup JJF(JxJ > R)U(t)<PII = 0. 
R->cx:> t>O 
(8.47) 
In contrast, <P is called propagating iff for all R, 
11T lim T JJF(JxJ < R)U(t)<PII dt = 0. 
T->oo 0 
(8.48) 
To motivate our discussion, let the Hamiltonian be time-independent so that 
U = exp{ -iHt}. We decompose the Hilbert space into the direct sum 
(8.49) 
where the point spectral subspace 1{P is spanned by the eigenvectors of H and 'He 
is the continuous spectral subspace. Then one can prove that· the bound states 
are precisely the elements of 1{P and the propagating states are ·precisely the 
elements of 'He. This is the RAGE theorem [Reulle 1969]·: Now, as the Hamiltonian 
is time-independent, the spectral properties of the evolution operator U(t) are 
preciseley the same as those of the Hamiltonian. In particular, the eigenvectors 
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of the monodromy operator U(t) span the space 1-fP. But these eigenvectors are 
precisely the cyclic initial states. Hence, for the time-independent case, there are 
as many cyclic initial states as eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian. This is obvious, 
as these are just the stationary states. 
The utility of all of this theory only becomes clear when the Hamiltonian 
is made time-dependent. In this case, the spectral properties of H(t) and U(t) 
are not simply related. Further the RAGE theorem is not satisfied. However, a 
modified form still holds. This states that for t-periodic Hamiltonians satisfying 
a certain condition to be specified later, the bound states are precisely the states 
in the space spanned by the eigenvectors of the monodromy operator U(t). Note 
the differences to the time-independent version. In the time-independent case, an 
arbitrary Hamiltonian could be used. For the periodic case however, the class 
of Hamiltonians for which the theorem holds is restricted. Secondly, and more 
importantly, in the time-independent case the spaces spanned by the eigenvectors 
of the evolution operator and the Hamiltonian were identicaL Thus the theorem 
could be stated in terms of either. Here the spaces can differ. The fact that the 
space spanned by the eigenvectors of the monodromy operator turns out to be 
the one used in the theorem is of critical importance. This is because this space 
is precisely the one spanned by the cyclic initial states. Thus, the existence of a 
bound state guarantees the existence of a cyclic initial state. For example, if all of 
the states are bound then, as with the time-independent case, there is a complete 
set of cyclic initial states. This result also holds for real systems of differential 
equations [Yoshizawa 1975, p164]. 
The subsidiary condition we need is most easily stated using Moore and Sted-
man's evolution operator decomposition U = Zexp{iMt}. Then the theorem is 
satisfied if F(lxl < R)(i - Jvl)-1 is compact for all R [Enss and Veselic 1983]. 
This condition can be converted into one on the Hamiltonian itself [Yajima and 
Kitada 1983]. Yajima and Kitada show that it is sufficient that H be of the form 
H(t) = -'\72 /2+ V1(t) V2 (t), where V1 and V2 are both symmetric and t-periodic 
and satisfy the following conditions. Vi is continuously differentiable and bound-
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ed. V2 (t) is the operator of multiplication by an LP(Rn) n Lq(R2 ) function with 
1 < p < n/2 < q ::;; oo. Gesztesy and Mitter [1981] note that the eigenvectors of 
U(l) are only cyclic initial states if they are also in the domain of H(O). However, 
the usual conditions imposed upon H(t) in order to guarantee the existence of the 
evolution operator (see section 2.2) include forcing H to have a time-independent 
domain, which is then also the domain of U(t). Thus the eigenvectors of the 
monodromy operator must be in the domain of H(O) as required. 
This formalism can be applied to several important problems. For instance, 
Combescure [1990] discusses periodically kicked Hamiltonians. Another example 
is afforded by the sinusoidally forced harmonic oscillator H = -p2 /2 + w2 x 2 /2 + 
xsinw0 t. Enss and Veselic [1983] show that there are two possibilities. If w0 = w 
then there are no bound states and so there are no cyclic initial states. This 
verifies the analysis of the last section. However, if wo =/= w, then all states are 
bound and so there is a complete set of cyclic initial states. Hence, as was the 
case with the general forced harmonic oscillator discussed above, there is either 
a complete set of cyclic initial states or none at all. Hagedorn et al. [1986] have 
shown that this result holds for all Hamiltonians of the form 
H(t) = a(t)p2 + (3(t)(p · q + q · p) + "'f(t)q2 + 8(t)p + e(t)q + ((t), (8.50) 
where the coefficients are real and piecewise continuous. 
Another interesting example is given by Huang [1989]. He considered Hamil-
tonians of the form 
H(t) = - d~2 + f(t)x 2 (8.51) 
on L2 (R, dx), where f ¢. 0 is real, l-periodic and piecewise continuous. Let f+ be 
the positive part off: 
: f(t) ~ o:: 
: f(t) < 0 . (8.52) 
Then the Hamiltonian (8.51) has a complete set of cyclic initial states if J: f( t) dt ~ 
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0 and J01 f+(t) dt ::::; t· An example of a Hamiltonian not satisfying these condi-
tions and not having any cyclic initial states is the one with 
f(t) = { w; 
where c 7f /2w < t. This has 
:0::::; t < c 
:c:s;t<t' 
l t 7fW 7f2 1 f+(t)dt =- > > -;:;. 0 2 t 
(8.53) 
(8.54) 
The final application I will discuss is the stability of the bound states. If 
we have a Hamiltonian whose monodromy operator U(t) is pure point, that is a 
system with a complete set of cyclic initial states, it is of interest to find the class 
oft-periodic perturbations which preserve this property. It is convenient to take 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian as being time-independent and pure point. Then, 
by the RAGE theorem, there is a complete set of cyclic initial states. 
Enss and Veselic [1983] discuss two interesting applications. For the first, let 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian be the harmonic oscillator. Then any 21r / w-periodic 
uniformly bounded perturbation V(t) that is continuous in t preserves the com-
pleteness of the set of cyclic initial states. Note that this seems to contradict the 
forced harmonic oscillator example considered above. There it was precisely when 
the period of the perturbation matched the natural period 27f / w of the oscilla-
tor that the bound states disappeared. However, in that case the perturbation 
x sinw0t was not bounded and so much more singular. Enss and Veselic also use 
\ 
this method to prove the existence of cyclic inital states for the spherically sym-
metric atom in a circularly polarised radiation field, verifying the results of section 
5.3 achieved using Salzman's evolution operator decomposition. 
This perturbation theoretic approach was also used by Howland [1989] in a 
probabilistic sense. Let the time-independent unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0 have 
eigenvectors en and eigenvalues An, whefe An+l An > an2+e for some positive 
a and €. We need the following definition. An operator A is strongly H -finite iff 
L:n IAenl < oo. Now let the perturbation V(t) be of the form V(t) = A*W(t)A*, 
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where A is strongly H-finite and vV is uniformly bounded, [-periodic and positive. 
Then the Hamiltonian H( t) = H0 + f3V( t) has a complete set of cyclic initial states 
for almost all f3. 
These results show the power of the functional analytic approach. This 
method characterises the existence of cyclic initial states in terms of the exis-
tence of geometrically bound states, and can be used (among other things) to 
discuss the perturbative stability of cyclic initial states. However, it would be 
useful to find a more readily testable requirement for the existence of cyclic initial 
states, perhaps in terms of the spectral decomposition of the Hamiltonian. 
Chapter Nine 
Applications to quantum optics 
In the preceding eight chapters I have frequently used the semi-classical Jaynes-
Cummings model (a two-level atom in a radiation field in the rotating wave ap-
proximation) as an example. In fact the Berry phase has many applications in 
the field of quantum optics. These applications are the subject of this chapter. 
For example, in section 9.1 I show that the Berry phases of the Jaynes-Cummings 
model can be interpreted in terms of the frequency of the Rabi oscillation and 
the splitting of the Mallow triplet, both well known quantities in quantum optics 
[Cohen-Tannoudji 1977]. This involves the Fourier theory of chapter 6, exploiting 
the relationship between the Floquet Hamiltonian J( and the joint electron-photon 
Hamiltonian Hj and was first reported by Moore [1990b]. 
Having shown how the Rabi oscillations of the semi-classical two-level atom 
can be interpreted in terms of the overall phases of the system, in section 9.2 I 
discuss the oscillations themselves. This work was first reported by Moore [1990c]. 
Given an arbitrary initial state ~(0), the probability P+ of finding the system in 
the upper atomic state is a 1T I k-periodic function of time. Now, as I will discuss 
in section 11.5, the definition of Berry phases holds even when the Hamiltonian 
is not itself periodic. Thus we are not barred from calculating the Berry phases 
that arise for evolution from timet= 0 to timet= 1rlk. However we find that, 
even though the probability P + is 1T I k-periodic, the state itself is only periodic 
(up to a phase) if we start in either the }lpper or lower atomic state. Therefore, 
to extract the phase relationship between general initial and final states we must 
use the Pancharatnam phase [Samuel and Bhandari 1988]. This is discussed in 
more detail in section 11.2, where an alternative definition that makes the overall 
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phase an observable (self-adjoint operator) is discussed. 
I then move to the fully quantum mechanical model. Using the concept of 
quasi-degeneracy developed in section 5.2, we find that any initial state formed as a 
linear combination of the vectors {I +, n), I -, n + 1)} for some fixed n is cyclic with 
period 1r( >.Jn+1)-1 . While this is in sharp contrast to the semi-classical case, 
it is not a fair comparison. This is because the quantum mechanical state most 
closely corresponding to the semi-classical initial state ¢(0) is the product of that 
state with a photon coherent state (see section B.2) and not a linear combination 
of I +, n) and I -, n + 1). However, when we analyse the system with initial states 
of this form, we find that it still behaves differently to the semi-classical limit. 
The Rabi oscillations are no longer exact, being subject to collapses and revivals. 
If these collapses and revivals were themselves perfect, we could find their 
Berry phases in the same way as we did for the semi-classical Rabi oscillations. 
However they are not. This is because the eigenvalues of the quantum Hamiltonian 
involve terms in .;n+T. With this in mind, we then study the quantum optical 
model consisting of two degenerate electronic levels coupled through a virtual level 
by a Raman transition [Phoenix and Knight 1990]. For this system the eigenvalues 
involve terms inn+ 1 and so the collapses and revivals are perfect. However, we 
find that the wavefunctions are not cyclic over the period of one collapse and 
revival, just as in the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model they were not cyclic 
over the period of one complete Rabi oscillation. Thus we must again invoke the 
Pancharatnam phase. 
The analysis of sections 9.1 and 9.2 uses the simplest model available. For ex-
ample, I ignore the non-rotating wave contributions and the effects of spontaneous 
emission. In section 9.3 I discuss the impact of these approximations, showing the 
way for some future work. 
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9.1 Interpretation of the Rabi oscillation 
In previous chapters I have used the J aynes-Cummings model as an example. 
However we can go a lot further. In this section I will show how the Berry 
phases can be interpreted in terms of two well known observables, the frequency 
of the Rabi oscillation and the splitting of the Mollow triplet. This work was first 
reported by Moore (1990b]. Similar results have been obtained by Tewari [1989] 
in the adiabatic context. 
This interpretation is based upon the formal similarity between the joint 
electron-photon Hamiltonian 
(9.1) 
and the Floquet Hamiltonian discussed in section 6.2 
K -itt H(t), (9.2) 
where H(t) is the semi-classical Hamiltonian 
(9.3) 
derived as an asymptotic limit in section 2.2. This formal similarity has been 
discussed by Shirley [1965] and Casati [1989]. 
To display the relationship between Hj and]{ explicitly, we write both Hamil-
tonians as matrices: 
2- 1+ 1- O+ 0-
0 
2- 0 yl2,\ 
1+ yl2,\ 3w 0 Hi= 2 (9.4) 
1- 0 .\:'::. v'f,\ 2 
0+ jl,\ !:!! 0 2 
0- 0 w 
-2 
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1+ 1- 0+ 0-
0 
1+ k 3w 0 2 
0 w k K= 2 (9.5) 
0+ k w 0 2 
0- 0 w k 
-2 
0 
There are only two differences. First, the label n for Hj must be non-negative, 
whereas it can be any integer for K. Second, the off-diagonal elements of Hj 
involve terms of the form jn).. whereas the corresponding elements of K involve k. 
However these differences are physically illusory. To get the semi-classical limit the 
initial state must be the direct product of an atomic state and a photon coherent 
state I z). Further, lzl must be large. As lzl grows, the Poisson distribution 
of photon number state occupancies becomes strongly peaked about n lzl 2 • 
This means that only those components of the evolving state with n close to jzj 2 
contribute to any measurable quantities, In other words, we can ignore the basis 
vectors I n) that are not close to n lzl2 • Further, we can replace fo by its 
mean value lzl. But this means that we can replace jn).. by the effective coupling 
constant k. Thus the two Hamiltonian are physically equivalent. 
We can now physically interpret the Berry phase. We note that, as]{ and 
Hj are physically equivalent, the quasi-energies (eigenvalues of K) are equal to 
the eigenvalues of Hj. We start with the Rabi oscillation. Consider the arbitrary 
initial state 
¢(0) I z)(a+ I+) a_ I-)) (9.6) 
of the joint Hamiltonian Hj. To find its evolution we express it in the eigenbasis 
{I e±,n)} of Hj. By direct substitution, one can readily verify that this basis is 
given by 
I e±,n) ±j'f I+, n) + j'f I-, n + 1), (9.7) 
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E±,n = (n + !)w ± --\Fn+l. (9.8) 
In the following I will frequently ignore the n = 0 terms in the expansion of the 
coherent state in equation (9.6). This is justifiable as, since lzl is large, they are 
negligibly small. With this in mind, and using the fact that z "' exp{io}yln for 
some phase a, we have 
(f)(O) 
(9.9) 
Hence the evolved state is given by 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
Now, as we can replace Jri by [zl, the E+,n E-,n are independent of n. Thus 
we can easily evaluate the probability of finding the system in the upper atomic 
state. We have 
n=O 
= ! ( 1 + (Ia+ 12 - ia-1 2 ) cos( e+,n - E-,n)t 
i(e-iO>(La+ eio:a+a-)sin(e+,n- E-,n)t). (9.12) 
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This is manifestly periodic with frequency E+,n - E-,n· This is the Rabi 
oscillation [Knight and Milonni 1980]. Hence the frequency of the Rabi oscillation 
is just the difference between the eigenvalues E+,n and E-,n· But, due to the 
relationship between Hj and K, these eigenvalues are just the quasi-energies of 
the Floquet Hamiltonian. Further these are precisely the overall phases of the two 
atomic cyclic initial states (up to a factor of-t). Hence the frequency of the Rabi 
oscillation is simply proportional to the difference between the overall phases of 
the two atomic cyclic initial states. 
We now turn to the splitting of the Mollow triplet. The joint Hamiltonian Hj 
has eigenvalues that comprise evenly spaced pairs (c+,n, E-,n) [Cohen-Tannoudji 
1977]. Thus the emission spectrum of the system is a triplet. This is the Mollow 
triplet [Mallow 1969). Further, the splitting of the triplet is just the difference 
E+,n - E-,n, the Rabi frequency. Thus the overall phases can be interpreted in 
terms of both the Rabi opscillation and the Mollow triplet. Note that it is the 
difference in overall phases that can be measured. As discussed in section 3.2, this 
is because there is only one arbitrary phase in quantum mechanics. 
9.2 The Rabi oscillation itself 
Having shown how the Berry phases can be interpreted in terms of the Rabi oscil-
lations, I now turn to the Rabi oscillations themselves. As before, the Hamiltonian 
of the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model is given by 
_ [ ~ ke-iwt] H- k 1Wt w • Ae -2 (9.13) 
Consider the arbitrary initial state 
~(0) = [ ~~] . (9.14) 
From equations (5.15) and (5.16), the operators Z and M in the decomposition 
U = Zexp{iMt} are given by 
[ 
e-iwt 
Z= 0 
[ ~ -k] lvf = _!k ~ . 
(9.15) 
(9.16) 
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As shown in section 5.1, lvf has eigenvectors (the cyclic initial states) 
¢±(0) = It [ ~1] ' (9.17) 
with eigenvalues ~ =f k. To find the evolved state, we write the initial state in the 
basis of cyclic initial states: 
(9.18) 
Thus 
¢(t) = U(t)¢(0) 
= jtCa+ a_ )ei(w/2-k)t Z(t)¢+(0) - jtC a+ -a_ )ei(w/2+k)t Z(t)¢-(0) 
= tC a+ a_ )ei(w/2-k)t [ e-~wt] - jtC a+ -a_ )ei(w/2+k)t [ -e~iwt l 
= [ e~iwt( a+ cos kt - ia_ sin kt) l 
e1wt (a_ cos kt - ia+ sin kt) · (9.19) 
Hence the probability of finding the system in the upper atomic state is given by 
P+ Ia+ cos kt- ia_ sin ktl 2 
= Ia+ 12 cos2 kt ia-1 2 sin2 kt- i(a+a- -a+ a-) cos kt sin kt 
= t (1 + (ia+l 2 -la-1 2 ) cos 2kt- i(a_a+- a+£L)sin2kt). 
This is 7f / k-periodic, the sinusoidal variation being the Rabi oscillation. 
However, substituting l = 1rjk into equation (9.19) gives 
(9.20) 
(9.21) 
which is not periodic (unless w /2k is integral or we have taken a+ or a_ to be zero). 
Thus the initial state ¢(0) is not cyclic in·· general. Note that this corrects a small 
error in Agarwal [1988]. He works in the interaction picture, which effectively 
means that the troublesome exp{±iwt/2} factors are shifted into the operators. 
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Hence the interaction picture state is cyclic. The problem though is that not all 
of the observables are cyclic. For example 
I - [e-iwt/2 0 ] [0 
0" x(t) - 0 eiwt/2 1 
[ 
0 e-iwt] 
eiwt 0 ' (9.22) 
and so is not cyclic. Thus to claim that the system is cyclic when the interaction 
picture state is cyclic is misleading. In fact one could follow the logic further 
and look at the Heisenberg picture state. As this is time-independent, one would 
be tempted to say that all initial states are cyclic! Despite this subtlety, the 
interaction picture is useful to see why the Rabi oscillations occur. This is because 
the interaction picture inversion operator a-;(t) is cyclic. 
Of course one could still, in principle, calculate the Berry phases in the inter-
action (or any other) picture. The problem is that then one must be very careful to 
evaluate the geometric contributions from both the time dependence of the state 
and the time dependence of the operators. In general, the easiest way to do this 
is to move all of the time dependence into the states, that is to transform into the 
Schrodinger picture. One notable exception is Salzman's decomposition, which 
was treated in section 5.3. For the special cases that it can be used for, all of the 
geometric information about the time evolution is maintained in the interaction 
picture states. Thus for this special case, calculations can be done transparently 
in either the interaction or Schrodinger picture. 
Even though the initial state is not cyclic, we can still discuss the evolution 
of its overall phase. To do this we need to extend the definition of the overall 
phase to the case when the initial state is not cyclic. vVe define the Pancharatnam 
phase difference between the two non-orthogonal vectors 'I/J1 and 'I/J2 as the phase 
of ('1j;1 I 'lj;2). This obviously reduces to the usual phase difference when 'I/J1 and 
'lj;2 are on the same ray in Hilbert space (are equal up to a phase) '[Berry 1987]. 
This definition is motivated by the interference of light beams. Those beams that 
are in phase should constructively interfere and those that are out of phase should 
destructively interfere. However it does not make the overall phase an observable 
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in the sense of being represented by a self-adjoint operator. This is discussed more 
fully in section 11.2. 
To find the overall phase we must evaluate (4>(0) I ¢{£)). We have 
[
-e-i1rwl2ka ] (4>(0) I¢(£)) [a+,a-] -eirrw/2ka~ 
( 7fW . . 1fW) I I? = - cos 2k - 1 sm 2k a+ • (cos ;~ + i sin ;~) I a_j2 
( 7rw •• 7rW(I 12 = - cos 2k 1 sm 2k a+ la-1
2 )) • (9.23) 
Setting this equal to rexp{ix}, we can see that the overall phase is given by 
X = 1r + a, where 
(9.24) 
To find the Berry phases, we need the dynamical phases (the single-valued 
vector formalism cannot be used as the initial states are not truly periodic). We 
have 
H f(t)- 2 . + -
[ 
!:::. ke-iwt] [ e-iwt/2 (a cos kt ia sin kt)] 
q; - ke1wt ~ e1wt 12 (a_ cos kt ia+ sin kt) 
_ [ e-iwt12 ( (~a+ + ka_) cos kt i (~a- + ka+) sin kt) ] 
- eiwt/2 ( (-~a-+ ka+) cos kt- i (-~a+ + ka_) sin kt) · (9·25) 
This gives 
+ sin2 kt (a-(Ta- + ka+) +a+( -~a++ ka-)) 
= ~(Ia+ 12 la-1 2 ) cos 2kt + 1~ (a-a+- a+ a-) sin 2kt 
(9.26) 
Now forr I k sin 2kt dt and forr I k cos 2kt dt are both zero. Hence the dynamical phase 
is given by 
{1r/k 
8 = - Jo (¢(t) I H I ¢(t)) dt 
= -1r(a+a- +a-a+)· (9.27) 
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We are now in a position to calculate the Berry phases for the problem. We 
have that 
(9.28) 
Note that if a+ = 0 or a_ = 0 the dynamical phase vanishes and we have a = 
::r-1rw /2k so that 1 = 1r(1 ::r- 1rw /2k) in agreement with Agarwal (1988]. 
Having discussed the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model, I now turn to 
the fully quantum mechanical case. vVe find that we get Rabi oscillations and 
cyclic behaviour for initial states in the space spanned by {I +, n), I -, n + 1)}, 
but that the Rabi oscillations for the initial states closest to the semi-classical ones 
collapse and revive due to the granular nature of the field. 
As the joint electron-photon Hamiltonian 
(9.29) 
1s time-independent, it is convenient to invoke the concept of quasi-degeneracy 
discussed in section 5.2. To recapitulate, two cyclic initial states c/>I (0) and ¢2 (0) 
are quasi-degenerate if they have the same overall phase. In this .case, any linear 
combination of them is also a cyclic initial state with the same overall phase. 
Now, barring quasi-degeneracy, the cyclic initial states of a time-independent 
Hamiltonian are precisely the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian. But, as the dynam-
ical phase is defined with reference to time-independent systems, all of these states 
have a Berry phase of zero. The only way to get a non-trivial Berry phase for 
time-independent systems is to take a linear combination of two quasi-degenerate 
eigenvectors with different eigenvalues. This will not in general be an eigenvector 
of the Hamiltonian and so is not prohibited from having a non-zero Berry phase. 
By direct substitution, one can easily verify that the eigenvectors and eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian (9.29) are 
I €an) = ±If I +, n) + If I -, n + 1), 
€an = (n + t )w ± .Ay:n:tl. 
(9.30) 
(9.31) 
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For convenience, we ignore the ground state I e9 ) which has energy eg = ~. If 
we put t 1r(.Ayn:t-1)-1 then the two states I e±,n) become quasi-degenerate. 
Hence any linear combination of these two states is a cyclic initial state (for the 
period f). As the two eigenvectors are formed from I +, n) and I -, n + 1), these 
cyclic initial states are in fact in the space spanned by {I +, n), I , n + 1)}. To 
get the overall phase we need merely evaluate t-nt. We have 
(9.32) 
This cyclic evolution gives rise to Rabi oscillations as in the semi-classical case, 
except now the states are themselves cyclic. To find the Berry phases we need 
merely apply equation (6.17). Hence the cyclic initial state ¢(0) a+ I +, n)+a- I 
-,n 1) has Berry phase "'f = 27ria+l2 • 
This result contrasts with the semi-classical result discussed earlier. There we 
got Rabi oscillations but the initial states were not cyclic. However, to compare the 
two cases properly, we should start in the product of a photon coherent state and 
an arbitrary electronic state. But when we do this we find that we no longer get 
perfect Rabi oscillations. Instead there are collapses and revivals in the probability 
of finding the system in the upper state [Knight 1986]. This is related to the fact 
that the coherent state contains contributions from all photon numbers, and we 
cannot find a period that makes all of the eigenvalues €±n quasi-degenerate. 
Now if the collapses and revivals were themselves perfect, we could analyse 
them in terms of Berry (or Pancharatnam) phases. However they are not, a fact 
that can be traced back to the appearance of the factor Jn + 1 in expression 
(9.31). As I will now show, if they had involved n + 1 instead of vn+l, then 
the revivals would have been exact. To do this I will discuss the quantum optical 
system consisting of two degenerate atomic levels coupled through a virtual level 
by a Raman transisition (Phoenix and Knight 1990]. The same analysis holds for 
the two-level atom with intensity dependent coupling [Buzek and Jex 1990]. 
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The system has Hamiltonian 
H = wb*b + Ab*b(a+ +a_), (9.33) 
We will see that for initial coherent states, the collapses and revivals seen in the 
quantum Jaynes-Cummings model are now perfect. However, as was the case with 
the semi-classical Rabi oscillations, the states are not cyclic and we must use the 
concept of Pancharatnam phase. 
We proceed as before. H has eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
I €an =If I +,n) ±If 1-,n), 
€an = n(w ±A). 
(9.34) 
(9.35) 
Thus the energy involves n instead of Vn· Taking t = 1r jnA gives Rabi oscillations 
as before. Interestingly we can also get other quasi-degeneracy effects. If we take 
t = 21rj(w +A) then all of the I E+,n) are quasi-degenerate, while if we take 
t = 1r / ( w -:- A) then all of the I E-,n) are quasi-degenerate. 
However, we are most interested in the behaviour of a system initially in the 
direct product of a photon coherent state and an electronic state. Let the initial 
state be 
<P(O) =I z)(a+ I+)+ a_ I-)), (9.36) 
where the coherent state I z) is given by 
(9.37) 
To find the evolved state we decompose the state (9.36) in the set of.eigenvectors. 
vVe have 
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Thus 
00 
</>(t) = L j!e-!zl2/2 zn ((a++ a_)e-inwte-in,\t I E+,n) 
n=O 
+(a+ a_)e-inwtein,\t I E-,n) 
oo 2 (ze-iwt)n 
= ~ ~e-lz! /2 Vnl (((a+ +a_ )e-in-\t + (a+ -a_ )ein,\t) I +, n) 
((a++ a_)e-in-\t (a+- a_)ein,\t) 1-,n)) 
oo 2 (ze-iwt)n 
= ~ e-lzl 12 Vnl ((a+ cosn>..t- ia_ sinn>..t) I +,n) 
+ (a_ cos n>..t ia+ sin n>..t) I -, n)). (9.39) 
Now let i 2n-j>... Substituting into equation (9.39), the final state is given by 
<P(i) 
(9.40) 
Thus the probability of finding the system in the upper state is 2rr fA-periodic, 
that is we have exact collapses and revivals. 
Now, no two distinct coherent states are equal up to a phase. Hence, unless 
wl is an integral multiple of 2rr, the general initial state is not cyclic. Thus, as 
with the semi-classical case, to compare the phases of the initial and final states we 
must use the Pancharatnam phase. In section B.l I show that the inner product 
of two coherent states I v) and I v') is given by 
(9.41) 
Thus the inner product of the initial and. final states is given by 
(</>(0) I </>(t)) (z I ze-iwt) 
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= exp{lzl2( -1 + e-iwt)} 
= exp{lzl2( -1 + coswt)}exp{ -ilzl2 sinwl} 
= exp{ -2lzl2 sin2(wt/2)}exp{ -ilzl2 sinwt}, 
giving the overall phase X= -lzl2 sinwl. 
We now need the dynamical phase. From equation (9.39) we have 
oo 2 (ze-iwt)n 
<P(t) = ~ e-izi 12 Vnl ((a+ cos nAt- ia_ sin nAt) I +, n) 
+ (a_ cos nAt- ia+ sin nAt) I -, n)) 
oo fl 2 (ze-iwt)n 
= ~ V te-lzl /2 Vnl ((a++ a_)e-in,\t I E+,n) 
+ (a+ - a_ )ein,\t I E-,n)) 
:::} H <P(t) = jte-lzl2 12 (z~?n ((a+ +a_ )e-in,\tn(w +A) I E+,n) 
(9.42) 
+(a+- a_)ein,\tn(w- A) I E-,n)). (9.43) 
Hence we have 
+(a+- a-)(a+- a_)n(w- A)) 
= lzl2 (w + A(a+a- + a+a-)) 
8 = -l(,P(t) I H(t) I ,P(t)) dt 
= -27rlzl2 (~ + a+a- + a+a-) . (9.44) 
We can now find the Berry phase. Using the fact that 1 =X- 8, we imme-
diately have that 
1 = lzl2 (-sin 2:w + 21r (~ + a+a- +a+ a-)) . (9.45) 
Note that Phoenix and Knight [1990] find that the field state is .cy<;lic. However 
they work in the interaction picture and, as I have disc~~sed previously in connec-
tion with Agarwal's work, cyclicity in the interaction picture is not a true measure 
of periodicity. 
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9.3 Extensions 
The analysis of the preceeding sections can be usefully extended in many ways. 
For example, the effects of spontaneous emission have been ignored. In this section 
I will co:r:nment on some of the more important generalisations. In section 9.1 I 
demonstrated how the overall phase in a fermion subsystem coupled to a single bo-
son mode can be interpreted in terms of the energy levels of the time-independent 
joint system. This can be generalised to include either more than one boson mode 
or anharmonicity. I discuss systems with degenerate boson modes first. 
Given a constant boson-fermion Hamiltonian with N degenerate boson modes 
we can form the semi-classical fermion Hamiltonian by replacing the N creation 
operators bj with the functions exp{iBj }exp{iwt}. This gives the same result as if 
we had taken the semi-classical limit of the single-mode Hamiltonian that arises 
when we replace the creation operator bj with the rephased operator exp{iBj }b*. 
For example, take the D4 Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian 
(9.46) 
discussed by Moore and Stedman (1990a]. This system was discussed in section 
4.2. H has the same semi-classical limit, and so the same Berry phases, as the 
single mode Hamiltonian 
(9.47) 
This involves the squeezed mode (Yuen 1976] 
a= p,b + vb*, (9.48) 
where f.l (2 sin112 o-1 (1 iexp{ -i(} ), v (2 sin1/ 2 o-1 (1 iexp{i(}) and we 
have replaced the two phonon creation operators bi and b2 with b* and exp{i(}b* 
respectively. 
vVe can also analyse boson-fermion Hamiltoriia~s involving anharmonicity. 
Consider a general t-periodic fermionic Hamiltonian H with Fourier decompositon 
00 
H = L s[n]einwt. (9.49) 
n=-oo 
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Then, if we make the replacement 
: n ~ 0 
: n < 0' (9.50) 
we generate a constant boson-fermion Hamiltonian that g1ves H in the seml-
classicallimit. Note that the Fourier components with lnl > 1 give anharmonicity. 
Thus we can interpret the overall phases of any periodic fe~mionic system in terms 
of the energy levels of a certain time-independent boson-fermion Hamiltonian. 
These two examples are taken from Moore [1990b]. 
The analysis can also be extended in other ways. For example, we can su-
perimpose an adiabatic variation of the laser parameters (such as the detuning 
and laser phase) onto the non-adiabatically periodic system [Moore and Stedman 
1990c, Barnett et al. 1988]. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. One 
can also start in a non-classical state of the radiation field. For instance, Mahran 
and Obada [1988] analyse the logarithmic state and Colegrave and Ramjit [1989] 
a state with few photons. These cases will not be discussed further. 
The last two generalisations I will discuss involve two of the important as-
sumptions made in the Jaynes-Cummings model, namely the use of the rotating 
wave approximation and the neglect of spontaneous emission. First the rotating 
wave approximation. 
The interaction Hamiltonian of a linearly polarised laser and a two-level atom 
has the electric dipole form 
v = (0"+ + 0"-)(b* +b). (9.51) 
In the rotating wave approximation the "counter-rotating" terms O"+b* + O"-b are 
ignored as they are strongly non-energy conserving [Cohen-Tanrioudji 1977]. How-
ever the counter-rotating terms do have a measurable effect, the most well-known 
manifestation of which is the Bloch-Siegert shift [Bloch· and Siegert 1940]. It has 
also been noted that the introduction of non-rotating wave terms can lead to the 
onset of chaos [Milonni et al. 1983]. 
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The usual approach to the calculation of non-rotating wave effects is by per-
turbation theory [Phoenix 1989, Silverman and Pipkin 1972]. This method is 
crucially important for the analysis of Moore and Stedman [1990c] presented in 
the next chapter. By varying the laser phase, they generate an adiabatic Berry 
phase which adds to the non-adiabatic Berry phase that is present eve:1 if the phase 
is not varied. Their path goes through a point where the rotating wave eigenfunc-
tions are degenerate. Thus on the face of it the adiabatic theorem should not 
hold. However, the non-rotating wave perturbation lifts the degeneracy, making 
the adiabatic theorem applicable. 
Another method of dealing with counter-rotating terms has been found re-
cently. For restricted values of the detuning and coupling constant, exact solutions 
can be expressed in terms of the elliptic Jacobian functions [Jelenska-Kuklinska 
and Kus 1990]. This approach is based on the work of Judd [1979] on the J ahn-
Teller effect. 
Finally, the effects of spontaneous emission can be easily included. The semi-
classical Hamiltonian is perturbed by a phenomenological non-self-adjoint oper-
ator which models the loss in the system [Stenholm 1973]. This means that the 
evolution is no longer unitary and so the norm of ll<ft(t)!l of the evolving state 
decays with time. However, this implies that no initial state can be cyclic in the 
standard sense. To handle this problem, we generalise our definitions. Assuming 
that the initial state is normalised, an initial state is called cyclic (with overall 
phase x) if <,b(t) = Texp{ix}¢(0), where T = II<P(t)l!. To find the Berry phases 
we need the generalised single-valued vectors. Clearly these are just the vectors 
'ljJ(t) = exp{iB(t)}</>(t) with '1/J(i) = r'ljJ(O) (or equivalently B(t) x). Then, by the 
analysis leading to equation (3.8), the Berry phase is given by 
t . 
7 = i 1 (7/J(t) 1 ~(t)) dt .. (9.52) 
This agrees with Chu et al. (1989] and Garrison and Wright [1988]. The dissipative 
problem has also been analysed by Gamliel and Freed [1989] in the adiabatic 
context. 
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Chapter Ten 
Adiabatic variation 
Until now, the time-dependence of the Hamiltonians we have been studying has 
been either purely adiabatic or purely non-adiabatic. In this chapter I consid-
er what happens when the two are superimposed. That is, an adiabatic time-
variation is imposed onto an already non-adiabatically periodic Hamiltonian. A 
good example of this is a two-level atom in a semi-classical radiation field, where 
we adiabatically vary the laser parameters (such as the phase and polarisation). 
Consider a non-adiabatic Hamiltonian H(R, t) that depends on some pa-
prameter R. For fixed R, we assume that H(R, t) is iN-periodic. Now vary R 
adiabatically around some closed path with period iA: R(iA) R(O). For the 
resulting mixed Hamiltonian to be fA-periodic, vre require that iA = NiN. That 
is, there must be an integral number of non-adiabatic periods in each adiabatic 
period. For the variation of fA to be adiabatic, iA must be large, which is equiv-
alent to requiring that N be large. Further, as R is varied smoothly, R does not 
change much from timet= ni tot= (n l)i. This fact will be very useful when 
we come to split the Berry phase into the sum of its adiabatic and non-adiabatic 
parts. 
The result of this mixing can be rationalised very simply. vVhen we made 
the transition from a time-independent Hamiltonian to a non-adiabatic Hamil-
tonian, the position of the Hamiltonian eigenvectors as the "stationary states" 
was supplanted by the cyclic initial states. Further, in the transition from a 
time-independent Hamiltonian to an adiabatic Hamiltonian, the eigenstates were 
replaced by the instantaneous eigenvectors. Thus, it should come as no surprise 
that in the transition from adiabatic to adiabatic superimposed with non-adiabatic 
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evolution, the cyclic initial states are merely replaced by the instantaneous cyclic 
initial states. That is, the cyclic initial states of the mixed Hamiltonian H(R(t), t) 
are just the cyclic initial states of the non-adiabatic Hamiltonian H(R(O), t). 
Now, due to the non-adiabatic time dependence, we cannot use the normal 
adiabatic theorem to find the Berry phases. Hence we need a modified ansatz. In 
sections 10.1 and 10.2, I will derive this ansatz in two different ways. The first 
is due to Moore and Stedman [1990c). They give a heuristic argument based on 
a simple model problem, the semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model with varying 
laser phase. This system is exactly solvable due to the relationship between the 
semi-classical Hamiltonian and the parent quantum Hamiltonian, which is a nor-
mal adiabatic system. Using this formalism, we find that the Berry phase splits 
into the sum of two parts. The first is the sum of a non-adiabatic Berry phase 
for each of the many non-adiabatic periods t N that go into the single adiabatic 
period tA. The second is an adiabatic Berry phase due to global twisting [Liang 
1989]. 
The second approach is due to Breuer et al. [1990]. They use the fact that the 
system has two separate time scales, tN and tA. The modified adiabatic ansatz 
can then be found by using two separate time parameters, one for each scale. This 
method ties the mixed problem to the Fourier analysis of section 6.1, and makes 
clear the limitations of the theory due to narrowly avoided crossings. 
Finally, in section 10.3 I discuss an example, the two-level atom in a laser 
with varying polarisation. We include both the rotating wave and non-rotating 
wave couplings. The variation of the polarisation amounts to a variation of the 
two coupling coefficients. That this must be so is most easily seen on symmetry 
grounds. Consider an electronic transition between an s state and a P-1 state split 
from the other p states by, say, a magnetic field. Then for certain polarisations 
the rotating wave (or non-rotating wave) transisition will be forbidden, making 
the effective coupling constant zero. 
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10.1 Moore and Stedman's result 
The Hamiltonians we are considering have both adiabatic and non-adiabatic time 
dependences and so the normal adiabatic theorem cannot be used. In this section, 
the problem is solved by analogy with a simple solvable problem. This approach 
was first used by Moore and Stedman [1990c]. In the next section, a two-time 
approach due to Breuer et al. [1990) is used. We note that Ellinas et al. [1989] 
have also discussed this problem, using the eigenmatrices of the Liouvillian super-
operator. 
Consider the Hamiltonian 
ke-i8(t)e-iwt] 
w ' 
-2 
(10.1) 
where fJ( t) is an adiabatic parameter satisfying fJ( 0) = 0, fJ(i A) 21r. This arises 
when the phase of a semi-classical radiation field, which is incident upon a two-
level atom, is varied. By the same argument as in section 2.2, this can be shown 
to arise as the semi-classical limit of the purely adiabatic quantum Hamiltonian 
(10.2) 
where the initial state is the product of an electronic state ¢(0) and a photon 
coherent state I z) and k = ..\z. The only difference in the proof is that the Hamil-
tonian (10.2) is adiabatic, not time-independent, and so the adiabatic theorem 
must be used. 
Let the initial electronic state be 
¢>(0) =a+ I+)+ a_ 1-). (10.3) 
Then, from the proof of equation (2.17), the density operator p(O) I ¢(0))(¢(0) I 
evolves into p(t) =I ~(t))(~(t) I, where 
~(t) = te-i8(t)e-iwt ((a++ a-)e-ikt (a+_ a_)eikt) I+) 
+ t ((a+ a_)e-ikt- (a+- a_)eikt) 1-). (10.4) 
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Thus <P(O) evolves into .(f;(t) up to a phase. The fact that the phase is not known 
is not important, as all we will require is a single-valued vector. 
Now the adiabatic period fA is an integral multiple of the non-adiabatic period 
2?T jw. Thus exp{ -iwfA} = 1. Similarly, as we take the parameters around a closed 
path, exp{ -iB(fA)} is also unity. Therefore substituting t = fA into equation 
(10.4) gives 
.(f;(fA) = t (Ca+ + a_)e-iktA +(a+- a_)eikiA) 1 +) 
+ t (Ca+ + a_)e-iktA -(a+- a_)eiktA) 1-). (10.5) 
For <P(O) to be a cyclic initial state, it is plainly necessary and sufficient that .(f;(t) 
return to itself up to a phase. Try a+= ±ft. and a_= ft,. Then 
(10.6) 
Hence the cyclic initial states are given by 
<P(O) = It [ ~1]· (10.7) 
To get the Berry phases we need a single valued vector. Using the fact that 
11 [ ± -iB(t) -iwt l 
.(f;(t) = V 2e=fikt e 1 e ' 
the single valued vectors are clearly given by 
_ l1 [ ±e-iB(t)e-iwt] 
'l/Y±(t)- v 2 1 . 
Thus, noting that w = 2?TjlN = 2N?TjlA, the Berry phases are given by 
'Y± = i [A (.P± I~±) dt 
=~[Hi!- iw)dt 
= t[e + wtJi 
= (N + 1)1r. 
(10.8) 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
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We now wish to split the Berry phase (10.10) into its adiabatic and non-
adiabatic components. To get the adiabatic component we note that the quantum 
Hamiltonian (10.2) is purely adiabatic. Thus we can apply the formalism of section 
4.2. Hj(t) has instantaneous eigenvectors 
I €±,n) jfe-iO(t) I+, n 1) + jf I -, n). (10.11) 
As these are single-valued, we need merely substitute into equation (3.8), giving 
7r. (10.12) 
This is essentially the approach taken by Andreev et al. [1990}. 
For the non-adiabatic contribution we consider the Hamiltonian (10.1), but 
now with (} a fixed parameter. This is a normal non-adiabatic 21r /w-periodic 
Hamiltonian. The evolution operator decomposition of equation (5.8) can easily 
be shown to be 
[
e-
0
iwt 
Z= 
Thus the non-adiabatic cyclic initial states (the eigenvectors of M) are 
with Berry phases 
1~ = i l (<P~{O) I Z' z I <P~(O)) dt 
(10.13) 
(10.14) 
(10.15) 
(10.16) 
Two points can now be made. The.'first is that the Berry phase is just the 
sum of a non-adiabatic Berry phase for each of the N non-adiabatic periods that 
go into a single adiabatic period and a single adiabatic contribution. Second, 
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the cyclic initial states are just the non-adiabatic cyclic initial states of H(B(O)). 
Further, the single-valued vectors 'lj;(t) are the single-valued vectors of H(B(t)) 
taken at timet. As I will now show, this gives our modified ansatz. 
Consider an arbitrary iN periodic Hamiltonian H(R, t) depending paramet-
rically upon R. In the example above, R was the laser phase. For constant R, 
the evolution operator may be decomposed as in equations (10.13) and (10.14) 
into the form U(R, t) = Z(R, t)exp{iM(R)t}. This gives the instantaneous cyclic 
initial states <Pa(R, 0) and non-adiabatic Berry phases 1;' (R ). Further, writing 
'¢a(R, t) = Z(R, t)<Pa(R, 0) gives a single-valued vector. 
Now allow R to vary adiabatically with period iA = NiN. We can then state 
the generalised adiabatic ansatz: the initial state ¢>(0) = <Pa(R(O), 0) evolves into 
<P(t) = exp{ixa(t)}'¢a(R(t), t). (10.17) 
As R(iA) = R(O) and '¢a(R,iA) = '¢a(R, 0), the overall phase is just Xa· To 
find the Berry phase we need merely note that equation (3.8) is applicable as 
'¢a(R(t), t) is a single-valued vector. Thus 
where 
?o = i lA (1/>o(R(t), t) l.fo(R(t), t)) dt, 
= r;: + ri, (10.18) 
r;: = i lA (¢o(R(t), 0) I z•(R(t), t) ~~ (R(t), t) I <Po(R(t), 0)) dt, (10.19) 
r;; = i lA (<Po(R(t), 0) I Z(R(t), t)"hZ(R(t), t) I <Po(R(t), 0)). ~~ dt 
r~ m 
+ i Jo (<Pa(R(t), 0) I \7R<f>a(R(t), 0)) · dt dt. (10.20) 
To see why this is the correct splitting we need merely note that the derivative 
7),a(R(t), t) in equation (3.8) contains two parts. The first is the partial derivative 
with respect to time and is purely non-adiabatic (does not depend on the variation 
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of the parameters). The second part, which involves the partial derivative with 
respect to the parameters, is purely adiabatic. 
Now we can break the integration from t = 0 to t = tA in equation (10.19) 
into the sum of integrations from t = ( n- 1 )t N to t = nt N for n = 1 (1 )N. Further, 
as N is large and R is slowly varying, we can ignore the variation of R in each of 
these integrations. This allows us to replace R(t) by its value at the end of the 
integration range, namely R(ntN ). But then 
00 
(10.21) 
where each 7!: (R) is a normal non-adiabatic Berry phase. Hence in general we 
can decompose the Berry phase into the sum of non-adiabatic phases and a phase 
due to the adiabatic variation of some parameter R upon which the Hamiltonian 
H depends. Note that Simon et al. [1988] discuss a polarisation experiment where 
the parametric dependence of the non-adiabatic Berry phase is measured directly. 
10.2 Breuer, Dietz and Holthaus' result 
In the previous section we solved the problem of combining adiabatic and non-
adiabatic time dependences by transforming the non-adiabatic problem into an 
equivalent time-independent form. The adiabatic variation could then be incor-
porated using the normal adiabatic theorem. Specifically, we started with the 
semi-classical J aynes-Cummings model with adiabatically varying laser phase. Us-
ing the reduced density operator, the evolution for this system could be retrieved 
from the corresponding quantum model. Now, in the absence of any adiabatic 
parameter variation, the quantum model is a normal time-independent system. 
Hence the normal adiabatic theorem can be used once the parameters are allowed 
to vary. 
We have already used a similar apJ)roach in chapter 6. There we started 
with a t-periodic Hamiltonian H on the .. Hilbert space 'H. By using the Floquet 
Hamiltonian K = H - itt, the problem was converted into an effectively time-
independent one on the Hilbert space K, = T 0 'H. In terms of the discussion of 
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the last paragraph, the expansion of the Hilbert space from 1{ to K is equivalent 
to including photon degrees of freedom in the transition from the semi-classical to 
the quantum Jaynes-Cummings model. Thus we should be able to formalise the 
arguments of the previous section. We follow the work of Breuer and Holthaus 
[1989] and Breuer et al. [1990]. 
Now, as the elements of the Hilbert space K can be regarded as time-periodic 
vectors in the Hilbert space 1{, a time parameter is needed in the description of 
the eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian. However, this is not the dynamical 
time inK. To distinguish the two variables, we will label the eigenvectors with t 
and parameterise the time evolution with r. 
Our aim is to find the evolution of an initial state in 1{ under the action of a 
given Hamiltonian H(R) which contains two types of time variation. First, if R is 
held fixed, His non-adiabatically periodic with period lN. Second, the parameter 
R is adiabatically varied around a closed path with period fA. In order that the 
Hamiltonian be fA-periodic, we require that fA = NlN for some (large) integer 
N. To solve this problem, we first solve the equivalent purely adiabatic problem 
inK. 
Let the parameterised Floquet Hamiltonian K(R) = H(R)- i1t have eigen-
vectors I Ean(R)) inK: 
I<(R) J €an(R)) = €an(R) I €an(R)). (10.22) 
For convenience, we write the time evolution parameter as r instead oft. This 
saves confusion when we interpret the I Ean(R)) as single-valued vectors in 1{. 
Now allow R to adiabatically vary about a closed path with period fA. As 
]{ (R( r)) is then a normal adiabatic Hamiltonian in K, we can use the normal 
adiabatic theorem. Thus the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
iOr<I>(r) = I<(R(r))<I>(r) (10.23) 
has solutions of the form 
<I>(r) = eix(r) I €an(R(r))) (10.24) 
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for some phase x(r). As R(tA) = R(O), the cyclic initial states are just the 
instantaneous eigenvectors I €an(R(O))) and the overall phases are just the x(r). 
Further, by the analysis of section 3.1, the overall phase x(tA) is the sum of a 
Berry phase and a dynamical phase 
A 
lcm 
Note that the inner product on !C is just 
1 ltN ((·I ·)) = -;;- (· I ·) dt. 
iN 0 
(10.25) 
(10,26) 
(10.27) 
To relate this to the original Hamiltonian H, we interpret the I €an(R)) as 
single-valued vectors Uan(R, t) in H. Note that the parameter t, which will act as 
the evolution parameter in 1i, is not the same as the evolution parameter r in !C. 
Consider the vector 
in 1-l. Then using the chain rule, we have 
=I< if!( r, t) lr=t +iOt<I>( r, t) lr=t 
= H<I>( r, t) lr=t 
H cp(t). 
(10.28) 
(10.29) 
Hence the initial state ¢(0) evolves into <P(t). Further, from equation (10.24) we 
can see that ¢(0) is a cyclic initial state C?f H with overall phase x(tA)· 
In section 6.1, we saw that the eigenvectors of the Floquet Hamiltonian 
(taken at time t 0) were precisely the cyclic initial states in the purely non-
adiabatic case. Hence, in agreement with the previous section, in the mixed case 
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the cyclic initial states are just the instantaneous non-adiabatic cyclic initial states 
of H(R(O)). 
Using equations (10.25) and (10.26), Breuer et al. then state that the system 
has the Berry phase 
rtA l~n = i Jo ((Ean(R( T )) I d~ I Ean(R( T )))) dr. (10.30) 
However, this does not agree with equation (10.18) above as it does not contain 
the non-adiabatic contributions. The reason for this discrepancy is that equation 
(10.26) for the dynamical phase assumes that the relevant energies are given by 
the Ean(R) (the quasi-energies). While this is true for the quantum model, it 
is not the case for the semi-classical problem. In fact as shown in section 6.1, 
the quasi-energy gives the non-adiabatic overall phase, and so contains the non-
adiabatic Berry phase as well as the dynamical phase. To be explicit, we break 
the integration in equation (10.26) into the sum of N pieces as in equation (10.21 ). 
For each piece, the variation of Ean(R) due toR can be ignored giving 
N 
b~n = L Ean(R(ntN ))tN 
n=l 
N 
= Lb;'n + 8;'n)• (10.31) 
n=l 
Hence the Berry phase is the sum of adiabatic and non-adiabatic parts as m 
equation (10.18). 
Breuer et al. [1990] note that this method is not appropriate for many systems 
with infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. This is because for the adiabatic theorem 
to hold inK, the quasi-energies must be separated by gaps. However, for many 
systems the quasi-energy spectrum is dense on the real line and so the adiabatic 
theorem is not applicable. This subtlety does not arise in the example to be 
treated in the next section, as there the Hilbert space 1i is finite-dimensional. 
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10.3 An example 
I now apply the theory developed above to a model two-level atom. Consider 
a two-level atom in a resonant laser, where the atomic transition is between an 
s state and a P-1 state split from the other p states by, say, a magnetic field. 
Now the electron-photon interaction has the electric dipole form e · r, where e 
is the laser polarisation [Knight and Milonhi 1980]. Let the laser have elliptical 
polarisation 
. e = If ( 1 i cos e' i sin e' 0). (10.32) 
Later I will allow e to vary adiabatically. We adopt the convention that at e = 
-7r /2 the laser is left circularly polarised, while at e = 7r /2 it is right circularly 
polarised. 
Using the fact that P-1 rvl x)- i I y), we find that 
(P-1 I H I s) (P-1 I e · r I s)e-iwt (P-1 I e* · r I s)eiwt 
(10.33) 
Thus, writing A 1 i exp{iO} and f.L = 1 i exp{iO}, the semi-classical Hamilto-
nian is given by 
f.Leiwt) l· (10.34) 
vVe can identify the rotating wave coupling constant A and non-rotating wave 
coupling constant f.L· Note that at e = 1r /2, the rotating wave coupling vanishes. 
This is a direct consequence of the selection rules for the s -+ P-l transition. 
It important to note that this Hamiltonian is quite a crude approximation 
to the real state of affairs. There are several reasons for this. First, we make the 
electric dipole approximation. These terms, while small, are likely to be of at 
the same order of magnitude as the non-totating wave terms. Further, and more 
importantly, the other states in the p triplet will couple significantly even in the 
presence of a strong magnetic field. This will have important qualitative effects 
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on the dynamics of the problem. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian (10.34) serves as 
a very useful model Hamiltonian for testing the calculational procedure derived in · 
section 10.1, as well as providing a qualitative insight into the physical problem. 
Before evaluating the adiabatic Berry phases for the problem, we calculate 
the non-adiabatic Berry phases that occur when (} is kept constant. To do this 
we use the formalism of section 6.1. As the problem cannot be solved exactly, we 
treat the rotating wave part of the interaction exactly and the counter-rotating 
part perturbatively. In fact, as the rotating wave coupling vanishes for some values 
of(}, we must use degenerate perturbation theory [Lindgren and Morrison 1985, 
pp184-208]. Putting fL 0, we find that the Floquet Hamiltonian has eigenvectors 
(10.35) 
with eigenvalues 
(10.36) 
Note that at A = 0, the quasi-energy states I €an) are indeterminate. This is a 
consequence of the fact that His degenerate at A= 0 and will be dealt with later. 
Reinstating p, the first order quasi-energy states and quasi-energies can be 
found by degenerate perturbation theory. After considerable labour we find that 
€an = (n- !)w ± Va2 + b2, (10.37) 
1 A 
N I €an) = 0:± 1-,n) + f\IP± I +,n -1) 
kx-~~~ ( a:±kiAI(- P±(w-1 - w()) I -, n + 2) 
k-
+ : ( -P±kiAI( a:±(w-1 + w()) I+,~+. 1) 
k>:p ; 
+ 4 !-XI ( -a±k!A!( + P±(w-1 + w()) I -, n 2) 
-2 ~~_x~z (P±ki.X!( + a:±(w-1 - w()) I+, n- 3), (10.38) 
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where 
- ( k21~tl2 ( 1 + k2I.A.Iz fw2 ) ) -1/2 
N- 1 + 8w2 1 (1 - k2I.AI2 fw2)2 ' 
-(3 _ (va2 +b2 +a)112 +b(va2 +b2+a)-112 
a+- - - 2(a2 + b2)1/4 ' 
_ _ (va2 +b2 +a) 112 -b(Ja2+b2+a)-l/Z 
f3+ - -a_ - 2( a2 + b2)-1/4 ' 
a ki.A.I ( 1- k:~t (1- k2 I.AI 2w2) - 1), 
b =- k:w (1 + (1 kzl..\12 jw2)) -1' 
( = (wz - k2J.AI2)-l. 
(10.39) 
(10.40) 
(10.41) 
(10.42) 
(10.43) 
(10.44) 
Thus, after applying equation (6.4), we find that the cyclic initial states 4>±(0) 
are given by 
(10.45) 
where 
A . 2 ik cos B..\. 
m+=p;-[(1+Ik cosB()a+- wl..\! 2 f3+, (10.46) 
ik cos 8 
l+ (1 + ik2 cos B()f3+ w!.A.I a+, (10.47) 
( 
• 2 ) ik cos B 
m_ = 1 + 1k cos 8( a_- wi.A.I (3_, (10.48) 
X . 2 ik cos BY. 
L = p;-[(1 + 1k cos 8()(3_ - wl..\! 2 a_. (10.49) 
Note that the singularity in .A/I .AI is not a problem. This is because at 8 = 1r /2, 
which is where .A/I.A.! is indeterminate, a+ and f3- vanish so that the offending 
terms do not contribute tom+ or L. Further, th~ te_rms in ..\cosB/I.AI 2 are well-
behaved in the limit B -+ 1r /2. 
We can also calculate the Berry phases from equation (6.17), giving 
(10.50) 
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where X is a constant of order k2 Lu 12 / w2 • This result is interesting in its own 
right, especially if we consider the special cases of () = ±1r /2, corresponding to 
right and left circularly polarised light respectively. For a left circularly polarised 
laser, the non-rotating wave coupling constant J-t is zero and so we see only the 
rotating wave interaction. This is not particularly useful as the rotating wave 
contribution is dominant anyway. Of more interest is the case of a right circularly 
polarised laser, for which the rotating wave coupling ,\ is zero and we see the 
non-rotating wave coupling, which is usually hidden. 
In theory, the non-rotating wave coupling could be observed by measuring 
the splitting of the Mallow triplet [Knight and Milonni 1980]. In section 9.1, this 
quantity was shown to be proportional to the difference in overall phases of the 
two electronic cyclic initial states. However, as mentioned at the start of this 
section, there are many complicating factors such as magnetic dipole terms and 
admixing of the other states in the p triplet. 
As discussed in section 9.3, few authors have considered the effect of the 
non-rotating wave coupling. For example, Phoenix [1989] shows that the counter-
rotating term can induce a small phase-dependent term into the expression for the 
atomic inversion, but also notes that one would expect the two-level approximation 
to fail before the rotating wave one. Thus arguments about the measurability of 
non-rotating wave terms in the two-level atomic model are in some sense academic. 
Note, however, that the inclusion of these terms is of crucial importance in the 
calculation of the adiabatic Berry phases that arise when the phase parameter is 
varied, as we will now see. 
We now allow () to vary from zero to 1r (or equivalently from 1r /2 to 5Jr /2). 
The resulting adiabatic Berry phase is given by equation (10.20): 
r~ = i 12-rr (1>± I dde If±) dB. (10.51) 
To evaluate this, we take only the leading terms in the expansion of 1>±(0). For 
qL(O), 
,\ 
L = f,\jf3- and (10.52) 
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Now, as 3:/IAI has unit magnitude, it is a phase, exp{ -if(8)}. At 8 = 1rj2, A/lA[ 
jumps from-ito i and so f jumps from 1r/2 to -'lf/2. Thus f(8+27r) j(8)+1r. 
Also, using the fact that CL and /3- are both real, we find that equation (10.52) 
(10.53) 
Thus all we need to do is calculate /3-. 
To leading order we have 
a= kl-\1 and (10.54) 
Now Ia! is much larger than lbl for all8 except for a small interval around 8 = 1r /2. 
Further, this small interval does not contribute to the adiabatic Berry phase in 
lowest order and can be ignored. This allows us to take f3- = 1/ J2 from equation 
(10.40). Hence the adiabatic Berry phase is given by r~ = 1rj2. We can similarly 
show that = -1r /2. Thus we see a complex phase change. This contrasts, for 
example, with the case of a time-reversal even adiabatic Hamiltonian. As elegantly 
shown by Kivelson and Rokhsar [1988], these systems can only have Berry phases 
of zero or 1r. More examples of the effects of time-reversal odd coupling are given 
in appendix C. 
This behaviour is due to the fact that our chosen polarisation path takes 
the system through a point (..\ = 0) where the rotating wave eigenvectors of the 
Floquet Hamiltonian are degenerate. To see why this is so, consider the problem in 
the rotating wave approximation with arbitrary rotating wave coupling constant. 
Then for fixed A, the Floquet Hamiltonian has eigenvectors 
I '~n) = y1'1 -, n) ± J!l~l I+: n -1) (10.55) 
as before. Hence, writing 3:/ I,\ I = exp{ ~if}, the adiabatic Berry phase is given 
by f(tA)/2 (assuming that f(O) = 0 for simplicity). Now, for the eigenvectors to 
be single-valued, we must have f(tA) = 2m'lf. This gives the Berry phase as zero 
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or 1r. Of course this is not due to time-reversal in variance, the system containing 
time-odd terms due to breaking of the chiral symmetry of the p states. 
To get a complex phase, the path must be taken through the degeneracy at 
A= 0 as was done above. At first sight this causes problems, as the degeneracy at 
A = 0 means that the adiabatic theorem should not hold. However the counter-
rotating term splits the two states, restoring its validity. Travelling through the 
degeneracy also means that 'X/lA I need no longer be single-valued. This is because, 
near the degeneracy, the magnitude of the coefficients of the basis elements I -, n) 
and I +, n -1) are no longer constant as in equation (10.55), so that the coefficient 
of A/I.AI could vanish at the degeneracy. If this is the case, any jump in 'X/I.A at 
the degeneracy will not spoil the single-valuedness of the eigenvectors. This is 
exactly what happens in our example. At e = 1r /2 we find that f jumps by 1r, 
generating the Berry phase 1r /2. Hence the non-rotating wave terms are of crucial 
importance in enabling complex Berry phases to exist. 
Chapter Eleven 
Extensions 
In section 3.1, I defined the cyclic initial states of a £-periodic Hamiltonian H as 
those states ¢(0) that return to themselves up to a phase at time f. This phase is 
called the overall phase and has two parts. The first is the natural generalisation 
of the dynamical phase that is present in the evolution of the stationary states of 
a time-independent system. The second part is of geometrical origin and is called 
the Berry phase. 
These definitions can be extended in many different ways, some of which 
have already been discussed. To see where generalisations are possible, we need to 
analyse the restrictions that the standard definitions impose. The first is that the 
Hamiltonian is taken to be periodic. This assumption provides a natural final time 
(the period of the Hamiltonian) and enables us to use the formalisms of sections 
5.1 and 6.1. However, as we have already seen in section 9.2, this restriction can 
be relaxed. For example, Zak [1989] discusses adiabatic Hamiltonians that are 
only periodic up to a gauge transformation. 
We also assume that the Hamiltonian is self-adjoint, so that the evolution is 
unitary. This restriction was relaxed in section 9.3, where I discussed the inclusion 
of spontaneous emission in the Jaynes-Cummings model. The evolution can even 
be punctuated by measurements [Benedict and Feher 1989]. Generalisation to 
non-potential Lie-isotopic systems is also possible (Mignani 1988]. 
Further, we have defined the Berry phase in the quantum context. However, 
it turns out that there is a classical analogue, utilising the action-angle variables, 
called the Hannay angle (Hannay 1985, Berry 1985). A simple physical system 
exhibiting these angles is the Foucault pendulum [Aitchison 1990]. Note that 
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the classical system can even be non-integrable, as long as it has some symmetry 
[Montgomery 1988]. It can be shown that the geometric formalism of section 7.1 
has a counterpart in the classical case [Golin et al. 1989, Weinstein 1990]. 
In the next two sections, I briefly discuss some other important generalisa-
tions. The standard definitions require the existence of a cyclic initial state. This 
is relaxed in two different ways in section 11.1. First I consider cyclic initial spaces. 
The elements of these spaces do not necessarily come back to themselves up to a 
phase, but they must at least come back to some other member of the set. The 
reducing subspaces discussed in section 8.1 are obvious examples. This general-
isation was first reported by Wilczek and Zee [1984] for adiabatic systems, and 
Anandan [1988] for the non-adiabatic case. 
Next, I generalise the definition of the phase difference between two states in 
such a way that it can be used for vectors that are not on the same ray in Hilbert 
space. In this way Berry phases can be defined for arbitrary initial states. In 
fact, we will see that there are two non-equivalent definitions. One is physically 
motivated [Samuel and Bhandari 1988]. The other defines the phase difference as 
an observable (that is, as a self-adjoint operator). 
Of course the most general states in quantum mechanics are not the vectors 
of the Hilbert space, but the density operators. These operators include statistical 
mixtures and are the basis of the algebraic formulation of quantum theory [Emch 
1984, pp361-382]. We find that the definition of Berry phases can be extended 
to cover all initial density operators, not just those corresponding to pure states. 
This generalisation is due to Uhlmann [1989] and Dabrowski and Grosse [1990]. 
Finally, the standard definition of the Berry phase assumes that the system is 
described by a Hamiltonian. This restriction is dropped in section 11.4, following 
the work of Jordan [1988a]. 
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11.1 The initial states 
The standard definition of the Berry phase requires the existence of a cyclic initial 
wavefunction. As outlined above, there are three ways to relax this restriction: one 
can consider cyclic initial spaces, non-cyclic evolutions or initial density operators. 
These generalisations are the subject of this section. 
First we discuss cyclic initial spaces. Let M be a subspace of the Hilbert 
space 1i such that U(f)A1. M. Then any initial state in M returns to M. 
Mathematically, M is said to reduce the monodromy operator. A simple example 
is the one-dimensional subspace generated by some cyclic initial state ¢>(0). For 
this case, the restriction of the monodromy operator U(i) to M is just the overall 
phase exp{ix}. With this in mind, for a general reducing subspace M we define 
the "overall phase" to be the restriction of the monodromy operator to M. This 
definition was first proposed by Wilczek and Zee [1984] for the adiabatic case, and 
was generalised to the non-adiabatic case by Anandan [1988]. 
Another example is an eigenspace of an operator that commutes with the 
Hamiltonian H(t) at all times. Reducing spaces of this kind were used in section 
8.1 when I discussed the existence of cyclic initial states. These reducing spaces 
were shown to have a basis of cyclic initial states. In fact this property holds 
for any finite-dimensional reducing subspace. Thus, analysing cyclic initial spaces 
just corresponds to allowing linear combinations of some set of cyclic states to be 
used as initial states. 
This fact can be used to display explicitly the geometric part of the mon-
odromy operator U(t) [Anandan 1988]. The reducing subspace M has a basis 
{ <Pa(O)} of cyclic initial states. Let { 7./Ja( t)} be a corresponding set of single-valued 
vectors. Then the evolution operator can be written 
U(t) Texp{ilt(A-K)dt'}, (11.1) 
where (7./Ja(t) I A 17./Jp(t)) i(7./Ja I .(;;p) and]{ is simply related to the instantaneous 
expectation values of the Hamiltonian. As K gives the dynamical part of the 
evolution operator, A represents the geometrical part. 
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This identification is stronger when A and H commute. Then we have 
U(t) = Texp{ -i lt H dt}exp{i lt A dt}, (11.2) 
and the dynamical and geometric parts are separated. This situation occurs in 
the adiabatic case considered by Wilczek and Zee [1984]. They analysed an adia-
batic Hamiltonian H(t) with a k-fold degenerate eigenspace M(t). Then, by the 
adiabatic theorem, an initial state in M(O) returns to that eigenspace. Further, 
all states in this space have the same dynamical phase. This means that H is a 
multiple of unity in M(t) and so must commute with A. 
Note that this problem can also be treated geometrically as in section 7.1. 
The only difference is that the base space of the fibre bundle must be taken to be 
the Grassmann manifold of k-dimensional subspaces of H, instead of the projective 
Hilbert space of one-dimensional subspaces [Giler et al. 1989]. 
We can also define Berry phase for arbitrary evolutions. There are two non-
equivalent ways of doing this. One is physically motivated, while the other displays 
the overall phase as an observable. First consider the physically motivated def-
inition. Let (h and t/J2 be two non-orthogonal vectors. We define their phase 
difference X to be the phase of their inner product (Jordan 1988b]. That is, 
(11.3) 
This is called the Pancharatnam phase. Note that if the two vectors are on the 
same ray in Hilbert space, then the Pancharatnam phase is just the normal phase 
difference. This definition has already been used in section 9.2, where I discussed 
Berry phases for the Rabi oscillation. 
This definition is motivated by the interference of light beams. Consider the 
interference intensity 
llt/JI + t/Jzllz = 2 + reix + re-ix 
= 2 (1 +cos x). (11.4) 
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Then if x = 0, that is if ¢>1 and ¢>2 are "in phase", the intensity is maximal. 
However, if X = 1r so that the two vectors are "out of phase", the resultant 
intensity is minimal. Hence the definition (11.3) is physically reasonable. 
In applications to Berry phase, we take <fo1 to be the initial state ¢>(0) and ¢>2 
to be the final state <J;(t). The Berry phase is then defined to be the geometrical 
part of the Pancharatnam phase. As with the normal Berry phase, this phase can 
be directly calculated from the system's path in projective Hilbert space [Samuel 
and Bhandari 1988]. This definition has been applied to, for example, neutron 
beam experiments [Weinfurter and Badurek 1990] and quantum optics [Moore 
1990c]. 
Unfortunately, the Pancharatnam phase does not give the overall phase the 
status of an observable, that is it is not a self-adjoint operator. This is because 
the process of taking the phase of the inner product (<fo(O) I ¢(f)) is essentially 
non-linear. However, it is possible to define an overall phase operator. Given 
the monodromy operator U(i), there exists a unique self-adjoint operator X, with 
spectrum in [0,21r), such that U(t) = exp{iX} (see section A.1). For instance, if 
the Hamiltonian is {-periodic, then X = lvfi, where M is defined in section 5.1. 
Now the cyclic initial states <foa(O) are the eigenvectors of X, the overall phas-
es being the corresponding eigenvalues. Thus the operator X is a natural overall 
phase operator. The overall phase of an arbitrary initial state is just the expecta-
tion value of X in that state. However, while this definition is natural mathemati-
cally, it does not have the physical motivation of Pancharatnam's definition. This 
is because (exp{iX}) ::f. exp{i(X) }, so that 11¢>(0) + exp{iX}<fo(O)I! ::f. 2(1 cos x). 
Note that non-cyclic evolutions can also be treated geometrically [Anandan 
and Aharonov 1990]. For a given evolution <fo(t), define the number 
· s = 2 j D..E(t) dt, . (11.5) 
where the energy uncertainty D..E(t) is given by 
(11.6) 
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Anandan and Aharonov prove that, like the Berry phase, s only depends on the 
path C followed by the system in projective Hilbert space. Thus it is indeed a 
geometric quantity (the distance along C as measured by the Fubini-Study metric). 
This metric has also been studied in the quantum mechanical context by von Baltz 
[1990]. 
Now let 1r( "~PI) and 7r( 7/J2 ) be the projections of the states 7/J1 and 7/J2 onto the 
projective Hilbert space. Then Anandan and Aharonov prove that 
(11.7) 
where e the distance along the shortest geodesic joining 7r( 7/J1 ) and 1r( 7/J2 ). Hence, 
as mentioned in section 4.2, transition probabilities can be described geometrically. 
The last extension I will consider in this section is that to initial density 
operators. We could use the operator definition above, defining the overall phase 
of the density operator p(O) to be Tr(p(O)X). However there is also a geometric 
definition> due to Uhlmann [1989] and Dabrowski and Grosse [1990]. They use 
the projection map 1r1 : A ~-+ AA * of the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators into 
the space of density operators. This may be compared to the method of section 
• 
7.1, where the standard projection of the Hilbert space into the projective Hilbert 
space was used. 
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11.2 The Berry phase without·dynamics 
Up until now, we have been concerned with the evolution of states (pure or mixed) 
under the action of a Hamiltonian (self-adjoint or non-self-adjoint). In this section 
I define Berry phases without the use of a Hamiltonian, that is without dynam-
ics. This definition, due to Jordan [1988a], uses a complete set of commuting 
self-adjoint operators to generate the "evolution" of an initial eigenvector. One 
can tie this definition back to the usual one by suitable definition of the system 
Hamiltonian. 
Consider a complete set of commuting self-adjoint operators A1 , A2 , ••• with 
simultaneous eigenbasis I m): 
(11.8) 
Note that, as the set { Aj} is complete, only one label is needed for the eigenba-
sis. The "dynamics" is provided by a unitary operator U(q), where q E [0, Q], 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
U(O) 1, 
Vj, [U(Q), AJ] 0, 
Vm, (m I U*(q)G(q)U(q) I m) 0, 
(11.9) 
(11.10) 
(11.11) 
where ifqU(q) = G(q)U(q). Note that condition (11.8) is very similar to the 
condition used in section 7 .1. 
vVe now define the evolution of the operators Aj. Put 
(11.12) 
Then equations (11.9) and (11.10) imply that 
(11.13) 
Further, as U(Q) commutes with all of the members of the complete set {Aj}, it 
must be a function of them, namely 
(11.14) 
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In particular, 
. ( (1) (2) ) U(Q) I m) = e-w am ,am, ... I m). (11.15) 
This leads to the following definition: the Berry phases of the states I m) are given 
by 
- - ( (1) (2) ) /m - a am 'am ' .... (11.16) 
For example, consider the Berry phases generated from the two-dimensional 
Lorentz group [Jordan 1988a]. This group is generated by the operators K 1 , K 2 
and Js with the commutation relations 
and 
Now, since the eigenvectors of J3 form a non-degenerate set, 
Js I m) = m I m), (11.18) 
J 3 is a complete set of commuting operators. Let k(q) be a real three-vector with 
(11.19) 
and k(O) = (0, 0, 1) = k(Q). Then we define the operator A(q) of equation (11.9) 
by 
(11.20) 
Note that there is only one A as there is only one commuting operator. Further, 
we have that A(O) = J3 =A( Q). 
Now define the operator G(q) by 
G(q)dq = (k2 dk3- k3 dk2)K1 + (k3 dk1- k1 dk3)K2 
- (k1 dk2 - k2 dkl)J3. (11.21) 
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We find that A(q) = U(q)A(O)U*(q), where ilqU(q) = G(q)U(q) and U(O) 1. 
Further, we have that 
(m I U*(q)G(q)U(q) I m) = 0. (11.22) 
Now, as U(Q) and Ja commute, U(Q) must be a function of J3 • Further, U(Q) is 
a product of unitary operators generated by K1, I<2 and J3 • Thus 
U(Q) (11.23) 
and so the state I m) has Berry phase 1m -m¢>. 
We now turn back to the general development. The vectors I (m(q)) = U(q) I 
m) fulfil the role of the vectors in equation (7.1). It is then natural to ask if there 
are any vectors that play the part of the single-valued vectors. It is easy to see that 
we can take the vector I 'l/Jm(q)) exp{ -iBm(q)} I (m(q)), where Bm(Q) = 1m(Q). 
Further, 
tq I ~m(q)) =-iBm I ~m(q))- iG(q)U(q)e-iBm(q) I m) 
Bm = i(~m(q) I ddq I ~m(q)) 
1m= i lQ ('l/Jm(q) I tq I 'l/Jm(q)) dq, (11.24) 
where I have used equation (11.8). This is just the normal result for the Berry 
phase in terms of a single-valued vector. 
Jordan's definition can be linked to dynamics by the appropriate choice of 
Hamiltonian. Let 
H(t) = gG(q) + L Em(t)U(q) I m)(m I U*(q), (11.25) 
m 
where g and Em(t) are parameters and t = qfg. Define the final time by T Qjg. 
Note that H is not necessarily T-periodiC, but this is not important. I will now 
show that this Hamiltonian has cyclic initial states I m) and single-valued vectors 
I 'l/Jm(q)). This motivates the definition (11.13). 
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By direct substitution, we find that the vector I </>m(O)) =I m) evolves into 
I </>m(t)) = e-iw(t)U(q) I m), (11.26) 
where wm(t) =Jot Em(t') dt'. Further, 
I </>m(T)) = e-iwm(T)U( Q) I m) 
= e-iwm(T)ehm 1 </>m(O)). (11.27) 
Hence I m) is indeed a cyclic initial state. Further, as I '1/Jm ( q)) is equal to the 
evolving state up to a phase, it is a suitable single-valued vector. Thus the gen-
eralised definition (11.13) of the Berry phase reduces to the standard one in the 
case of Hamiltonian evolution. 
Chapter Twelve 
Conclusion 
We have developed a new approach for the calculation of Berry phases for periodic, 
but not necessarily adiabatic, Hamiltonians. This utilises an evolution operator 
decomposition scheme made possible by the periodicity of the Hamiltonian (section 
5.1). This periodicity can be further exploited to express the Berry phases for the 
system directly in terms of the Fourier expansion of the Hamiltonian (section 6.1). 
This formalism is important from a theoretical viewpoint for several reasons. 
First, it allows the relationship between the Berry phase and the time dependence 
of the Hamiltonian to be clearly delineated (section 5.2). Further, the operator 
decomposition scheme greatly aids the resolution of such questions as the existence 
of cyclic initial states (section 8.3). 
On the practical level, our formalism is particularly useful for the analysis of 
two-level atomic problems. For example, it allows one to interpret the frequency of 
the Rabi oscillation and the splitting of the Mollow triplet (section 9.1). Further, 
the Rabi oscillation can itself be investigated (section 9.2). Finally, it leads to 
a modified adiabatic ansatz for systems with superimposed adiabatic and non-
adiabatic evolutions (section 10.1). 
To highlight the relationship between our results and other approaches, the 
work of other authors in this field has been surveyed (sections 7.1 and 7.2). We 
find that, calculationally at least, all of these methods merely provide us with 
single-valued vectors (section 3.1). 
Our work can be extended in many .. ways. For example, it would be useful 
to examine other systems using our formalism. There is also room for further 
investigation of the use of Berry phase to interpret known phenomena, such as the 
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Mollow splitting. 
On the theoretical side, more work is needed in the characterisation of which 
systems have cyclic initial states and which do not. For example, it would be 
valuable to formulate necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
complete set of cyclic initial states in terms of the spectral decomposition of the 
Hamiltonian. 
Appendix A 
Mathematical preliminaries 
In this appendix I briefly discuss some of the mathematical results used in the 
rest of the thesis. More detail can be found, for example, in Choquet-Bruhat et 
al. [1982] and Conway [1985]. 
In section A.l I discuss functional analysis. After some preliminary defini-
tions, the spectral theorem is stated. This is then used to prove that any unitary 
operator is the exponential of an anti-self-adjoint one. This result is crucial the 
proof of the existence of the evolution operator decomposition of section 5.1. 
In section A.2, attention is turned to the theory of connections on princi-
pal fibre bundles. The notion of a connection is shown to lead to the definition 
of holonomy. Further, I show that holonomy can be used to give a geometric 
interpretation of the Berry phase. 
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A.l Functional analysis 
The operator decomposition scheme of section 5.1 requires a little operator theory. 
In this section I state the theorems that we need. These can be derived from the 
spectral theorem, which gives the spectral decomposition of an arbitrary normal 
operator. First a few definitions. More detail can be found in Conway [1985] and 
Weidmann [1980]. 
Let 1-{ be a Hilbert space and V( A) be a subspace of H. Then a linear operator 
A is a linear function 
A: V(A) ---+'H. (A.l) 
1J( A) is called the domain of A and is often required to be dense. A is called 
bounded if IIA</>11 < Cll</>11 for some constant C and all </> E V(A). Otherwise it is 
unbounded. 
A good example of an unbounded operator is the position operator q. Note 
that all unitary operators are bounded as they preserve norms. Bounded oper-
ators are much easier to deal with than unbounded ones. Unfortunately, many 
operators of importance in quantum mechanics (such as the harmonic oscillator 
Hamiltonian) are not bounded. 
Next we discuss the spectrum. This includes the eigenvalues of the operator 
and a continuous part. We need the following definition. Let A be a linear 
operator. Then A is boundedly invertible if there is a bounded operator B such 
that AB = 1 and BA ~ 1. Here X~ Y iff 1J(X) ~ V(Y) and the two operators 
agree on 1J(X). This leads to the following definition. If A is an operator, then 
the spectrum of A is the set 
a( A) = { >. E C I >. - A is not boundedly invertible}. (A.2) 
We also need the concepts of self-adjointness and unitarity. Let A be an 
operator. Then A is self-adjoint if A* = A and unitary if AA * = A* A = 1. Here 
A* is the adjoint of A. As mentioned above, unitarity implies boundedness. Note 
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that the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator is a subset of R, and the elements 
of the spectrum of a unitary operator are all complex numbers with unit norm. 
Further, an operator is normal if A* A = AA *. Both self-adjoint and unitary 
operators are normal. 
The final definition we need before stating the spectral theorem is that of a 
spectral measure. Let X be a set, fl be a a-algebra of subsets of X and H be 
a Hilbert space. Further, let B(H) be the algebra of bounded operators on H. 
Then a spectral measure for (X, fl, H) is a function E: fl -7 B(H) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) For each ..6. E fl, E(..6.) is a projection, 
(ii) E(0) = 0 and E(X) = 1, 
(iii) E(..6.1) n E(..6.2) = E(..6.1)E(..6.2) for all ..6.1, ..6.2 E fl, 
(iv) If {..6.n}~=l are pairwise disjoint sets in fl, then E(U~=1 ..6.n) 2.:::~=1 E(..6.n)· 
The following result lets us integrate with respect to a spectral measure. The 
proof can be found in Conway (1985, p328]. 
Theoren1 A.l Let E be a spectral measure for (X, fl, H) and f : X -7 C be 
an fl-measurable function. For cp, 'if; E H, let Eq,-¢ be the complex-valued measure 
defined by E,p-¢(..6.) = (E(..6.)cp I 'if;) for each ..6. E n. Then there is a unique 
operator N such that 
V(N) = {cp E HI j lf2 1 dEq,q, < oo}, 
(N q, I 'if;) J f dEq,,'¢· 
vVe write N = f f dE. 
(A.3) 
(AA) 
We are now in a position to state the spectral ~heorem. The proof can be 
found in Conway [1985, p330]. 
Theorem A.2 Let N be a normal operator on the Hilbert space H. Then there 
is a unique spectral measure E defined on the Borel subsets of C such that: 
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(i) N = f zdE, 
(ii) E(!J.) = 0 if 6. n cr(N) = 0, 
(iii) If U is an open subset of C and U n cr(N) "#0, then E(U) "I 0, 
(iv) If A E B(?i) such that AN ~ N A and AN* ~ N* A, then A(f f dE) c 
(J f dE)A for every Borel function f on C. 
If N is bounded, the spectral theorem can be simplified. We have [Conway 1985, 
p269] 
Theorem A.3 Let N be a bounded normal operator on the Hilbert space ?i. 
Then there is a unique spectral measure E on the Borel subsets of cr(N) such that: 
(i) N = f zdE, 
(ii) If G is a nonempty relatively open subset of cr(N) then E( G) "I 0, 
(iii) If A E B(?i), then AN = N A and AN* = N* A iff AE(!J.) = E(!J.)A for 
every 6.. 
Note that these results allow us to define functions of operators. For if N = 
J z dE and f is a measurable complex-valued function, we can put 
f(N) = j f(z) dE. (A.5) 
The spectral theorem allows us to prove that for every unitary operator U, 
there is a unique self-adjoint operator X, with spectrum in [0, 21r ), such that 
U = exp{iX}. This result is used in the operator decomposition of section 5.1. I 
follow Jordan [1969]. 
As U is bounded, there is a unique spectral measure E on the Borel subsets 
of cr(U) such that 
U = j zdE. (A.6) 
Now as mentioned earlier this section, the spectrum of a unitary operator is con-
tained in the set of complex numbers with unit norm. Hence we can write equation 
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(A.6) in the form 
U = J eix dE, (A.7) 
where x is real. Further, if we restrict x to the interval [0, 27r ), then this represen-
tation is unique. 
Now consider the bounded operator 
X= jxdE. (A.8) 
Then X is a bounded normal operator. But we can also see that its spectrum lies 
in the real axis. Hence it is self-adjoint. Finally, by the definition of a function of 
an operator, we have that U exp{ iX}. This completes the proof. 
A related result is Stone's theorem [Conway 1985, p337]. Let U(t) be a 
strongly continuous time-dependent unitary operator U(t) satisfying U(s t) 
U( s )U( t). Then Stone's theorem states that U( t) may be written in the form 
U(t) = exp{iAt} for some constant self-adjoint operator A. A is bounded iff 
limt-+O IIU(t)- 111 = 0. 
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A.2 Fibre bundles 
In section 7.1, the Berry phase was shown to be the holonomy of the natural 
connection of the Hopf bundle. I now explain this terminology. The treatment 
given here is based on that of Choquet-Bruhat et al.[1982, pl25]. After giving the 
general definitions, the particular case of the Hopf bundle is explained. 
Let E and B be differentiable manifolds and 7r : E -7 B be a continuous 
surjection. Then (E, B, 7r) is called a bundle. We restrict our attention to those 
bundles for which 71"-l ( x) is homeomorphic to some manifold F for all x. F is 
then called the typical fibre. We call B the base space and E the total space. 
Intuitively, this means that E should be related to B xF in some way. Pinning 
down this relationship leads to the definition of a fibre bundle. Now it is to 
restrictive to require that E be equal to B X F. Thus we will only take the fibre 
bundle to be a product locally. That is, we require the existence of an open cover 
{Uj} of B such that (Uj) is homeomorphic to Uj x F. 
For this definiton to be useful, we need the patches Uj to "match". This leads 
to the existence of a set of conditions on the homeomorphisms <Pi : 7r-1 (Uj) -7 
Uj x F (Choquet-Bruhat et al. 1982, p126]. We note that these are stated in terms 
of a Lie group G of homeomorphisms of the typical fibre F onto itself. Hence the 
fibre bundle is written (E, B, 11", G). Note that any two points in a given fibre are 
related by a unique element of the structure group G. This fact will be very useful 
in the definition of holonomy. 
A trivial example of a fibre bundle is given by taking E = B x G. Here the 
typical fibre F and Lie group G are identical, and G acts on the fibre by right 
translation. A fibre bundle whose typical fibre and structure group coincide is 
called a principal fibre bundle. 
Let C B be a path in the base space. of a given principal fibre bundle. Then 
there are many paths CE in the total space that project.'onto CB. These are called 
lifts. Our aim is to pick out a distinguished one of these. 
To do this we need to be able to compare points on different fibres. This 
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leads to the definition of a connection. It turns out to be convenient to define 
connections in terms of the tangent vectors to paths in E. Specifically, let Tp(E) 
be the tangent space at p E E. This has a natural subspace Vp(E) = Tp(Gx) of 
vectors tangent to the fibre in which plies [Choquet-Bruhat, 1982, p.359]. Now 
for each pEE, let Hp(E) be a complementary subspace to Vp(E). That is 
(A.9) 
This assignment is called a connection. 
Note that Hp(E) is not unique. For example, let Tp(E) = R2 and Vp(E) 
be the linear span of (0, 1 ). Then the only restriction on the basis vector u of 
Hp(E) is that it cannot be collinear with (0,1). For this case, an obvious choice of 
connection is the orthogonal subspace to Vp(E). That is, we can take Hp(E) to be 
the linear span of (1, 0). We can define a natural connection in this way whenever 
the tangent space has a natural inner product. This will be very important when 
I discuss the Hopf bundle. 
The reason the connection is useful is that it generates a distinguished lift 
for a given curve in the base space of the bundle. This lift is defined by requiring 
that the tangent vector of the path in E be horizontaL For this reason it is often 
called the horizontal lift. 
We are now in a position to define holonomy. This concept is used in section 
7.1 to describe the geometrical nature of the Berry phase. Consider a closed curve 
CB in the base space of a given principal fibre bundle. Then the corresponding 
horizontal lift CE in the total space is not necessarily closed. In fact the initial 
point Pi and final point PJ of CE need only be in the same fibre. This means that 
they are connected by an element of the structure group G. In other words, 
(A.10) 
for some g E G. This group element is called the holonomy. Note that the 
holonomy depends upon the choice of connection used to define the horizontal 
lift. 
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For applications to Berry phase, the total space is taken to be the space N of 
normalised states and the base space is taken to be the projective Hilbert space 
1-l. Hence 7r is just the natural projection, 
7r: N -'t P: ¢n-+14>)(</> I· (A.ll) 
This gives a principal fibre bundle with structure group U(l), called the Hop£ 
bundle [Chern 1977]. 
Now the tangent space at a given point of N is just the parent Hilbert space 
1-l. As this has an inner product, there is a natural connection, defined by taking 
the orthogonal complement of V.p(N) at each </> E N. Further, as the structure 
group is U(l), the holonomy of this connection will just be multiplication by a 
phase. I will now show that this holonomy is the Berry phase. I follow Bohm et 
al.[1990]. 
First we must identify the vertical subspace Vq,(N). In fact, as we can regard 
</> as a vector in either N or 1-l, the vertical subspace is just the linear span of 
¢. Hence the natural connection is defined by requiring the horizontal vectors in 
T¢(N) to be orthogonal to <fo. 
Now, if <P(t) is a curve inN, then its tangent vector in 1-l is just J;(t). Thus 
the lift </>( t) of a curve in P is horizontal iff 
(<P I J) = o. (A.l2) 
The holonomy is then given by 
ei 9 = (</>(0) I</>({)), (A.l3) 
where <P satisfies equation (A.l2) and the closed path in P takes timet. But from 
equations (7 .1 )-( 7.3), this means that the holonomy of the natural -connection is 
just the Berry phase. 
Appendix B 
Coherent states 
In this appendix I discuss coherent states. These are used in section 7.2 (Lie alge-
braic approaches to the calculation of Berry phases) and section 8.2 (the existence 
of cyclic initial states for the forced harmonic oscillator). They are also necessary 
to describe the photon statistics of a laser operating well above threshold, which 
is used in the J aynes-Cummings model. 
Coherent states were first used by Glauber [1963] in quantum optics, his def-
inition being based on the work of Schrodinger [1926]. Besides these applications, 
coherent states have found their way into many areas of physics, for example the 
path integral formulation of quantum mechanics [Klauder 1960). 
The rest of this appendix is organised as follows. In section B.1 I give the 
properties of the standard coherent states that are used in the rest of this work. 
The account is by no means complete, with topics such as the minimal uncertainty 
of the coherent states [Nussenzveig 1973, p47] and their relationship to entire 
analytic functions [Bargmann 1961] being left out. In section B.2 the statistics of 
lasers operating well above threshold is discussed. Finally, in section B.3 I discuss 
generalised coherent states. Explicit forms of the SU(2) and SU(1, 1) coherent 
states, which are used in section 7 .2, are also given. 
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B.l Standard coherent states 
We start with the boson creation and annihilation operators a* and a satisfying 
the canonical commutation relation 
[a, a*] = 1. (B.l) 
These have a concrete representation in terms of the position q and momentum 
p; we can take 
a= [fcq +ip) (B.2) 
and its conjugate. The Hilbert space then has a basis {In)} of eigenvectors of the 
number operator: a*a In) = n In). The creation and annihilation operators act 
as follows 
a I n) = vn I n- 1), 
a* I n) = v'nTI In+ 1). 
Thus, in terms of the vacuum I 0}, the number states can be written as 
In) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
The coherent states I z) are defined to be the eigenvectors of a. As the number 
states are complete, we can write I z) = E~=0 (n I z) In). Then 
Now, as z is normalised, 
1 (n I z) = rt(O I an I z) 
vn! 
zn 
= rt(O I z). 
vn! 
oo j j2n 
1 =I: i(O I z)l2 __:__, 
n. 
n==O 
(B.6) 
(B.7) 
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Thus we may take (0 I z} = exp{ -lzl2 /2} so that 
oo 2 zn I z} = I:e-lzl /2_1 n). 
n=O .J;;1 
(B.8) 
Note that z can be any complex number so that a has an uncountable set of 
eigenvectors. This is in contrast to the case of an arbitrary self-adjoint operator 
(such as a* a). As their eigenspaces are mutually orthogonal, they can only have a 
countable number of eigenvalues (as every separable Hilbert space has a countable 
basis). 
We also note that the creation operator a* does not have any eigenvalues. To 
see why this is so, let I a) = I:~=O an I n) be a non-zero eigenvector of a* with 
eigenvalue a. Using equation (B.4), we can directly compare the expansions of 
a* I a) and a I a) in the number state basis, giving 
00 
a* I a)= L Cn-1Vn In), (B.9) 
n=l 
00 
a I a) = L Cna I n). (B.10) 
n=O 
Note that the sum in (B.9) is from n = 1 while that in equation (B.lO) is from 
n = 0. Equating coefficients we have that co and Cn = (Vii/ a )cn-l· But this 
implies that all of the en are zero which contradicts our initial assumption. 
The coherent states (B.8) can be expressed in another simple form. In fact, 
this is the form generated by the Lie algebraic method of section B.3. We need 
the following lemma [Nussenzveig 1973, p45] which I state without proof. 
Lemma B .1 Let A and B be two operators which commute with their commu-
tator [A,BJ. Then exp{A}exp{B} = exp{[A,B]/2}exp{A + B}. 
Let A= za* and B = -za. Then [A,B] = jzj 2 [a,a~] . lzl 2 which commutes with 
both A and B. Now consider the vecto! I z)' = exp{za* - za} I 0). Applying 
lemma B .1, we have 
(B.11) 
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Now, as a I 0) = 0, we have that exp{ -za} I 0) =I 0). Thus 
I z)' = e-lzl2 /2eza* I 0) 
= n 
= """' -lzl2 _z I ) L...Je Cf n. 
n=O yn! 
Hence we can write the coherent state I z) in the form 
I z) = eza*-za I 0). 
(B.12) 
(B.13) 
Next we find the statistics of the coherent state, that is the probability of 
finding the system in the state I n). We have that Pn = exp{ -lzl2}lzl2n /n !, the 
Poisson distribution [Laha and Rohatgi 1979, p31]. vVe can simply calculate the 
mean and variance of this distribution: 
(n) = (z I a*a I z) = lzl2, 
(n2)- (n)2 = (z I a*aa*a I z) -lzl4 
= lzl2 (z I aa* I z) - lzl4 
= lzl2(z I a* a+ 1 I z) -lzl4 = lzl 2 • 
(B.14) 
(B.15) 
Note that as n tends to infinity, the distribution becomes sharply peaked as the 
ratio of the standard deviation to the mean tends to zero. This result is of crucial 
importance in the derivation of the semi-classical limit of the J aynes-Cummings 
model presented in section 2.2. 
The number states possess a spectral resolution of unity: 'L:~=o I n)(n I= 1. 
It turns out that the coherent states have a similar property. We need the following 
lemma: 
Proof: We proceed by induction. For n ·= 0 we have 1= re-r2 dr = - t(e-r2]go 
O! 
-2. (B.16) 
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Assume that the lemma is true for n = k so that Jt" r 2k+lexp{ -r2 } dr = k !/2. 
Then, by induction, 
completing the proof. 
(k + 1)! 
2 
Now consider J I z)(z I d2zj1r. We have 
(B.17) 
• 
= ~ f I m~(n ', rXJ rm+n+1e-r2 rT( ei(n-m)O dO 
-o Vm!Jn! Jo Jo n,m-
2 ~In~(~ If r'•+te-r' dr 
00 
~I n)(n I= 1. (B.18) 
n=O 
This is the generalisation of the number state spectral resolution of unity. 
Equation (B .18) implies that the coherent states are complete. However, there 
are an uncountable number of them and so they cannot be pairwise orthogonal. 
I will now show that in fact no two coherent states are orthogonal. Further, we 
will see that no two distinct coherent states are equal up to a phase. To do this 
we evaluate the inner product of two arbitrary coherent states I z) and I z'). We 
have 
(z1 I z) 
(B.19) 
This has square modulus. 
(B.20) 
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As this is never zero or unity (for z' 
orthogonal or collinear. 
z ), no two distinct coherent states are 
B.2 Laser statistics 
In this section I show that a laser operating well above threshold has Poisson 
statistics. The treatment given here follows Stenholm [1973]. Imagine that the 
field is initially in the state p~ and we inject excited two-level atoms into the cavity 
with rate r1 . Further, we assume that each atom contributes independently. Then 
we can evaluate the evolved joint density operator p( t) using the Liouville equation 
1p [H,p], where His simply the quantum Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. 
We are only interested in the field, so we trace out the atomic variables to give 
the reduced density operator. Actually, we are really only interested in the diag-
onal elements Pnn of the reduced density operator, as these are the probabilities 
of finding the system in a state with n photons. 
As yet we have not taken account of losses in the system. To do this we 
introduce another set of atoms into the cavity, initially in the ground state. If 
they are injected at the rate rz, then one can show that the diagonal matrix 
elements Pnn( t) of the reduced density operator satisfy the coupled differential 
equations 
A(n + 1) An 
Pnn = - 1 (n + l)B/APnn + 1 + nB/APn-l,n-1- Cnpnn 
+ C(n l)Pn+1,n+1· (B.21) 
Here A= r 1 2-\2 Jr2 , B ( 4-\2 /r2 )A and C = r 2 2-\2 /r~. Here A is the atom-field 
coupling constant, ,-1 is the average lifetime of the excited atoms and r21 is that 
of the ground state atoms. 
This relation can also be derived heuristically by identifying A as a linear 
amplification factor, B as a saturation factor and C ·as a loss factor [Loudon 
1983, p272]. Although the transient time evolution of the Pnn is hard to find from 
equation (B.21), we may easily obtain the steady state solution by setting Pnn 0. 
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This leads to the recursion relation 
Pn+l,n+l 
A/C (B.22) 
which has the solution 
n 
Pnn = Poo(A/C)n IT (1 + kB / A)-1 . (B.23) 
k=l 
There are two special cases of particular interest. If A is much smaller than 
C, then intuitively the system's losses outweigh its gains, and we say that the 
laser is below threshold. The solution (B.23) is then approximately given by 
Pnn = (1- A/C)(A/C)n. (B.24) 
By introducing the temperature () = -( k B / w )A/ C we can see that this is the black 
body distribution. On the other hand, if we take A ~ C, then the distribution 
(B.23) tends to the limit 
Pnn = (A/ B)n e-(A/ B). 
n! (B.25) 
This is just the Poisson distribution. Therefore a laser operating well above thresh-
old may be represented by a coherent state. 
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B.3 Generalised coherent states 
The definition of coherent states presented in section B.1 can be extended in 
many ways. In this section I will concentrate on the Lie algebraic definition of 
Perelomov [1972}. This gives us the SU(2) and SU(1, 1) coherent states which 
are used in section 7.2. Other extensions, such as atomic coherent states [Arecchi 
et al. 1972], vector coherent states [Rowe et al. 1985} and coherent states over 
symplectic homogeneous spaces [De Bievre 1989], will not be discussed. 
The development of the generalised coherent states given here follows Perelo-
mov [1986]. Consider a Lie group G with a unitary irreducible representation T 
on the Hilbert space H. Fix a vector I '1/;o) in H. This is called the fiduciary vector 
and in applications is often taken to be the vacuum I 0). We define the system 
of states {I 'lj;g)} by I '1/;9 ) = T(g) I '1/;o), where g runs over the Group G. We will 
define the coherent states in terms of this system. 
The reason we cannot use the set {I '1/;9 )} directly is that it contains many 
linearly dependent subsets. In fact, let be the isotropy subgroup for I 'lj;0 ), that 
is the maximal subgroup of elements h such that T(h) I '1/;o) = exp{ia:(h)} I '1/;0 ). 
Then the two states I '1/;g') and I '1/;9 ) are equal up to the phase·a(h) iff l gh. 
Thus the states we need are the equivalence classes of the factor group X = G I H. 
To exhibit them explicitly, we choose a representative g(x) of each equivalence 
class x in X. In other words, the coherent states are the set {I x) 
Note that G can be considered as a fibre bundle with base space X = G I H and 
fibre H. The choice of the g(x) is then just the choice of a cross-section. It can 
be shown that properties such as completeness then follow from the irreducibility 
of the representation T. 
This definition can be used to regenerate the standard coherent states of 
section B .1. To do this we need the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra l1V1. This is the real 
three-dimensional Lie algebra generated by the commu~ation relations 
and (B.26) 
For example we may take e 1 = ip, e 2 iq and e3 il. Thus an arbitrary element 
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of wl may be written in the form 
= isl + (aa*- aa). (B.27) 
To get the elements of the corresponding Lie group we exponentiate: 
(B.28) 
It is easy to see that for all fiduciary states, the isotropy subgroup consists of those 
elements of the form h = exp{isl}. To get the standard coherent states we choose 
I 'lj;o) =I 0) and take the equivalence class representatives with s 0. Thus 
I a) = eaa*+<ia I 0), (B.29) 
in agreement with equation (B.l3). 
Two other cases will concern us here, namely the SU(2) and SU(l, 1) coherent 
states. The Lie algebra of SU(2) is generated by 
(B.30) 
We find that the coherent states are given by 
(B.31) 
Finally, the Lie algebra of SU(l, 1) is generated by 
(B.32) 
A concrete realisation in terms of the creation and annihilation operators is 
](_ Ko t(aa* + a*a). (B.33) 
Here the coherent states are given by 
(B.34) 
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Appendix C 
Time reversal 
In this appendix I survey the effects that time-reversal odd coupling could have on 
ion-lattice interactions [Moore and Stedman 1990a]. This study was undertaken 
during the first six months of my doctoral research and, among other things, helps 
to explain the effect time-reversal has on the values the Berry phase may take. 
At first sight, one might argue that all systems must be time-reversal invari-
ant due to the CPT theorem (Sachs 1987, p36]. However this is not the case. This 
is because the theorem only holds for isolated systems. In focussing our attention 
on one part of the system (effectively treating the rest of it classically), we allow 
the presence of time-odd interactions. A good example is an atom in an external 
magnetic field. This may be compared to the presence of Hamiltonian time depen-
dence. An isolated system must have a time-independent Hamiltonian. However, 
as discussed in section 2.2, time dependence can be induced by the coupling of 
the system to its surroundings. 
Of particular interest here are ligand-field systems, in which we analyse the 
interactions of a given ion with the motion of its surrounding ligands. The usu-
al model of the interaction treats the ligands merely as a quasi-static electron 
distribution [Abragam and Bleaney 1970]. Hence the interaction is taken to be 
time-reversal even. But this is not the only possible mechanism. For example, 
there will be an induced Zeeman term. This comes from the fact that the motion 
of the charged ligands induces a magnetic field. Hence it is time-reversal odd. 
Time-odd coupling has largely been··ignored in the literature. For example, 
Gill [1975] states "It is accepted that the effect on the paramagnetic ion of the 
electromagnetic fields which are associated with the vibrations of the lattice is 
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quite negligible". There are several reasons for this neglect. The first is that the 
principal mechanism for spin-lattice relaxation of paramagnetic ions in crystals is 
clearly the electrostatic one. This, along with the failure of the time-odd direct 
spin-spin mechanism prposed by \Valier [1932], points to the dominance of time-
even coupling. Another reason that time-odd interactions are largely ignored is 
the fact that back-of-the-envelope calculations indeed suggest that they are small. 
However, there are serious objections to the out of hand dismissal of time-
odd effects. For example, Fletcher [1981] establishes a direct connection between 
the induced Zeeman coupling and the Barnett effect of magnetisation by rotation. 
This effect has been observed in many systems (Bates 1961]. 
Further, back-of-the-envelope calculations of any mechanism can prove to be 
totally inadequate. For example, the static ligand field known to be poorly pre-
dicted. In fact, for lanthanides the higher order parameters can be underestimated 
on a point charge model by up to two orders of magnitude. A similar "quantum 
enhancement" could be expected for the time-odd mechanism. 
Finally, it is unlikely that the semi-classical Zeeman effect is the dominant 
interaction. Before rejecting the possible relevance of time-odd coupling, one might 
first be expected to formulate the theory of a Dirac electron in a molecule with 
internal motion (say in a rotating frame). In view of the plethora of relativistic 
terms which appear in the static solution of the Hamiltonian of a hydrogen atom, 
we may expect that such a calculation would throw up many dynamic terms of a 
time-odd character. Most of these would have no classical counterpart and some 
would be of at least comparable magnitude to the classical terms. 
It is interesting to note the relationship between time-reversal odd coupling 
and rotational modes of the lattice. For example, consider momentum coupling in 
the D4 Jahn-Teller system discussed in section 4.2. There the central ion coupled 
by a time-odd mechanism to the A2 lattice mode. This is just the· joint rotation of 
the ligands about the central ion. In fact, as we will now show, rotational modes 
always transform in a way which is inconsistent with time-even coupling. 
The coupling must be odd at the 0(3) level, since the appropriate rotational 
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urep 1 + is never in the symmetric part of the square of any 0(3) irrep. This 
is preserved in branching through a subgroup chain, as the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric parts of a Kronecker product do not mix under branching provided 
no multiplicities arise. Further, multiplicities arise only for point groups of rela-
tively low symmetry, where any degeneracy may be assigned to partners within 
1± (0(3)) for the purposes of a point group Kronecker product analysis. Finally, 
these multiplicities can always be removed by introducing an intermediate group. 
Thus rotational modes can only couple via a time-reversal odd mechanism. 
We concede that the time-odd coupling is small. However, it may be possible 
to observe it in some systems. This is because there are often selection rules that 
lead to a total or partial cancellation of time-even couplings at lowest order in per-
turbation. Thus, while the time-reversal odd coupling is numerically smaller than 
the time-even, it can sometimes have an effect at a lower order of perturbation. 
The rest of this appendix is organised as follows. In section C.l the time-
reversal selection rules are discussed following Stedman and Butler [1983]. In 
section C.2, these are used to find systems where time-odd effects could be seen. 
For instance, the sum rules for the reduction factors of the D 4 J ahn-Teller systems 
are broken by the presence of time-reversal odd coupling. 
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C.l Selection rules 
Consider a system with symmetry point group G. We are interested in the re-
striction time-reversal places upon the matrix elements of an irreducible tensor 
operator 0~. As we will see, these restrictions often lead to the cancellation or 
near cancellation of time-reversal even couplings in first order perturbation theory. 
As these cancellations are circumvented by time-odd mechanisms, such systems 
could show time-reversal odd effects. 
Let the Hilbert space of interest have basis {I Al)}. We require the basis 
to be time-even in the sense that I Al) should be expressible as a linear com-
bination of the I Al'). Note that the overbar represents the time-reversed ket. 
For instance, if we take G = 0(3), then the basis {I aj,m)} is time-even as 
I aj,m) = €(-l)i-ml a,j- m). For general point groups, the requirement that 
the basis be time-even may necessitate taking A to be a reducible representation 
under G. 
Now let TA be the phase of the basis under double time inversion. This is just 
( -:-l)n for ann-electron system. Further, let ro be the time-reversal signature of 
the operator of interest. Then, for the matrix elements 
(C.l) 
not to all vanish, we must have [Stedman and Butler 1983] 
/-Lr E [A 0 A]± as TAro= (C.2) 
Here r labels the possible repetitions of f-t in the Kronecker product. In our 
applications we will enlarge the basis to the product {I Al) j· L)} of kets I Al) 
from the electronic space and kets I L) from the non-electronic space (photons or 
phonons or both) coupled by the interaction. 
vVe shall also require an extension of this result. Consider the case where 
0 is an effective operator derived from perturbation theory and bilinear in two 
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interactions A ex and Bf3: 
0 
(0.3) 
Here { flw)} is a basis for another (or possibly the same) electronic level, also 
assumed to be time-even. I L) symbolises the altered state of any non-electronic 
part of the system, for example photons or phonons. Note that we do not give 0 
any suffices as the expansion (C.3) has not yet been written as a sum of irreducible 
tensor operators. 
This type of operator occurs in processes in which the energy change in going 
from I L) to I L') in the non-electronic system balances the energy change in the 
overall electronic transition. The labels L" and L'" have been distinguished for the 
following reason. If A ex and Bf3 represent different processes, then the states I L") 
and I L'") will necessarily involve different quanta. Hence they will also have 
different energies. For brevity, I will refer to this as the case of non-equivalent 
denominators. 
We find that the selection rule (C.2) is now only approximate. That is the 
requirement that 
ftr E [A® A]± (0.4) 
only holds to the extent that the energy denominators of the two terms in equation 
(C.3) are equal. 
In the next section, I will show that the conventional time-even mechanism 
for many physical processes is subject to a total or near cancellation through 
time-reversal considerations. In the latter case, a full cancellation is only avoided 
through the inequivalence of the energy denominat~rs ip equation ( C.3). The time-
even process is therefore intrinsically handicapped by the ratio of the difference 
of the denominators to their average. The time-odd coupling, although inherently 
much weaker, does not suffer this handicap and so could become significant. 
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C.2 Examples 
In this section I will discuss three systems for which a time-reversal odd coupling 
could be observed in principle. More details can be found in Moore and Stedman 
[1990a). 
C.2.1 Spin-lattice relaxation 
First I consider the spin-lattice relaxation of Kramers systems. In EPR experi-
ments on Kramers systems, the relaxation of interest occurs between two states 
in the set {I Al)} which correspond to some level. In the absence of any magnetic 
field, these two states will be degenerate. For simplicity we consider a doublet 
ground state I a) rvl ~' ~), ~ rvl ~' -~). 
I will restrict my attention to the Raman process. This involves a two-phonon 
coupling through some other pair of levels I b) and I b). The transition probability 
is given by 
2 
p = 27r I: p(E). (C.5) 
b 
The dots represent the three extra terms that arise when coupling to jb) is intro-
duced and the interactions are taken in the other order. 
As the energy of the excited state I b) is much greater than the relevant 
phonon energies, it is a reasonable approximation to set the energy denominators 
to be equal. Now, if the interaction Vis assumed to be time-even, then the terms 
in equation (C.5) approximately cancel due to the selection rule (C.4). This is just 
the well-known Van Vleck cancellation [Orbach and Stapelton 1972). However, if 
we replace one of the operators in each term with a time-reversal odd interaction, 
this cancellation is avoided. Note that if we replace both interactions with time-
odd ones, a Van Vleck cancellation reappears. 
Thus the presence of time-odd interactions may be expected to have some 
effect on spin-lattice relaxation. To be able to experimentally distinguish time-odd 
effects from time-even ones, we need to find an experimental characteristic that is 
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qualitatively different for the two cases. As I will now show, a good candidate is 
the temperature dependence of the process. 
That the time-odd and even processes will have different time-dependences 
follows from the following argument. Whatever the detailed mechanism may be, 
the time-odd ligand operator will be derived from a velocity and the time-even one 
from a position. Hence the time-reversal odd ligand operator will contain one more 
power of phonon frequency than the time-even one. Then, as the connection with 
temperature arises through an integral over frequency, we may expect qualitatively 
different time dependences for the two cases. 
For time-even coupling to long-wavelength phonons, V ,.._, fo. A factor of 
w comes from the fact that any relative motion or strain from acoustic phonons 
must be linear in wavevector and so frequency. The compensating 1/ fo factor 
arises from the normalisation of the Fourier expansion of the strain operator in 
terms of normal mode amplitudes. Different frequency (and so time) dependences 
are observed for short-wavelength phonons [Shrivasata 1983]. 
For the time-odd case, we merely pick up an extra factor of w due to the 
replacement of position coupling with momentum coupling. These two depen-
dences may be verified by comparing the frequency dependence of the position 
and momentum operators for a simple harmonic oscillator. Hence time-reversal 
odd couplings should have at least one more power of temperature than time-even 
ones. 
Many other phenomena, such as cross relaxation and phonon bottlenecks, 
can also lead to increased temperature dependences. For instance, in a site with 
inversion symmetry, the linear terms in the wavevector are inadequate to couple 
the odd modes of vibration. Nevertheless, these modes may be argued to still 
couple significantly at higher order in wavevector, and so with a correspondingly 
enhanced temperature dependence [Klimachev 1973]. ·Hence, any time-odd effect 
must be distinguished from the other mechanisms by which temperature depen-
dence is enhanced. 
For the Raman process discussed above, the time-even process has a T 9 tern-
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perature dependence. Alternatively, magnetic field modulation of the ground state 
doublet leads to a weaker process with T 7 B 2 dependence. Such dependences have 
been clearly verified experimentally [Pouw and van Duynevelkt 1976]. 
For the time-odd mechanism, the introduction of one time-odd interaction 
into each term of (0.5) avoids the Van Vleck cancellation with the associated 
factor of w. However, the same factor is then reintroduced through the different 
frequency dependence of these matrix elements. Thus we must replace both inter-
actions. Note that this leads to the reintroduction of the Van Vleck cancellation. 
Temperature dependences of T11 have been seen and variously explained in terms 
of time-even processes. 
C.2.2 Reduction factors 
The next example I will discuss is the Jahn-Teller reduction factors K(A.) for the 
D 4 J ahn-Teller system. The effect of time-odd coupling on the Berry phases of this 
system has already been discussed in section 4.2. Reduction factors express the 
extent·to which the matrix elements of an electronic operator (of a given point 
group symmetry >..) are reduced by lattice interaction with Jahn-Teller active 
modes. 
In the absence of any time-odd coupling, these reduction factors obey sum 
rules. For example, the D4 reduction factors obey the sum rule 2K(B1 ) = 1 + 
K(A2 ). We find that these rules are broken by the presence of time-reversal odd 
effects [Fletcher 1981]. Here I will give a simple perturbative proof. 
In second quantisation, the Hamiltonian is given by (see equation ( 4.34)) 
H E(ft h !2 fz) wa(a*a + t) + wb(brb1 b;b2 1) 
vb((f; h- N h)(bl + br) + u; !z + !2 !I)(b2 + b;)) 
+ Va(f{ fz- J; h)(a- a*). (C.6) 
Here a* creates a phonon in the A2 mode, bi, b2 create phonons in the B1 and B2 
modes and fi, f2 create electrons in the Px and Py states. 
I will write the Hamiltonian eigenkets as I inan1n2), these being derived by 
first order perturbation theory. The corresponding unperturbed states are written 
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I ina n1 n2 )o. Here the labels give the state of the electron and the number of quanta 
in each of the lattice modes. 
It is a simple exercise in perturbation theory to calculate the following states: 
11000) = N (11000)o + vb (l1010)o+ l2001)o) + Va I 2100)o) ' (0.7) 
Wb Wb 
I 2000) = N (1 2000)o + vb (l1001)o- l2010)o)- Va l1100)o) ' (0.8) 
Wb Wa 
where 
(0.9) 
Now the operators ft h - JI h and fi h- JI h are of symmetries B1 and A2 
respectively. By direct substitution of equations (C.10) and (C.ll), we find that 
(1000 I J; h - Jt h 11000) = 1 - 2Vg2 - Va2 , 
Wb Wa62 
( 0.10) 
(1ooo I R h- Jt h 12ooo) = 1- 4Vg2 • 
wb 
( 0.11) 
Further, the matrix elements with respect to the corresponding unperturbed states 
are both unity. Hence (C.13) and (C.14) are the reduction factors. 
Now we have 2K(Bl)- 1- K(A2) = -2VC: /w~. Thus the time-odd coupling 
clearly has the effect of violating the sum rule 2K(B1 ) = l+K(A2). This violation 
competes with other sources of violation, such as the existence of a spectrum 
of lattice mode frequencies and contributions of fourth order in the ion-lattice 
coupling. Hence testing the validity of reduction factor sum rules is not a good 
way of looking for the effects of time-odd coupling. 
C.2.3 Phonon Raman scattering 
The final example I will discuss is phonon Raman spectroscopy. Here the formu-
lation of phonon Raman scattering discussed by Churcher and Stedman [1981] is 
extended to include time-odd phonon coupling. By this is meant a Raman effect 
with photons of polarisation e and e' in which the electronic system eventually 
returns to the original level. Energy conservation is maintained by the emission of 
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a phonon in mode K,k with energy Wk w - w'. For convenience I write the labels 
invectorform: n (w,w',wk),n=(w',w,-wk),s (l,l',k)ands=(l',l,k). 
Three interactions are involved so that equation ( C.4) must be generalised 
accordingly. The Raman spectral feature has intensity 
2 
Ie,e'(U) L L epM{;f' (Sl)e~, ( 0.12) 
8 pp' 
, 
where the relevant matrix elements Mftf are related to an e:ffecive operator of the 
form 
QPP' = L ( (L I DP I !VI f-t) I L") (L" I (M f-t I Dp' I N v) I Lm) (L'" I 
M!-LNV 
L" L'" 
X (Nv I vk I L')/ ((En- EM w)(EA- EN- w')) + ... )(0.13) 
The omitted terms correspond to the five alternative orderings of the three inter-
actions (the electric dipole operator components DP and DP' and the ion-lattice 
interaction Vk), with corresponding changes to the energy denominators. 
In the equivalent denominator approximation, we obtain the selection rules 
f-t E [1 ® 1]rp and f-t* E K, ® v. (0.14) 
Here 1-L is the coupling symmetry of the photon interactions, K, the phonon sym-
metry and v a coupling symmetry for phonons and photons. 
Applying these selection rules, we find that time-odd coupling allows new 
phonon modes to be Raman active [Moore and Stedman 1990a]. Note that sym-
metric phonons ( K, = 0) are never Raman active for time-odd coupling within 
the states of a true irrep. This is because the characters of the symmetric irrep 
satisfy x0 (g 2 ) = x0 (g)2 = 1. Thus the symmetric irrep is neve'r present in the 
antisymmetric square of a true irrep. 
On the face of it, breakthrough (Raman activation) of previously forbid-
den phonons would be a clear characterisation of time-odd coupling. As such it 
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competes against other sources of breakthrough. Notable among these are instru-
mental problems such as Snell's Law effects at boundaries [Lai et al. 1987] and 
a breakdown of the equivalent denominator approximation. Hence the best hope 
of detection of time-odd coupling through Raman scattering may rest with those 
phonon symmetries that are Raman active for both couplings, though in different 
polarisations. 
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Appendix D 
Glossary 
In this appendix, simple definitions of the most important technical terms used in 
this thesis are given. 
almost everywhere: For a given u-algebra there are many sets of measure 
("size") zero, for example an isolated point on the real line. A property is said to 
hold almost everywhere if it is true except on a set of measure zero. Hence the 
function y = x 2 is non-zero almost everywhere, as it is non-zero except for the 
isolated point x = 0. 
Berry phase: The overall phase for a given cyclic initial state can be written 
as the sum of two parts. The first is a geometrical property of the evolution and 
is called the Berry phase. The second is the time-integral of the instantaneous 
expectation value of the Hamiltonian. This is known as the dynamical phase. 
Borel sets: see u-algebra 
bounded: An operator A is bounded if there exists a constant C such that IIA¢11 
Cll¢11 for all vectors ¢ in the domain of A. The smallest such constant is called 
the norm of the operator. For example, all unitary operators are bounded with 
norm unity. This is because unitary operators preserve norms. An example of an 
unbounded operator is the position q. To see why, let 4>x. be a normalised Gaussian 
wavepacket centred at x. Then llqlf'>xll increases without bound as x -* oo. A 
useful generalisation of the concept of b~undedness is that of semi-boundedness. 
An operator A is semi-bounded if there e;;:ists a constant c such that (¢ I A I ¢(?:. 
Cll¢11 2 for all vectors¢ in its domain of definition. The Hamiltonian of a harmonic 
oscillator is a good example of a semi-bounded (but not bounded) operator. 
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coherent state: Historically, coherent states were introduced as those states that 
behave as classically as possible. Since then the definition has been generalised 
and coherent states are generated by the action of a Lie group on a given initial 
state called the fiduciary state. The fiduciary state is often chosen to be the 
vacuum. A good example is provided by quantum optics. Here the output of 
a laser operating well above threshold is a particularly simple type of coherent 
state. These states are the eigenvectors of the boson annihilation operator and 
are usually called standard coherent states (see for example Perelomov [1986]). 
connection: see holonomy. 
cyclic initial space: A cyclic initial space is a subspace of the system's Hilbert 
space with the following property. All vectors in the space, when considered as 
initial states, evolve in such a way that the final state is also in the space. For 
example, the ray generated by a cyclic initial state is a cyclic initial space. Hence 
cyclic initial spaces are a true generalisation of cyclic initial states. 
cyclic initial state: A cyclic initial state <,6(0) for the t-periodic Hamiltonian 
H(t) is a state that evolves in such a way that <f>(l) exp{ix}</>(0). These take 
the place of the eigenvectors used in the adiabatic case, allowing us to define 
non-adiabatic Berry phases. X is called the overall phase. 
dense: Let 1-l be a Hilbert space and X be some subspace of 1-l. Then X is dense 
in 1-l if any vector in 1-l can be expressed as the limit of a sequence of elements 
in X. For example, the rational numbers are dense in the set of real numbers as 
every real number can be written as the limit of a sequence of rational numbers. 
In fact, this is often how the real numbers are defined! 
don1ain: An unbounded self-adjoint operator cannot be defined on all of the 
Hilbert space. The set of vectors for which it is defined is calle.d the domain of 
the operator. For example, the domain of the position.~operator q contains those 
vectors 4> for which q¢ is square-integrable. 
dynamical phase: see Berry phase. 
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fibre bundle: A fibre bundle is a natural extension of the product Ax B of two 
spaces. Subject to certain differentiability conditions, we require that the fibre 
bundle F can be locally written as a product. A simple example is the Mobius 
strip. This can locally be written as the product of a circle and a line segment. For 
this example the product representation is not local (the fibre bundle is not trivial) 
because of the twist in the strip. The most important fibre bundle in quantum 
mechanics is the Hopf bundle. This is locally the product of the projective Hilbert 
space and the group U(l) of phases. 
fiduciary state: see coherent state. 
Floquet Han1iltonian: The dynamics for time-periodic Hamiltonians can be 
analysed by converting the problem into an equivalent time-independent form. 
The quantities of interest can then be found from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
of a certain operator called the Floquet Hamiltonian. This operator is calculated 
from the Fourier decomposition of the original Hamiltonian. 
holonon1y: Imagine that the quantum system of interest is following a certain 
path in the projective Hilbert space. To describe the system in the full Hilbert 
space, we have to "provide a phase". The choice of this phase is called a con-
nection. There is a natural connection induced by the inner product structure 
of the Hilbert space. If our path in projective Hilbert space starts and ends at 
the same point (we start in a cyclic initial state), then the total phase change 
generated by the connection is called the holonomy. It turns out that the halon-
amy of the natural connection is just the Berry phase. Some authors prefer the 
term "anholonomy" to holonomy (for example Berry [1990b]). This usage derives 
from the mechanics of systems subject to constraints. The constraint is called 
holonomic if it is integrable and anholonomic otherwise. As the non-triviality of 
the Berry phase is due to its non-integrability, it seems natural to describe it as 
an anholonomy. 
Jaynes-Cumn1ings model: The Jaynes-Cummings model describes the Hamil-
tonian of a two-level atom in a semi-classical radiation field in the rotating wave 
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approximation. This situation can be realised to a good approximation by sub-
jecting an atom to an intense radiation field that is nearly in resonance with one 
of its atomic transitions. 
m.onodromy operator: Let U(t) be the evolution operator corresponding to the 
t-periodic Hamiltonian H(t). Then U(t), the evolution operator at the end of one 
period, is called the monodromy operator. This is because U(t) generates the 
long-term evolution of the system; U(nt + t) = U(t)nU(t). 
normal: An operator A is normal if AA * = A* A. Both self-adjoint and unitary 
operators are normal. 
overall phase: see cyclic initial state. 
quasi-energy: The analysis of systems with periodic Hamiltonians H(t) can be 
reduced to an equivalent "time-independent" form by using the Floquet Hamil-
tonian I< = H - i %t. The eigenvectors of this Hamiltonian are closely related 
to the cyclic initial states and are called quasi-energy states. The corresponding 
eigenvalues are called quasi-energies. 
reduced density operator: The state of a quantum system can be described 
by a density operator p, the expectation value of the observable A being given by 
Tr(pA). In many situations however, we are only interested in a certain part of 
the whole system. For example, in modelling a laser, the system contains atomic 
and photon degrees of freedom. It is only the photon degrees of freedom that 
matter in calculating the statistics of the laser output. To get rid of the atomic 
variables, all we need to do is trace them out of the density operator. This gives 
a reduced density operator which enables the expectation values of the photon 
observables to be efficiently calculated. This approach is often used to couple a 
system of interest to its surroundings, such as a heat bath. 
self-adjoint: An operator is self-adjoint if it is equaf to its adjoint. I use this 
term rather than "hermitian" as some mathematicians use hermitian to mean 
"symmetric". An operator A is symmetric if (A<P I 7/J) = (<P I A'lj;) for all vectors 
</> and '1/J in its domain of definition. While the concepts of self-adjointness and 
symmetry are the same for bounded operators, they are not for unbounded ones. 
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u~algebra: To define integration rigorously, one needs to define the "size" of a set. 
However it turns out that size cannot be defined in a consistent way for all of the 
subsets of the integration range. The set of measurable sets must satisfy certain 
technical conditions in order that the resulting integral have properties such as 
linearity. These conditions define a a-algebra. For the real line, we obviously 
want the open intervals (a, b) to be measurable with measure b - a. The sets in 
the resulting a-algebra are called Borel sets. The Borel sets define the standard 
Lebesgue integraL 
single-valued vector: Let t;h(O) be a cyclic initial state for the Hamiltonian H( t). 
Then t;h(i) = exp{ix}¢(0). A single-valued vector is any state 'lj;(t) of the form 
'lj;(t) = exp{ie(t)}¢(t) satisfying ¢(i) = '1/J(O). These vectors are used to calculate 
the Berry phase for the initial state ¢(0) and allow a unified treatment of the 
various calculational methods used in the literature. 
spectral n1easure: On a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, any self adjoint opera-
tor A can be written in the form A= I,: anPn. Here an is an eigenvalue and Pn is 
the orthogonal projector onto the corresponding eigenspace. This is not possible 
in general for systems with infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces due to the presence 
of a continuous part of the spectrum. However a similar expression, where we 
tegrate over the spectrum does exist. This integration uses an operator extension 
of the concept of measure used in normal integration theory. This generalisation 
is called a spectral measure. 
spectru1n: The spectrum of an operator A is the set of those complex numbers 
..\ for which ..\ - A is not invertible. The spectrum contains the eigenvalues of the 
operator as well as a continuous part. 
unitary: An operator is unitary if it maps one basis of the Hilbert space onto 
another. This is equivalent to requiring that its inverse be its adjoint. Unitary 
operators are bounded with norm unity. 
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